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Structured output prediction in machine learning is the study of learning to
predict complex objects consisting of many correlated parts, such as sequences,
trees, or matchings. The Structural Support Vector Machine (Structural SVM)
algorithm is a discriminative method for structured output learning that allows
flexible feature construction with robust control for overfitting. It provides state-
of-art prediction accuracies for many structured output prediction tasks in nat-
ural language processing, computational biology, and information retrieval.
This thesis explores improving the learning of structured prediction rules
with structural SVMs in two main areas: incorporating latent variables to ex-
tend their scope of application and speeding up the training of structural SVMs
with nonlinear kernels. In particular, we propose a new formulation of struc-
tural SVM, called Latent Structural SVM, that allows the use of latent variables,
and an algorithm to solve the associated non-convex optimization problem. We
demonstrate the generality of our new algorithm through several structured
output prediction problems, showing improved prediction accuracies with new
alternative problem formulations using latent variables.
In addition to latent variables, the use of nonlinear kernels in structural
SVMs can also improve their expressiveness and prediction accuracies. How-
ever their high computational costs during training limit their wider applica-
tion. We explore the use of approximate cutting plane models to speed up
the training of structural SVMs with nonlinear kernels. We provide a theoret-
ical analysis of their iteration complexity and their approximation quality. Ex-
perimental results show improved accuracy-sparsity tradeoff when compared
against several state-of-art approximate algorithm for training kernel SVMs,
with our algorithm having the advantage that it is readily applicable to struc-
tured output prediction problems.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Structured Output Prediction
Structured output prediction is the problem of teaching machines to predict
complex structured output objects such as sequences, trees, or graph matchings.
It includes a very broad and diverse set of tasks, for example, parsing a Chinese
sentence, aligning two protein sequences, segmenting a picture into people and
objects, or translating a Japanese news article into English. It is very different
from traditional tasks in machine learning and statistics such as classification
or regression, where the output set Y contains only simple categorical labels or
real values.
Figure 1.1 shows three specific structured output prediction tasks: parsing,
protein sequence alignment, and object recognition. In natural language pars-
ing (Figure 1.1(a)), the input spaceX is the set of well-formed English sentences,
and the output space Y is the set of parse trees that show how the words are
joined together to form meaningful sentences. In protein sequence alignment
(Figure 1.1(b)), the input space X contains protein sequence pairs from a pro-
tein database, and the output space Y consists of alignments between these
sequence-pairs that align structurally similar regions together. In object recog-
nition (Figure 1.1(c)), the input space X can be different images taken inside
offices, and the output space Y is the set of bounding boxes around monitors
and keyboards inside the image.
What are the common features of these tasks, when compared against more
1
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.1: Three examples of structured output prediction problems
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traditional machine learning problems such as classification or regression? The
first observation is that these complex output objects usually consist of many
correlated ”parts”. In Figure 1.1, the terminal node labels in the parse tree de-
pends on the node labels of their parents. For example a verb phrase (VP) has to
contain a verb (V) in its children. The alignment operations in protein sequence
alignments also depend on the neighbouring alignment operations. For exam-
ple, it is much more common to have long stretches of aligned amino acids or
long stretches of unaligned gaps than to have short interleaving of aligned and
unaligned positions. The neighbouring pixels in an image tend to belong to the
same object, and different object-pairs can have certain spatial relations (e.g., it
is quite common to locate a monitor above a keyboard). These local and global
dependencies between the ”parts” have to be taken into account when mak-
ing predictions. These statistical dependencies are quite commonly, though not
always necessarily, expressed using graphical models [70].
Another prominent common feature of these structured prediction tasks is
the use of combinatorial optimization and search algorithms in prediction. For
example, parsing can be performed using the CYK algorithm [72, 149], protein
sequence alignments can be computed using the Smith-Waterman algorithm
[118], which are both dynamic programming based algorithms. Image segmen-
tation can be computed using graph cuts [16]. Once the local and global de-
pendencies between the ”parts” are fixed and the cost parameters determined,
these combinatorial optimization algorithms help us to find out the highest scor-
ing output parse tree, alignment, or segmentation. The problem of structured
output learning is to learn the cost parameters so that the parse trees, align-
ments, or segmentations are as close to what we observe in the training set as
possible. Thus it can be regarded in some way as the inverse problem of combi-
3
natorial optimization. We try to find out parameters given example structures,
as opposed to finding highest scoring structures given fixed parameters.
1.2 Generative and Discriminative Models
We can state the structured output prediction problem more formally as follows.
Given a set of training examples S = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)} ∈ (X ×Y)n, we want
to learn a prediction function h : X → Y in the following form:
h(x) = argmaxy∈Y fθ(x, y). (1.1)
The function f is a scoring function that evaluates how well a particular output
structure y ∈ Y matches an input x ∈ X , and it is parameterized by the vector
θ that we want to learn. The argmax over all possible y ∈ Y extracts the high-
est scoring output as the prediction for x, and is usually computed using the
combinatorial optimization algorithms such as the CYK algorithm or the Smith-
Waterman algorithm previously mentioned. This is a very general setting that
includes most learning problems for structured output prediction.
How should we learn the parameter vector θ so that predictions that are
close to what we observe in the training set can be reproduced? There are cur-
rently two main approaches for this. The first approach is called generative
modeling while the second approach is called discriminative modeling.
4
Ithaca is gorgeous
"Ithaca" "is" "gorgeous"
S
NP VP
Det N V NP
Det NThe dog chased
the cat
Figure 1.2: Examples of generative structures: HMM for speech recogni-
tion example (left) and parse tree (right)
1.2.1 Generative Models for Structured Output Predictions
Given an input x and an output y, generative model tries to estimate a joint dis-
tribution P (x, y) of x and y. However this is usually a difficult problem to tackle
directly given that both x and y are complex high-dimensional objects. The key
idea here is to break down the complexity or high dimensionality by explicitly
stating how the complex input-output pair (x, y) are generated by composing
simple parts, and thus the name generative modeling. This is also equivalent to
stating how the complex distribution P (x, y) factorizes into a product of simpler
distributions on the parts in x, y.
The classic Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [105] is a good example of gener-
ative modeling, and it was very widely applied to the problem of speech recog-
nition in the early days. In speech recognition (a simplified version of the prob-
lem) the input x (called observations) is a sequence of sounds in human speech,
and the output y (called hidden states) is a corresponding set of words in the
English language. Hidden Markov models make the assumption that the ob-
servations at time step t are generated by the hidden state at time step t only,
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and the hidden state at time step t depends only on the previous hidden state
at time step t − 1. Thus to generate English speech for the sentence ”Ithaca is
gorgeous”, we would first generate the word ”Ithaca” randomly from the initial
distribution, and then generate a pronunciation of ”Ithaca” from our emission
distribution. Next we generate a second English word conditioned on the pre-
vious word ”Ithaca”, and suppose the word is ”is”, and after that we generate a
pronunciation of ”is” using the emission distribution. And we repeat the same
for the third word ”gorgeous”. Thus the process of generating human speech
can be modeled in a very simple linear fashion (Figure 1.2, left).
As another example let us look at the parse tree of the sentence ”The dog
chased the cat” in Figure 1.2. We can imagine there is a stochastic process
(stochastic context free grammar) that starts from the root of the tree as a whole
sentence (S), and then split into a pair of noun phrase (NP) and verb phrase (VP).
The noun phrase then splits into a determiner (”the”) and a noun (”dog”), and
the verb phrase further splits into a verb and a noun phrase that gives the whole
subtree for the expression ”chases the cat”. At each node we generate a leaf node
or an internal node conditioned on the previous splits in the tree according to a
local conditional probability distribution. For different runs we could have gen-
erated alternative sentences and parse trees such as ”The cat chased the dog”,
or ”The dog chased the fat cat” in these tree growing processes.
For both the HMM and parse tree generation example the observed input-
output pair (x, y) are generated sequentially, part by part, through simple
stochastic generative processes. These processes are completely specified by
local conditional probability tables that govern the decision at each step. To put
it more precisely, we estimate our scoring function f by taking it to be the joint
6
probability (or equivalently its logarithm):
fθ(x, y) = Pθ(x, y)
=
∏
i
P (yi | pi(yi))
∏
j
P (xj | pi(xj)),
where xj , yi are the observed and hidden nodes in the directed acyclic graphs in
Figure 1.2. The notation pi(u) refers to the parent node of u in the directed acyclic
graph. The local conditional probabilities for transitions between hidden nodes
P (yi | pi(yi)) and emissions for observed nodes P (xj | pi(xj)) are the parameters
in the vector θ.
Since the complex process of jointly generating a speech sequence and an
English sentence (or a parse tree and an English sentence in the other example) is
broken down into a series of local decisions, parameter estimation of θ through
maximum likelihood becomes easy as in most cases it boils down to counting.
1.2.2 Discriminative Models for Structured Output Predictions
The second approach is called discriminative modeling, which takes a com-
pletely different view on structured output prediction. The training sample we
are given comes in the form of input-output pairs (x, y) ∈ X × Y . Generative
modeling tries to model all the observations by estimating a joint distribution
P (x, y). However if we think carefully this is not exactly the task that we are
given. Consider a hypothetical extreme case when there is one possible output
y0 ∈ Y , then no matter what the input x is all we can do is to predict y0. It will be
a huge waste of effort to model the joint distribution P (x, y) (which is essentially
P (x)) in this case, since the input x can have arbitrarily complex distribution but
it would not help us in the prediction of y at all. Even not in this extreme sit-
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uation it is quite common to have information in input x that is irrelevant for
the prediction of y. For example, when we are building a generative model for
detecting whether there are humans in a picture, we could be spending a lot of
effort to model all the clutter and non-human objects in the background in order
to estimate a good joint distribution P (x, y).
A second major difficulty in applying generative models in practice is that
they are difficult to design. While generative models for the sequence tagging
and parse tree examples are relatively straightforward and reasonable, in many
structured output prediction problems it is very hard to design a generative
model that explains all the observed features in input x well. In the human-
detection example just mentioned it is almost impossible to describe a good
generative process that models all the clutter and background objects on pic-
tures with humans on it. In machine translation it is also difficult to describe
a generative model that transforms a French sentence into an English sentence.
Many simplifying assumptions have to be made [17], such as each word being
translated independently or the limited re-arrangement when translating from
French into English. In the protein alignment example that we are going to
discuss in Chapter 4, it is not easy to decide whether to assume (which is obvi-
ously wrong biologically) that the amino acid identity at an aligned position is
independent of their secondary structures to simplify the parameter estimation.
These modeling decisions are really hard to make and worse still we might have
to re-design the model structures whenever we obtain new observed features.
Discriminative modeling tries to sidestep all these problems in generative
modeling by tackling the estimation of the scoring function f in Equation (1.1)
directly. It tries to learn a function f such that good output structures score
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higher than bad output structures for a fixed input x, and hence the name dis-
criminative modeling, because the function f helps us to differentiate between
good and bad output structures. No attempt is made on modeling the input
distribution for x or the joint distribution P (x, y), and thus a lot of the difficult
modeling decisions can be avoided. One common choice is to assume f to be
linear, with
fθ(x, y) = θ ·Φ(x, y),
where Φ(x, y) is a high dimensional feature vector that extracts features which
indicate whether the input-output pair (x, y) is a good fit or not.
Conditional random field (CRF) [81], a discriminative structured output
learning method, finds the parameter vector θ and hence f by minimizing the
following objective:
min
θ
1
2
‖θ‖2 − C
n∑
i=1
[θ ·Φ(xi, yi)− log
(∑
yˆ∈Y
exp(θ ·Φ(xi, yˆ))
)
]. (1.2)
Structural support vector machine (Structural SVM) [132], which is the topic
of this thesis, finds f by minimizing the following objective:
min
θ
1
2
‖θ‖2 + C
n∑
i=1
max
yˆ∈Y
[θ ·Φ(xi, yˆ)− θ ·Φ(xi, yi) + ∆(yi, yˆ)], (1.3)
where ∆ is a loss function measuring how different the output yˆ is when com-
pared against the reference output yi.
We shall have a more in-depth discussion of these methods in the next chap-
ter. Ignoring the regularization term 1/2‖θ‖2 for the moment, we can see that
both CRFs and structural SVMs try to set the score of the correct output yi in
the training set higher than alternative outputs yˆ ∈ Y , though through different
ways. CRFs acheive this by maximizing the conditonal likelihood P (y | x), try-
ing to make the score of the correct output θ ·Φ(xi, yi) large with respect to the
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log-sum of all other outputs log(
∑
yˆ∈Y exp(θ·Φ(xi, yˆ))). Structural SVMs achieve
this by maximizing the score difference between the correct output θ ·Φ(xi, yi)
and the scores of all other outputs θ ·Φ(xi, yˆ), with the required margin enforced
by a loss function ∆.
We can see in both of these objectives efforts are made to discriminate the
correct output yi against all alternative outputs yˆ that are not observed, while no
effort is made to model the input distribution for xi (or any alternative inputs).
As far as the minimization objective is concerned all the inputs xi are fixed. This
is a common feature of discriminative modeling, and can be seen as a more
pragmatic approach compared to the more ambitious approach of joint density
estimation in generative modeling.
1.3 Structural Support Vector Machines
Structural support vector machine (Structural SVM), the focus of this thesis, is
a very successful and popular algorithm for discriminative structured output
learning. First as a discriminative learning algorithm it allows flexible con-
struction of features to improve prediction accuracy. As in Equation (1.3) the
distribution of input xi is not explicitly modeled, allowing us to construct com-
plex features based on the input xi in the joint feature vector Φ(x, y) without
modifying the structure of the optimization problem. This particular flexibil-
ity and ease to incorporate new features to improve prediction performance are
the main reasons for the popularity of discriminative models such as structural
SVMs and CRFs in recent years.
Secondly although discriminative modeling gives us the freedom to con-
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struct rich features from the input x to improve prediction accuracy, it also
becomes much easier to overfit to the training data when we have the power
to incorporate these high dimensional input features. Structural SVM, like the
binary support vector machine for classification, controls overfitting by maxi-
mizing the margin between alternative outputs. The influential work of Vapnik
[133] on regularized risk minimization laid the foundation for discriminative
modeling, where the importance of capacity control (regularization) is empha-
sized and linked to the generalization ability of learning algorithms. Regular-
ization is particularly important when we have high dimensional feature space
and small training sample sizes. The implementation of this idea in the form of
Support Vector Machines (SVM) gives rise to one of the most popular machine
learning algorithm in the last decade [34], with high classification accuracies
on many applications such as text classification [62], object recognition [103],
classification of gene expression data [56], and countless many other applica-
tions. Binary SVMs work by constructing a large-margin hyperplane in high
dimensional feature space as a separator between positive and negative exam-
ples. Structural SVM is a generalization of binary SVMs for structured output
learning. It inherits many of the attractive properties of SVMs, such as the abil-
ity to explicitly control margins between different outputs, the ability to incor-
porate high dimensional input features without overfitting, and the ability to
incorporate nonlinear kernels.
Thirdly compared to CRFs, structural SVMs do not require the computation
of log-sum over all possible output structures (called the partition function) in
Equation (1.2). This can be beneficial in certain cases such as learning match-
ings or spanning trees, when computing the sum over all possible matchings
or spanning trees have a higher computational complexity than computing the
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highest scoring output structure. The explicit use of a loss function ∆ to con-
trol the margins also helps us tune the parameter vector in different application
settings. Because of all these advantages structural SVMs have been applied
to many different applications in diverse domains, including natural language
processing, computational biology, information retrieval, computer vision, etc.
We will discuss some of these applications in greater detail in the later chapters.
1.4 Organization and Contributions of this Thesis
This thesis presents some new results on discriminative structured output learn-
ing based on structural SVMs.
1.4.1 Structural SVM for Protein Alignments
Protein sequence alignment is an important step in the homology modeling ap-
proach for solving protein structures, but it is also a very hard problem for se-
quence pairs with low sequence similarity but high structural similarity. There
are a lot of relevant information for determining the alignment such as amino
acid residue, secondary structures, water accessibility, and evolutionary infor-
mation through PSI-BLAST profiles in databases for proteins with known struc-
tures. This is an ideal application for discriminative structured output learning
since we can incorporate all these rich features without having to model their
dependencies. In this thesis we apply the structural SVM algorithm to learn
protein alignment models incorporating these rich features over a large dataset.
Experiments show that it outperforms some of the state-of-art generative align-
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ment models on large test sets and is practical to train. This application also
illustrates many of the design decisions in applying structural SVM for struc-
tured output learning such as the design of feature maps and loss functions,
and also choosing a corresponding efficient inference procedure for training.
1.4.2 Latent Structural SVM
Despite the success of structural SVMs in many different applications, there are
still issues that hinder their even wider adoption. One important issue is their
inability to handle latent variables or missing information. In many applications
in natural language processing and computer vision some of the crucial mod-
eling information is not present in the training data, and yet it is important to
include it to learn models of good predictive performance. For example in ob-
ject or human recognition, it is important to know the positions of the parts of
an object to accurately recognize the object, such as the positions of the wheels
in a car or the positions of arms and legs of a pedestrian. And yet as labels
we are only given a rough bounding box on where the target object is without
any information on the parts. As another example consider the training data
we usually have in machine translation, which are sentence-pairs in the source
language (say French) and the target langauge (say English). However, it will
be really useful to know roughly which French word corresponds to which En-
glish word in the sentence pair, but such information is usually not available.
In this thesis we give the first natural extension of the structural SVM algo-
rithm to handle latent variables. This greatly increases the scope of application
of the structural SVM algorithm to new problems, and also allows us to solve
old problems in new formulations. We give efficient training algorithm for our
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latent structural SVM formulation, and demonstrate how it can be applied via
three different applications in computational biology, natural language process-
ing, and information retrieval.
1.4.3 Training Nonlinear Structural SVMs with Kernels using
Approximate Cutting Plane Models
The ability to produce nonlinear decision boundaries through the use of kernels
was one of the main reasons of the wide applicability and popularity of support
vector machines in classification. Using kernels such as the polynomial kernels
and the Gaussian kernel, SVM is one of the best off-the-shelf classification algo-
rithms when applied to a new classification problem without any tuning. The
use of nonlinear kernels in structured output learning is equally beneficial since
it allows the learned function for scoring different output structures to become
nonlinear. However, the cost of training nonlinear SVMs with kernels is much
higher than training linear SVMs because the target function we learn is rep-
resented implicitly as a sum of kernel functions evaluated at a large number
of training points. There are many works on approximation in training binary
classification SVMs with kernels [145, 46, 131, 14], but they are either not di-
rectly applicable to structural SVMs without significant modification or they do
not give good enough tradeoffs between approximation quality and training
costs. In this thesis we propose to directly modify the cutting plane algorithm
for the approximation. The cutting plane algorithm is one of the most suc-
cessful algorithm for training support vector machines and structural support
vector machines. We will explore approximating each cutting plane generated
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by the cutting plane algorithm so that the cost of kernel function evaluations
is reduced. In particular we are going to look at two different approximation
schemes, one using random sampling and the other using a preimage optimiza-
tion approach. Our proposed algorithms result in improved training time by
reducing the number of kernel evaluations required while maintaining accu-
racies close to the exact algorithm, and the preimage approach also has better
accuracy-sparsity tradeoff when compared against other approximation algo-
rithms on binary classification. Moreover they can be easily extended to handle
the use of nonlinear feature functions in structural SVMs.
1.4.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we give an introduction to dis-
criminative training of structured output prediction models, with an emphasis
on structural SVMs.
In Chapter 3 we describe in detail the cutting plane algorithm for solving the
optimization problems associated with structural SVMs. It provides the basis
for the various algorithms discussed in the following chapters.
In Chapter 4 we illustrate the benefits and challenges of discriminative train-
ing through our work on using structural SVMs to train alignment models for
protein sequence alignments.
In Chapter 5 we describe our work on extending structural SVMs to handle
latent variables, which greatly extends their scope of applications.
In Chapter 6 we describe our work on improving the training efficiency of
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structural SVMs with approximate cutting plane models, specifically for the
cases where nonlinear kernels are used.
Chapter 7 contains our concluding remarks and points out some interesting
future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2
STRUCTURAL SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
2.1 A Part-Of-Speech Tagging Example
In this chapter we are going to introduce Structural Support Vector Machines
(Structural SVMs) and see how we can use it for predicting structured outputs.
For this purpose let us use a very simple example to see how we can do struc-
tured output prediction with traditional generative modeling, and then see how
it can be modeled discriminatively with structural SVMs. The example appli-
cation that we are going to consider is part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging) in
natural language processing.
Given an English sentence, part-of-speech tagging tries to determine each
word in the sentence to see whether it is a noun, a verb, an adjective, a deter-
miner, etc. It is not a trivial task as many English words can have more than one
part-of-speech (e.g., ”bank” as verb and ”bank” as noun). It is a very basic low-
level task in natural language processing that supports many other higher level
tasks such as question-answering, sentiment analysis, etc. For example, know-
ing where the nouns are can help us recognize what people or organizations
are involved, knowing the verb can help us understand what is happening, and
knowing the adjective can help us decide the speaker’s opinion or sentiment. It
is a structured-output prediction task as the part-of-speech tag at each position
in the sentence is highly correlated with the POS tags at the positions immedi-
ately before and after it.
One of the earliest generative models for modeling and predicting sequence
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noun verb noun noun noun
I like support vector machines
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5
y5y4y3y2y1
BEGIN END
Figure 2.1: HMM example
data is Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [105]. Hidden Markov models estimates
the joint distribtion P (x, y) between the input x = (x1, x2, . . . , xL) (called the ob-
servation sequence) and the output y = (y1, y2, . . . , yL) (called the hidden state
sequence), where L is the length of the sequence. It tells us how an (x, y) se-
quence pair can be generated one position after another by making stochastic
local decisions. Consider the sentence ”I like support vector machines” in Fig-
ure 2.1, with the correct part-of-speech tags ”Noun Verb Noun Noun Noun”.
The outputs yi are the part-of-speech tags, and they are also called hidden states
in HMM terminology as they are not observed and are the labels that we want
to predict. The inputs xi are the English words, and they are called the obser-
vations. The arrows in the figure indicate dependency relations, and we can
see that each hidden state yi only depends on the immediate hidden state yi−1
before it. This is the Markov assumption and hence the name hidden Markov
models. Also, each observation xi also only depends on the hidden state yi at
the same position.
Thus we can generate the whole (x, y) pair by making sequential local de-
cisions. We can generate the first hidden state y1 by throwing a dice according
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Table 2.1: Conditional Probabilty Tables for HMM example
yi+1
P (yi+1 | yi) N V Adj Det END
N 0.3 0.5 0.05 0.15 0.1
V 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1
yi Adj 0.6 0.05 0.2 0.15 0.1
Det 0.6 0.05 0.3 0.05 0.1
BEGIN 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0
xi
P (xi | yi) ... I ... Like ... Machine ... Support ... Vector ...
N ... 0.05 ... 0 ... 0.001 ... 0.005 ... 0.001 ...
yi V ... 0 ... 0.02 ... 0 ... 0.01 ... 0 ...
Adj ... 0 ... 0.0001 ... 0 ... 0 ... 0 ...
Det ... 0 ... 0 ... 0 ... 0 ... 0 ...
to the conditional probability tables in Table 2.1 starting from the special ini-
tial state ”BEGIN”, and suppose it comes up to be ”Noun”. Then we generate
the first observation x1 conditioned on y1 by throwing a dice according to the
emission table, and suppose it comes up with ”I”. Then we continue to gen-
erate stochastically the second hidden state y2 conditioned on y1, and suppose
it comes up to be a ”Verb”. We continue this stochastic generative process by
following the arrows and looking up the conditional probability tables, until
the whole sentence ”I like support vector machines” has been generated. Then
finally the ”END” state is generated from y4 and we stop the whole generative
process. This generative process is stochastic and assigns a probability to ev-
ery (x, y) pair. For example, if our dice throws come out differently we might
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end up having the sentence ”I like hidden Markov models” instead. The joint
probability P (x, y) is just the product of all the local conditional probabilities:
P (x, y) = P (y1)P (x1 | y1)
L∏
i=2
P (yi | yi−1)P (xi | yi). (2.1)
In our example the probability of the pair (”I like support vector machines”,
”Noun Verb Noun Noun Noun”) is
0.25×0.05×0.5×0.02×0.03×0.005×0.3×0.001×0.3×0.001×0.1 = 1.6875×10−15
by multiplying all the local probabilities on the arrows in the graph.
Given all the local probability tables and an input sequence x, we would like
to find out the output sequence y that maximizes the conditional probability (or
equivalently joint probability) during prediction:
argmaxy∈Y P (x, y) = argmaxy∈Y P (y1)P (x1 | y1)
L∏
i=2
P (yi | yi−1)P (xi | yi). (2.2)
This can be done by the Viterbi algorithm [138], which is essentially a dynamic
programming algorithm that recursively computes the maximum output sub-
sequence from y1 to yi in a left-to-right manner, for 1 ≤ i ≤ L.
We are mostly interested in the learning problem or the inverse problem of
estimating the local conditional probability tables given a set of training exam-
ples {(xi, yi)}ni=1 (we are overloading the notation for the ith training example
xi with the i observation of an input sequence x, but the meaning should be
clear from context). In hidden Markov models these tables are usually esti-
mated via maximizing the joint likelihood P (x, y) over the whole training sam-
ple {(xi, yi)}ni=1. In the absence of missing values this will simplify to counting.
For example, to estimate P (yi+1 = ”V erb” | yi = ”Noun”), we can just count the
number of times a ”Verb” follows a ”Noun” in the whole training sample, and
divide the number by the total number of ”Noun”s in the training sample.
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Generative modeling tries to build a complete model P (x, y) on the observed
data {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)}, and one advantage of this is we can generate new
example pairs (x, y) that ”look like” the observed data. For example, Shannon
used a Markov model to generate random English sentences in his landmark
paper A Mathematical Theory of Communication [115]. A large body of work in
the area of language modeling in natural language processing is on building bet-
ter and better generative models of English that gives improved approximation
of true English sentences [107]. Fitting a generative model to the data and di-
agnosing how well they match can give us a better understanding of the ob-
served data. For example by moving from a simple Markov chain to stochastic
context free grammar we can build more accurate models of English sentences,
because the stochastic context free grammar can capture more non-local depen-
dencies in true English sentences. Building generative models is an intricate
process that requires a balance between simplicity and accuracy of the model,
and in most cases the computational cost of estimating and applying the model
as well. Therefore designing good generative models require a lot of domain
expertise on the problem. Generative modeling is by no means restricted to
linear sequences such as English sentences, but include many other structures
such as trees [29], objects and shapes [44], and random graphs [96, 94] in social
networks as well.
In contrast to generative modeling, discriminative modeling does not try to
build a full model of the observed training data {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)}, but fo-
cuses on the prediction task at hand. Since our task is to predict an output y
given a fixed input x, there is no need to model the whole joint distribution
P (x, y). For example, an accurate estimation of the conditional distribution
P (y | x) is sufficient for prediction. This problem is particularly eminent in
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classification, where it is common to have very high dimensional feature vector
x. These high dimensional feature vectors make it difficult to model all the cor-
relations of the features in a generative manner. On the other hand the output
space Y is very simple (binary or a few classes), making the task of modeling the
conditional distribution P (y | x) much easier. Indeed Vapnik [133] believes that
using density estimation to solve prediction problems is unnecessary and this is
just like trying to solve a simpler problem (prediction) via a much harder inter-
mediate problem (density estimation). The Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM)
principle that he proposed tries to directly minimize the prediction risk or loss
on the training data while restricting the complexity of the function classes used
through regularization to prevent overfitting. This is a form of discriminative
modeling, and forms the basis of support vector machines and structural sup-
port vector machines.
Before going on to discuss how we can model this POS tagging problem
discriminatively with structural SVMs, let us take a diversion and look at binary
classification SVMs and see how it can be generalized to structural SVMs.
2.2 Support Vector Machines
In learning a classifier for binary classification we are usually given a set of
training examples (x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn). The input features xi ∈ Rd are usually
d-dimensional vectors describing the properties of the input example, and the
labels yi ∈ {+1,−1} are the response variables/outputs we want to predict. For
example, our task could be to predict whether it is going to rain tomorrow in
Ithaca based on various measurements collected today. The label +1 indicates
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that it is going to rain, and −1 indicates that it is not going to rain. The input
features could be continuous measurements such as local atmospheric pressure,
average/minimum/maximum temperatures, average humidity, or categorical
features such as month and date in the year. Let us assume that there are d of
such features (after suitable binarization of the categorical features). Suppose
we have collected such data for the past year (n = 365), then we can regard
these training examples as 365 points in a d-dimensional vector space, with la-
bels +1 or −1 over them. The concept of Support Vector Machines (SVM) as a
binary classification algorithm is very simple: construct the most ”stable” linear
hyperplane in this d-dimensional space that separates the positive and negative
examples (see Figure 2.2). This most stable hyperplane can be found by solving
the following quadratic optimization problem:
Optimization Problem 2.1. (HARD-MARGIN BINARY SVM (PRIMAL))
min
w∈Rd,b∈R
1
2
‖w‖2
s.t. ∀i, yi(w · xi + b) ≥ 1
(2.3)
The weight vector w is the normal of the hyperplane, and the scalar b is
the offset of the hyperplane from the origin in the vector space. Note that the
(signed) distance of the point xi from the hyperplane is w‖w‖ ·xi+ b‖w‖ (projection
onto unit normal). Therefore the constraint yi(w ·xi+b) ≥ 1 is essentially declar-
ing that all the examples have to lie on the correct side of the hyperplane, with
a minimum distance of 1/‖w‖. Thus by minimizing the norm of w in the ob-
jective, we are effectively maximizing the minimum distance to the hyperplane
over all examples (called the margin).
However, for most of the training sets we receive for various classification
problems, there do not exist any linear separators that have all positive exam-
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!w · !x+ b = −1
!w · !x+ b = 1
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Figure 2.2: Binary Support Vector Machines
ples on one side and all negative examples on the other. This could be due to
noise in the measurements, or simply that the features observed are not suffi-
cient for confident prediction/separation of the two classes. In these cases the
original quadratic optimization problems no longer have any feasible solutions,
and we need to relax the linear constraints to allow feasible solutions. One way
to do this is to introduce a non-negative slack variable ξi for each example, to
allow the linear constraint to be violated by the amount ξi (see Figure 2.3). The
optimization problem then becomes:
Optimization Problem 2.2. (SOFT-MARGIN BINARY SVM (PRIMAL))
min
w∈Rd,b∈R,ξ∈Rn
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n∑
i=1
ξi
s.t. ∀i, yi(w · xi + b) ≥ 1− ξi
∀i, ξi ≥ 0
(2.4)
The parameter C controls the trade-off between the two conflicting goals of
having a larger margin and that of having smaller errors on the training set
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ξi > 0
ξj > 0
Figure 2.3: Binary Support Vector Machine with Slack Variables
(sum of slacks). This is an important parameter for us to control overfitting to
the training data.
To every minimization problem there is usually a closely related maximiza-
tion problem called the dual problem (and the original one is called the primal).
The values of the dual problem can be regarded as lower bounds of the val-
ues of the primal problem. For most convex optimization problems under mild
conditions (for example Slater’s constraint qualification or when the inequali-
ties are all affine [15]) the value of the optimal primal solution and the value of
the optimal dual solution coincide, a property which we call strong duality. In
those cases one can solve the dual optimization problem and recovers the pri-
mal solution from that. The optimization problem for support vector machine is
one such example where we can solve the dual problem. The dual optimization
problem looks like the following:
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Optimization Problem 2.3. (BINARY LINEAR SVM (DUAL))
max
α∈Rn
n∑
i=1
αi − 1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
αiαjyiyjxi · xj
s.t. ∀i, 0 ≤ αi ≤ C
n∑
i=1
yiαi = 0
(2.5)
The variables αi are called the dual variables, and each αi corresponds to
exactly one constraint yi(w · xi + b) ≥ 1− ξi in the primal. The primal and dual
solution are related by:
w =
n∑
i=1
αiyixi, (2.6)
and thus we can easily recover the weight vector w after knowing all the αi’s.
Also the primal and dual variables have to satisfy the following complemen-
tary slackness condition:
∀i, αi[1− ξi − yi(w · xi + b)] = 0.
One consequence of the complementary slackness condition is that when the
constraint yi(w·xi+b) > 1 is satisfied strictly so that the slack variable ξi = 0, the
corresponding dual variable αi has to be equal to 0. This is because [1−ξi−yi(w ·
xi + b)] < 0 in this case and αi is forced to be 0 by the complementary slackness
condition. By Equation (2.6) examples (xi, yi) with dual variable αi = 0 have no
effect in determining the expansion of weight vector w, thus the solution of the
optimization problem will remain the same if those examples are removed from
the training set (examples lying outside the dotted line in Figure 2.3). Only
those examples with dual variables αi > 0 can affect the solution of the SVM
optimization problem. These examples are called support vectors, since they are
like vectors exerting forces pushing towards (or supporting) the hyperplane,
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Figure 2.4: Binary support vector Machine with slack variables, with sup-
port vectors highlighted
and hence the name support vector machines. All the support vectors for the
same problem as in Figure 2.3 are highlighted in Figure 2.4.
An interesting observation about the dual optimization problem in the above
is that the only place where the input features enter the problem is through the
inner products xi · xj . Vapnik and his colleagues, building on previous works
by [2], had the insight that these linear inner products can be replaced by more
general functions on X × X called kernel functions to build complex nonlinear
classification boundaries. The following is the dual SVM optimization problem
with kernel functions:
Optimization Problem 2.4. (BINARY SVM WITH KERNELS (DUAL))
max
α∈Rn
n∑
i=1
αi − 1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
αiαjyiyjK(xi,xj)
s.t. ∀i, 0 ≤ αi ≤ C
n∑
i=1
yiαi = 0
(2.7)
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Figure 2.5: Binary SVM with Gaussian Kernels. The solid line is the deci-
sion boundary, while the dotted lines are w · x = ±1. Notice
the ability to introduce nonlinear and even disjoint decision re-
gions using the Gaussian kernel.
Kernel functions are very general in the sense that they only need to sat-
isfy a few conditions such as positive-semidefiniteness so that they can act like
inner products for elements in X , but in a much higher and possibly infinite-
dimensional space. Figure 2.5 shows the decision boundary with Gaussian ker-
nels (or radial basis function kernel). Notice the nonlinearity of the decision
boundary and also the ability have disjoint regions of the same class.
There is a whole body of theory on kernels in terms of Reproducing Ker-
nel Hilbert Spaces [111], and numerous applications in areas such as computer
vision [52, 148] and computational biology [112]. We will have a longer discus-
sion on kernels in Chapter 6 when we talk about the use of nonlinear kernels in
structural SVMs.
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2.3 From Binary to Multi-Class Support Vector Machines
After a brief introduction to SVM let us consider the problem of how it might
be extended for structured output prediction. For simplicity let us first assume
we are working with a linear feature space.
The binary support vector machine is a very geometrically intuitive classifi-
cation algorithm. Since there are only two possible output classes, finding the
most stable hyperplane that separates the two classes as our decision bound-
ary is a very reasonable idea. However, what should we do when the output
y is no longer binary, but contains multiple (> 2) different categories, or even
exponentially many possible output classes as in structured output prediction?
Consider the case for classification when there is more than two output
classes. It is no longer possible to have one separating hyperplanew that cleanly
puts all examples in one class withw ·x > 0 and all other examples in the other
class withw · x < 0, since there are more than two classes (we are dropping the
bias term b here for simplicity, and the effect of the bias term can be simulated
by adding an extra constant feature in the examples xi). Clearly to describe the
decision boundary we need more than one hyperplane w ∈ Rd, and it is not
clear what would be the most natural generalization of binary SVM.
Let us generalize from what we learn in the binary case. In general we have
a linear decision score w · x for each example x. The more positive the score is,
the more likely will the example belong to the positive class; likewise the more
negative the score is, the more likely for the example to belong to the negative
class. Suppose there are k classes, we can set up k weight vectors such that the
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decision score for the ith class is:
wi · x
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. To find out the most likely class for example x, we compute
argmax1≤i≤kwi · x.
The original binary SVM (k = 2) can be recovered by having the extra constraint
w1 = −w2 to remove the extra degree of freedom.
Here we’re going to consider the multi-class SVM generalization by Cram-
mer & Singer [35], since it poses the training problem as a single optimization
problem without breaking the classification problem down into a series of bi-
nary decision problems [106].
Optimization Problem 2.5. (MULTI-CLASS SVM (CRAMMER & SINGER))
min
wc∈Rd,ξ∈Rn
k∑
c=1
1
2
‖wc‖2 + C
n∑
i=1
ξi
s.t. ∀i, ∀c 6= yi
wyi · xi −wc · xi ≥ 1− ξi
∀i, ξi ≥ 0
(2.8)
We can notice that the objective function is essentially the same as binary
SVM. The only difference comes from the constraints, which essentially says
that the score of the correct label wyi · x has to be greater than the score of any
other classes wc · x, so there are k − 1 constraints in total when there are k
classes. There is one slack variable ξi for each example, shared among the k − 1
constraints.
We can simplify the notation by stacking the class weight vectors to form
a single weight vector w and introducing the notation for joint feature vector
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Φ(x, y):
w =

w1
w2
...
wk−1
wk

,Φ(x, y) =

0
...
x
...
0

,
where x appears in the yth block in Φ(x, y). Then the whole opimization prob-
lem can be written succinctly as:
Optimization Problem 2.6. (MULTI-CLASS SVM (CRAMMER & SINGER))
min
w∈Rkd,ξ∈Rn
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n∑
i=1
ξi
s.t. ∀i,∀c 6= yi
w ·Φ(xi, yi)−w ·Φ(x, c) ≥ 1− ξi
∀i, ξi ≥ 0
2.4 From Multi-class to Structural Support Vector Machines
Structured output prediction problem, in its simplest form, can be regarded as
a multi-class prediction problem, abeit with a huge number of classes in the
output space Y (usually exponential in the input length). Consider the SVM
formulation for structured output, which is a direct extension of the multi-class
case:
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Optimization Problem 2.7. (STRUCTURAL SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
(MARGIN-RESCALING))
min
w,ξ
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n∑
i=1
ξi
s.t. ∀i,∀y¯ ∈ Y , y¯ 6= yi
w ·Φ(xi, yi)−w ·Φ(xi, y¯) ≥ ∆(yi, y¯)− ξi
∀i, ξi ≥ 0
(2.9)
The constraint essentially says that the score for the correct output w ·
Φ(xi, yi) has to be greater than the scorew ·Φ(xi, y¯) for all alternative outputs y¯.
The loss function ∆(yi, y¯) is new here. It controls the required margin between
the two scores, and in the case of multi-class classification it is 0 if yi = y¯, and 1
otherwise. The larger the value of the loss, the more different yi and y¯ are, and
the larger the required margin between them.
This optimization problem is still convex (convex objective with linear con-
straints). While on the surface the training problem and the semantics of the
constraints are quite similar to the multi-class case, the exponential size of the
output space Y makes a huge difference. For a start the constraint sets in struc-
tural SVMs, unlike in the multi-class case, cannot be explicitly enumerated.
Let us now go back to the POS tagging example we have earlier in the be-
ginning of the chapter. We can map the input ”I like support vector machines”
and output ”Noun Verb Noun Noun Noun” to a high dimensional feature space
with a joint feature map Φ(x, y). This joint feature map Φ can be constructed in
many different ways. For example, one way is to have one parameter for each
of the conditional probabilities in the conditional probability tables in Table 2.1
(see Figure 2.6). Notice how the the joint feature map Φ decomposes into emis-
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noun verb noun noun noun
I like support vector machines
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5
y5y4y3y2y1
Φ((I,Like,Support,Vector,Machines), (Noun,Verb,Noun,Noun,Noun))
= φe(I,Noun)+φe(Like,Verb)+φe(Support,Noun)+φe(Vector,Noun)+φ(Machines,Noun)
φt(Noun,Verb)+φt(Verb,Noun)+φt(Noun,Noun)+φt(Noun,Noun)+φt(Noun,Noun)
=

0
...
2
1
1
0
...
0
1
1
1
1
1
...

Figure 2.6: Illustration of the joint feature map Φ applied to the HMM ex-
ample
sion features φe and transition features φt in Figure 2.6. In this way the score
w · Φ(x, y) will be like the logarithm of the joint probability in Equation (2.1).
But unlike the generative HMM case these parameters are not to be directly in-
terpreted as conditional probabilities, and they are also much less constrained.
For example, the parameters corresponding to transitions and emissions do not
have to sum to one for each hidden state. This approach is sometimes referred
to as ”training a generative model discriminatively” in the literature [30].
Figure 2.7 shows the visualization of what the constraints in the structural
SVM formulation mean for our POS tagging example. The loss function ∆ is
the Hamming loss here. We want to find a direction or weight vector w that
ranks the correct output ”Noun Verb Noun Noun Noun” the highest in the joint
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("I like support vector machines",
"Noun Verb Noun Noun Noun")
("I like support vector machines",
"Noun Verb Verb Noun Noun")
("I like support vector machines",
"Noun Adjective Verb Noun Noun")
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Figure 2.7: Structural Support Vector Machine on POS tagging example
feature space. The alternative output ”Noun Verb Verb Noun Noun” mislabels
”support” as a verb and has a Hamming loss of 1, so the constraint requires
it to be at least distance 1 (in terms of the linear score w · Φ(x, y)) away from
the correct output. Another output ”Noun Adj Verb Noun Noun” in addition
mislabels ”like” as an adjective and has a Hamming loss of 2. So the constraint
requires it to be at least distance 2 from the correct output.
The number of constraints in the Optimization Problem 2.7 is exponential
in the length L, and indeed there are kL ways to label a sequence of length L
when there are k different parts-of-speech. Having a constraint set size that is
exponential in the input instance size is very common in structured output pre-
diction problems. Obviously this rules out the option of solving the optimiza-
tion problem by enumerating all the constraints. The optimization problem can
instead be solved by a cutting plane algorithm that generates constraints itera-
tively (which we will talk about in greater detail in the next chapter), and each
iteration involves computing:
argmaxyˆ∈Y [w ·Φ(x, yˆ) + ∆(y, yˆ)]. (2.10)
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In our POS tagging example, as long as the joint feature vector and loss func-
tion decomposes linearly in hidden states yi, then we can write the above prob-
lem as:
argmaxyˆ∈Y
L∑
j=1
[w · φe(x, yˆj) +w · φt(yˆj−1, yˆj) + δ(yj, yˆj)], (2.11)
where δ(yj, yˆj) = 1 if yj 6= yˆj , and is 0 otherwise (since the Hamming loss is
linear and ∆(y, yˆ) =
∑L
j=1 δ(yj, yˆj)).
Notice that the structure of this argmax problem is exactly the same as the
prediction problem we have in Equation (2.2), and thus can be solved by the
Viterbi algorithm.
Moreover from Equation (2.11) we can see that the feature function φe(x, yˆj)
can have arbitrary dependence on the whole input sequence x, unlike in the
generative HMM case where yˆj is only allowed to depend on xj due to the con-
ditional independence assumptions. Thus we can construct much more descrip-
tive features such as having yˆj depend on xj−1 and xj+1 as well, or even a larger
window of observations. Or we could construct other more global features such
as the length of the input sequence. This extra flexibility of constructing arbi-
trary features from the input x is the major strength of discriminative modeling.
Of course we also have to worry about overfitting when we introduce so many
new features, but the regularization that comes with structural SVMs help con-
trol it.
2.4.1 Kernels in Structural SVMs
Like binary classification SVMs, structural SVMs can also be ”kernelized” via
the dual:
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Optimization Problem 2.8. (STRUCTURAL SVM (DUAL))
max
α
∑
i,yˆ
∆(yi, yˆ)αi,yˆ − 1
2
∑
i,yˆ
∑
j,y¯
αi,yˆαj,y¯Φ(xi, yˆ) ·Φ(xj, y¯)
s.t.
∑
yˆ∈Y
αi,yˆ = C
αi,yˆ ≥ 0 ∀i, ∀yˆ ∈ Y
The dual optimization only depends on the inner product of the joint fea-
ture vectors Φ(xi, yˆ) · Φ(xj, y¯), and thus can be replaced by a kernel function
K(xi, yˆ, xj, y¯). In practice usually not the whole joint feature vector is mapped
nonlinearly to a high dimensional feature space, but only some constituient fea-
ture functions such as emissions are replaced with polynomial or Gaussian ker-
nels. We will discuss kernels in structural SVMs in details in Chapter 6.
2.4.2 Slack-rescaling
Apart from the structural SVM formulation that we discuss above, there is an-
other version that uses a different penalization method for the slack variables,
which is called slack-rescaling in the literature.
Optimization Problem 2.9. (STRUCTUAL SVM (SLACK-RESCALING))
min
w,ξ
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n∑
i=1
ξi
s.t. ∀i,∀y¯ ∈ Y , y¯ 6= yi
w ·Φ(xi, yi)−w ·Φ(xi, y¯) ≥ 1− ξi
∆(yi, y¯)
∀i, ξi ≥ 0
(2.12)
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Here we assume that ∆(yi, y¯) > 0 for y¯ 6= yi, so that the constraints are well-
defined. Compared to margin-rescaling we can see that the slack variable is
penalized multiplicatively instead of additively by the loss. It would be even
clearer if we re-organize the constraints:
ξi ≥ ∆(yi, yˆ)[1−w ·Φ(xi, yi) +w ·Φ(xi, yˆ)] (slack rescaling) (2.13)
ξi ≥ ∆(yi, yˆ)−w ·Φ(xi, yi) +w ·Φ(xi, yˆ) (margin rescaling) (2.14)
Slack-rescaling is less stringent than margin rescaling in the sense that as
long as the score of the correct output w · Φ(xi, yi) is greater than the score of
any incorrect output w · Φ(xi, yˆ) by 1 (or any fixed positive constant), then the
slack ξi will be 0. Notice that satisfying this condition is sufficient for repro-
ducing the correct output in the training set. On the other hand margin rescal-
ing is more stringent in specifying the exact margin requirements. In practice
slack-rescaling usually performs better on noisy structured output prediction
problems, since unlike margin rescaling alternative outputs with scores with
less than the correct output have little effect on the slack variable. However,
slack rescaling is usually more expensive computationally during training due
to non-additive nature of the loss [109]. In this thesis we will focus more on the
margin-rescaling formulation because of its computational advantages.
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2.5 Bibliographical Notes
2.5.1 Related Models
Below we give a brief review of different machine learning methods that are
closely related to structural SVMs in the area of discriminative structured output
learning.
Conditional Random Fields
The influential paper by Lafferty, McCallum and Pereira [81] on Conditional
Random Fields (CRFs) is the work that opens up the whole area of discrimi-
native learning of structured output prediction models. Conditional random
fields learn the conditional probability distribution P (y | x) with the following
exponential form:
P (y | x) = exp(w ·Φ(x, y))∑
yˆ∈Y exp(w ·Φ(x, yˆ))
, (2.15)
where Φ is the joint feature vector that serves the same purpose as in structural
SVMs, and w is the parameter vector to be learned. By modeling the condi-
tional distribution P (y | x) instead of the joint distribution P (x, y), conditional
random field is the first model that allows flexible feature construction in Φ,
which greatly improves the performance of many sequence labeling tasks. No-
tice in Equation (2.15) the normalization factor only involves summation over
outputs yˆ but not input x, and therefore one can construct arbitrarily complex
feature over the input x without having to worry about solving a more difficult
inference problem in training. CRFs solve the following regularized negative
log-likelihood minimization problem during training on a training set consist-
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ing of {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)}.
Optimization Problem 2.10. (CONDITIONAL RANDOM FIELDS (WITH REGU-
LARIZATION))
min
w
1
2
‖w‖2 − C
n∑
i=1
[
w ·Φ(xi, yi)− log
(∑
yˆ∈Y
exp(w ·Φ(xi, yˆ))
)]
. (2.16)
The regularization term 1/2‖w‖2 prevents the model from overfitting when
the number of parameters is large. This training problem is a convex optimiza-
tion problem and can be solved with methods such as iterative scaling [37] or
limited memory BFGS [85, 113]. The form of this training problem is very sim-
ilar to the training problem of structural SVMs in Equation (2.9), the only dif-
ference being the way we penalize the prediction errors on the training set. We
can rewrite Equation (2.9) without the constraints for a direct comparison:
Optimization Problem 2.11. (STRUCTURAL SVM (AFTER ELIMINATING SLACK
VARIABLES))
min
w
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n∑
i=1
max
yˆ∈Y
[w ·Φ(xi, yˆ)−w ·Φ(xi, yi) + ∆(yi, yˆ)] (2.17)
Compared to CRFs, structural SVMs contain a loss function ∆ for specify-
ing the margin requirements for different applications and do not require the
computation of the normalization term
∑
yˆ∈Y exp(w · Φ(x, yˆ)) (called the parti-
tion function) during training. For structured output prediction problems with
inference procedures based on dynamic programming, the partition function
can be computed using the sum-product algorithm (e.g., forward-backward al-
gorithm in HMM), with computational complexity similar to the argmax com-
putation (max-prodcut algorithm) used in the training of structural SVMs (e.g.,
Viterbi algorithm in HMM). For structured output prediction problems with
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NP-hard inference problems, sometimes there are approximation algorithms for
computing the highest scoring structure, which can be applied to the training
of structural SVMs. However it is less clear how these algorithms can be modi-
fied to compute the partition function. Even for problems with polynomial time
inference algorithms there could be differences in the computational complex-
ity of computing the argmax and computing the partition function. For exam-
ple, computing the minimum/maximum spanning tree takes O(n) time with
Kruskal or Prim’s algorithm, but summing up all the scores of all possible span-
ning trees takes O(n3) time via the matrix-tree theorem [79]. However CRFs
have the advantage of being a probabilistic model and can be composed with
other probabilistic models in certain applications. It is also very well-grounded
theoretically and can be derived from the principle of maximum entropy [5].
Margin-based Models
Collins [30] proposed using perceptron updates to learn the parameters of hid-
den Markov models, which allows the use of flexible feature functions like that
in CRF, but at the same time is much easier to implement. Like moving from
perceptrons to SVM for a more stable classification boundary, his work was ex-
tended in [6] to Hidden Markov Support Vector Machines (HM-SVM) using
ideas of regularization. Compared with the perceptron training method, HM-
SVM has improved accuracies on many sequence labeling tasks [6] due to regu-
larization. HM-SVM was later generalized to structural SVMs [132] for general
structured output learning.
Around the same time Taskar et al. took the idea from Collins one step fur-
ther and apply it to the training of general Markov Random Fields, which they
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called Max-Margin Markov Networks (M3N)[125]. The formulation of max-
margin Markov networks is equivalent to the margin-rescaling loss penalization
in structural SVMs. One major difference is their proposed training methods.
M3N uses dual methods based on sequential minimal optimization (SMO) [102]
while structural SVMs employ cutting plane algorithms for training. However
these training methods are still slow on large datasets due to the repeated use
of inference algorithms such as Viterbi decoding to compute gradients.
Trying to strike a balance between performance and training time, there were
also works on introducing the concept of margins into online learning of struc-
tured output models, notably in [91]. It extends the MIRA algorithm for online
learning [36] and have improved performance on dependency parsing over the
Collins perceptron algorithm.
Kernel Dependency Estimation
Kernel Dependency Estimation (KDE) [144] takes a completely different ap-
proach to structured output prediction. The use of general kernels such as tree
or string alignment kernels allows us to apply the SVM framework to classify
input structures such as trees and sequences. KDE extends this idea by includ-
ing a kernel on the output space as well, which maps the output structure to
a high dimensional vector space. The learning task then becomes learning a
mapping from the input kernel space to the output kernel space, which in their
case was done using kernel PCA and regression. The major difficulty of this
approach is that since the output kernel maps an output structure to the output
kernel space, a preimage problem needs to be solved when making prediction.
The advantage of this approach is that relatively simple methods such as kernel
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logistic regression can be used for learning the mapping from the input kernel
space to the output kernel space, without the need to perform a large number
of Viterbi decoding as in the case of CRF or large-margin structured learning.
Search-based Structured Output Learning
Another distinct approach to structured-output learning is to relate it to another
main area of machine learning, namely reinforcement learning. In [38] Daume´
et al. relate the search process during the decoding in different structured out-
put learning problem (Viterbi decoding, parsing, etc) to exploration in a state
space. They apply ideas from reinforcement learning to perform structured out-
put learning, a method which they call SEARN. They try to learn a cost-sensitive
classifier to decide what action to take at a particular state in the search process
based on past decisions (for example, what tag to use at the (k + 1)th position
after the first k tags are given in a left-to-right Viterbi decoding process). Com-
pared to models such as CRFs or structural SVMs which perform discriminative
parameter learning on graphical models [70], they try to model the search pro-
cess directly and learn good parameters for the search function (policy) so that
it will terminate at outputs with low loss. The experimental results are com-
petitive with models like CRF and structural SVM on many natural language
processing tasks.
2.5.2 Applications of Structural SVMs
Structural SVMs and related max-margin methods have been applied to a di-
verse set of structured output prediction problems in different fields. For exam-
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ple, they have been applied to sequence tagging problems [6], parsing of nat-
ural language [126, 132], and noun phrase coreference resolution [47]. In com-
putational biology they have been applied to the problem of protein sequence
alignment [153] and prediction of secondary structures of proteins [50]. In in-
formation retrieval they have been applied to optimizing specific performance
measures such as F1-scores and ROC-Area [65], Mean Average Precision [154],
and topic coverage [155]. They have also been applied to hierarchical classifica-
tion of taxonomies [20]. In computer vision there is work on applying structural
SVMs to learn stereo vision [84], and in music there is work on chord transcrip-
tion of music audio [143]. In most of these tasks state-of-art performance was
obtained through the incorporation of extra features via the discriminative mod-
eling and large-margin robustness of structural SVMs.
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CHAPTER 3
CUTTING PLANE ALGORITHMS FOR TRAINING STRUCTURAL SVMS
In the last chapter we have introduced structural SVM, a discriminative
framework for learning structured output prediction problems. We have seen
how the discriminative modeling power of structural SVMs allow the introduc-
tion of flexible features into structured output learning problems and their nu-
merous applications. However, all these benefits cannot materialize if we cannot
solve the training problem of structural SVM efficiently. In this chapter we are
going to discuss an efficient method of solving structural SVMs based on the
cutting plane algorithm.
Consider again Optimization Problem 2.7, which is a convex quadratic pro-
gram with linear constraints.
Optimization Problem.
min
w,ξ
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n∑
i=1
ξi
s.t. ∀i,∀y¯ ∈ Y , y¯ 6= yi
w ·Φ(xi, yi)−w ·Φ(xi, y¯) ≥ ∆(yi, y¯)− ξi
∀i, ξi ≥ 0
The major difficulty with solving this QP is the large number of constraints:
for example in POS-tagging with k types of parts-of-speech, on a sequence of
length L, there are kL many possible tag sequences y¯. Obviously this rules out
the possibility of enumerating all the constraints on y¯ 6= yi and solve the QP
using a conventional QP solver. However, perhaps a bit surprisingly, not all
constraints are needed when we solve for the optimal w in Optimization Prob-
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lem 2.7. We can use a cutting plane algorithm [75] to generate the constraints
one by one and solve the QP over this restricted constraint set. The surprising
fact is that for a fixed precision  the number of constraints added by the cutting
plane algorithm is polynomial in the size of each training example (e.g. length
of sequences in POS-tagging, or length of protein sequence pairs to be aligned)
and the total number of examples in the training set. This approach is very
similar to the use of column generation in the solution of linear programs.
3.1 Cutting Plane Algorithm
Before discussing the cutting plane algorithm, let us first rewrite Optimziation
Problem 2.7 into a form that is simpler to describe the algorithm in. First of all
notice that Optimization Problem 2.7 is equivalent to the following problem:
Optimization Problem 3.1. (STRUCTURAL SVM (n-SLACK FORMULATION))
min
w,ξ
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n
n∑
i=1
ξi
s.t. ∀i,∀y¯ ∈ Y ,
w ·Φ(xi, yi)−w ·Φ(xi, y¯) ≥ ∆(yi, y¯)− ξi
(3.1)
if we assume ∆(yi, yi) = 0 for all labels yi in the training set (which is a
condition satisfied by most loss functions) and rescaling C by a factor of n. We
divide C by n because we want to consider the average loss or average slack of
the training sample. Notice the set of constraints extends from all y¯ 6= yi to all
possible outputs y¯ ∈ Y , and the non-negative constraints for the slack variables
have been eliminated. The two optimization problems are equivalent because if
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we substitute y¯ = yi in Optimization Problem 2.7, we obtain
w ·Φ(xi, yi)−w ·Φ(xi, yi) ≥ ∆(yi, yi)− ξi,
which is equivalent to ξi ≥ 0.
The next rewrite transforms Optimization Problem 3.1 into one that only
involves one slack variable:
Optimization Problem 3.2. (STRUCTURAL SVM (1-SLACK FORMULATION))
min
w,ξ
1
2
‖w‖2 + Cξ
s.t. ∀(y¯1, . . . , y¯n) ∈ Yn,
1
n
n∑
i=1
[w ·Φ(xi, yi)−w ·Φ(xi, y¯i)] ≥ 1
n
n∑
i=1
∆(yi, y¯i)− ξ
(3.2)
The equivalence can be observed quite easily if we rewrite Optimization
Problem 3.2 in a form that eliminates all slack variables:
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n
n∑
i=1
max
y¯∈Y
[∆(yi, y¯)−w ·Φ(xi, yi) +w ·Φ(xi, y¯)]
=
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n
max
(y¯1,...,y¯n)∈Yn
n∑
i=1
[∆(yi, y¯i)−w ·Φ(xi, yi) +w ·Φ(xi, y¯i)].
The max over the product space Yn in the second line distributes over the in-
dependent summands [∆(yi, y¯i) − w · Φ(xi, yi) + w · Φ(xi, y¯i)] and is therefore
equivalent to the first line.
Although at a first glance Optimization Problem 3.2 looks even more compli-
cated than Optimization Problem 3.1 as the constraints now range over a larger
product space, it is actually simpler as we only need to generate constraints for
one slack variable. We will show shortly that the number of constraints added
will be polynomial in the input size. For now let us first look at the cutting plane
algorithm in Algorithm 3.1 for solving Optimization Problem 3.2:
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1: Input: S = ((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)), C, 
2: W ← ∅
3: repeat
4: (w, ξ)← argminw,ξ 12‖w‖2 + Cξ
s.t. ∀(y¯1, . . . , y¯n)∈W :ξ ≥ 1n
∑n
i=1[∆(yi, y¯i)−w·Φ(xi, yi)+w·Φ(xi, y¯i)]
5: for i = 1, . . . , n do
6: y¯i ← argmaxy¯∈Y [∆(yi, y¯) +w ·Φ(xi, y¯)]
7: end for
8: W ←W ∪ {(y¯1, . . . , y¯n)}
9: until 1
n
∑n
i=1[∆(yi, y¯i)−w ·Φ(xi, yi) +w ·Φ(xi, y¯i)] ≤ ξ + 
10: return (w, ξ)
Algorithm 3.1: Cutting Plane Algorithm for training Structural SVMs (Pri-
mal)
The basic idea of the cutting plane algorithm is quite simple: as long as
there is a constraint that violates the current solution (w, ξ) by more than , i.e.,
1
n
∑n
i=1[∆(yi, y¯i)−w ·Φ(xi, yi) +w ·Φ(xi, y¯i)] > ξ + , add that constraint to the
current working set W and resolve the QP. Figure 3.1 illustrate the successive
steps in a cutting plane algorithm using a simple 1-dimensional optimization
problem. Step 0 shows the original objective and the circle shows our starting
point. At step 1 we generate the first cutting plane, which is a linear under-
approximation to the objective function. We minimize over this linear approx-
imation and move our current solution to the right, indicated by the circle (we
omit the regularizer and assume the domain of optimization is bounded in this
simple illustration). In step 2 we generate a second cutting plane, and minimize
over the new cutting plane model, which is the maximum over the two cutting
planes. Then we keep on generating new cutting planes to improve our model
and re-optimize, as illustrated in steps 3 and 4. We stop the cutting plane al-
gorithm when the difference between the true objective and the cutting plane
model is small, say, less than  (step 4).
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Step 0 Step 1
Step 2 Step 3
Step 4
< !
Step 4
Figure 3.1: Illustration of cutting plane algorithm: the blue curve is the
true objective function, while the black straight lines are the
cutting planes.
It is clear that at termination (assuming it always terminates) there will be
no more -violated constraints. A fairly easy consequence is that the solution
returned (wt, ξt) will have an objective ot no more than C from the objective o∗
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of the optimal solution (w∗, ξ∗).
o∗
=
1
2
‖w∗‖2 + C max
(y¯1,...,y¯n)∈Yn
1
n
n∑
i=1
[∆(yi, y¯i)−w∗ ·Φ(xi, yi) +w∗ ·Φ(xi, y¯i)]
≥ 1
2
‖w∗‖2 + C max
(y¯1,...,y¯n)∈W
1
n
n∑
i=1
[∆(yi, y¯i)−w∗ ·Φ(xi, yi) +w∗ ·Φ(xi, y¯i)]
≥ 1
2
‖wt‖2 + C max
(y¯1,...,y¯n)∈W
1
n
n∑
i=1
[∆(yi, y¯i)−wt ·Φ(xi, yi) +wt ·Φ(xi, y¯i)]
≥ 1
2
‖wt‖2 + C
(
max
(y¯1,...,y¯n)∈Yn
1
n
n∑
i=1
[∆(yi, y¯i)−wt ·Φ(xi, yi) +wt ·Φ(xi, y¯i)]− 
)
= ot − C
Thus ot − o∗ ≤ C.
In practice we usually solve the inner quadratic optimization problem over
the working set W via the dual, and the dual algorithm is presented in Algo-
rithm 3.2. We will show how the dual is derived in the proof of the iteration
bound below.
What is less clear is whether this algorithm actually terminates and how
many cutting planes it would need to add before termination. The following
theorem settles this question:
Theorem 3.1. For any C > 0, 0 <  ≤ 4R2C and any training sample S =
((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)), Algorithm 3.1 terminates after adding at most⌈
log2
(
∆¯
4R2C
)⌉
+
⌈
16R2C

⌉
cutting planes. R2 = maxi,y¯ ‖Φ(xi, yi) −Φ(xi, y¯)‖2, ∆¯ = maxi,y¯ ∆(yi, y¯), and d..e is
the integer ceiling function.
Before we give the full proof of the above results, we give an outline of the
main proof idea. This iteration bound is constructed via a dual lower bound
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1: Input: S = ((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)), C, 
2: c← 0,H ← 0, t← 0
3: repeat
4: H ← (Hij)1≤i,j≤t, whereHij = g(i) · g(j)
5: α← argmaxα≥0αTc− 12αTHα s.t. αT1 ≤ C
6: ξ ← 1
C
(αTc−αTHα)
7: w ←∑ti=1 αig(t)
8: t← t+ 1
9: for i=1,...,n do
10: y¯i ← argmaxy¯∈Y [∆(yi, y¯) +w ·Φ(xi, y¯)]
11: end for
12: g(t) ← 1
n
∑n
i=1[Φ(xi, yi)−Φ(xi, y¯i)]
13: c(t) ← 1
n
∑n
i=1 ∆(yi, y¯i)
14: until w · g(t) ≥ c(t) − ξ − 
Algorithm 3.2: Cutting Plane Algorithm for training Structural SVMs
(Dual)
argument. The feasible solution of the dual of the Optimization Problem 3.2 is
a lower bound of the optimal value. We can show that every time we add an
-violated constraint the dual increases by at least an amount δ() (a function
of ). Since the w = 0, ξ = ∆¯ is a feasible primal solution with value C∆¯, the
maximum dual value must be no more than C∆¯. Therefore we can add no more
than C∆¯/δ() constraints. This argument gives rise to the O(C/2) bound in
[132]. Below we reproduce the proof given in [67], which provides a tighter
O(C/) bound through more careful analysis. This bound will also be useful
when we discuss applying the cutting plane algorithm with approximation for
training structural SVMs with nonlinear kernels.
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3.2 Proof of Iteration Bound
First of all let us derive the dual of Optimization Problem 3.2 via the La-
grangian. We first introduce one dual variable αy¯ for each constraint, where
y¯ = (y¯1, y¯2, . . . , y¯n) are the most violated output structure in the argmax compu-
tation at Line 6 of Algorithm 3.1. We have the following Lagrangian:
L(w, ξ,α)=
1
2
‖w‖2+Cξ+
∑
y¯∈Yn
αy¯
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
[∆(yi, y¯i)−w·Φ(xi, yi)+w·Φ(xi, y¯i)]−ξ
)
Differentiating with respect to w and setting the derivatives to zero gives:
w =
∑
y¯∈Yn
αy¯
1
n
n∑
i=1
[Φ(xi, yi)−Φ(xi, y¯i)]
Similarly differentiating with respect to ξ gives:
∑
y¯∈Yn
αy¯ = C
Pluggingw back into the Lagrangian and with the constraints onαwe have the
following dual optimization problem:
max
α
∑
y¯∈Yn
αy¯
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
∆(yi, y¯i)
)
− 1
2
∑
y¯∈Yn
∑
y¯′∈Yn
αy¯αy¯′
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
[Φ(xi, yi)−Φ(xi, y¯i)]
)
·
(
1
n
n∑
j=1
[Φ(xj, yj)−Φ(xj, y¯′j)]
)
∑
y¯∈Yn
αy¯ = C
∀y¯ ∈ Yn, αy¯ ≥ 0
Notice that this is the same as the dual optimization problem in Algorithm
3.2, except the optimization problem in Algorithm 3.2 is restricted to dual vari-
ables αy¯ in the working set y¯ ∈ W only.
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We shall now lower bound the increase in the dual objective of Optimization
Problem 3.2. For this we need a lemma:
Lemma 3.1. Consider the unconstrained quadratic program,
max
α
D(α) = max
α
hTα− 1
2
αTHα
with positive semidefinite H . Any line search starting from α in the direction η with
maximum step size C will increase the objective by at least
max
0≤β≤C
D(α+ βη)−D(α) ≥ 1
2
min{C, ∇D(α)
Tη
ηTHη
}∇D(α)Tη
Proof. Writing down the line search objective in terms of β we have
D(α+ βη)−D(α)
= βhTη − 1
2
β2ηTHη − βαTHη
(3.3)
The unconstrained maximizer of this quadratic function of β is obtained at
β =
hTη −αTHη
ηTHη
=
∇D(α)Tη
ηTHη
if ηTHη > 0.
Since η is an ascent direction, the maximum is either attained at the above
value of β for the unconstrained maximum or at the maximum step sizeC (since
there is only 1 turning point in a quadratic curve). The step size C also covers
the case for ηTHη = 0.
Plugging back these two values of β (∇D(α)Tη/ηTHη and C) into Equation
(3.3), we obtain the desired bound.
We implicity assumed that all the entries in the dual variable vector α are
zero for any y¯ not in the constraint set W . Let the dual solution at the ith it-
eration be α(i), so that the current solution (iteration t) is α(t). When a new
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-violated constraint yˆ is added, we shall consider the line search direction de-
fined by:
η = eyˆ − 1
C
α(t),
where eyˆ is the vector with 1 at entry for yˆ and 0 elsewhere. We want to lower
bound the increase in the dual objective when a line search is performed:
max
0≤β≤C
[D(α(t) + βη)−D(α(t))]
Notice that this search direction maintains the equality constraint
∑
y¯∈Yn αy¯ = C
for any positive step size β, and restricting β ≤ C ensures that the non-
negativity constraint on α are satisfied. Also note that although we are not
using this line search directly in Algorithm 3.2, solving the QP in Line 5 directly
over all the cutting planes generated is guaranteed to return a solution α(t+1)
with higher dual objective D(α(t+1)) than the one returned by the above line
search direction.
To apply Lemma 3.1 we need to bound∇D(α)Tη.
∂D(α)
∂αy¯
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∆(yi, y¯i)
−
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
[Φ(xi, yi)−Φ(xi, y¯i)]
)
·
∑
y¯′∈Yn
αy¯′
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
[Φ(xj, yj)−Φ(xj, y¯′j)]
)
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∆(yi, y¯i)−
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
[Φ(xi, yi)−Φ(xi, y¯i)]
)
·w
= ξ
for all those constraints with αy¯ > 0 (by complimentary slackness condition).
And for the new constraint yˆ added we have:
∂D(α)
∂αyˆ
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∆(yi, yˆi)−
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
[Φ(xi, yi)−Φ(xi, yˆi)]
)
·w
= ξ + γ
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for some γ > , since the stopping criterion is not satisfied when a new con-
straint is added.
Therefore
∇D(αt)Tη
= (ξ + γ)− 1
C
(ξ
∑
y¯∈Yn
αy¯)
= γ.
Moreover
ηTHη
= ‖g(t+1) − 1
C
t∑
j=1
αy¯jg
(j)‖2
≤ (‖g(t+1)‖+ 1
C
t∑
j=1
αy¯j‖g(j)‖)2
= (R +
1
C
t∑
j=1
αy¯jR)
2
= 4R2,
where g(j) is shorthand for the cutting plane 1
n
∑n
i=1[Φ(xi, yi)−Φ(xi, y¯i)] gener-
ated at the jth iteration in Algorithm 3.2.
Plugging back into the bounds of Lemma 3.1 we obtain
max
0≤βC
D(α+ βη)−D(α) ≥ min{Cγ
2
,
γ2
8R2
} (3.4)
Let α∗ be the optimal solution. Define the optimality gap of the ith iter-
ation by δ(i) = D(α∗) − D(α(i)). Let y∗ be the vector of correct labels y∗ =
(y1, y2, . . . , yn). Suppose we start from the initial solution α(0) where α
(0)
y∗ = C
and α(0)y¯ = 0 for all other y¯ ∈ Yn. Noticeα(0) is a dual feasible solution with dual
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objective 0. As w = 0, ξ = ∆¯ is a primal feasible solution with primal objective
C∆¯, we have initial optimality gap δ(0) = D(α∗)−D(α(0)) ≤ C∆¯− 0 = C∆¯.
Let γi be the violation at the ith iteration, and let P (α) be the primal objective
of Optimization Problem 3.2 by putting w =
∑i
j=1 αy¯jg
(j), we have by weak
duality:
γi =
1
C
[P (α(i))−D(α(i))]
≥ 1
C
[D(α∗)−D(α(i))]
=
δ(i)
C
(3.5)
Combining Equations (3.4) and (3.5) we have:
D(α(i+1))−D(α(i))
≥ min{Cγi
2
,
γ2i
8R2
}
≥ min{δ(i)
2
,
δ(i)2
8R2C2
}
Note that D(α(i+1))−D(α(i)) = δ(i)− δ(i+ 1), and thus we have the recurrence:
δ(i)− δ(i+ 1) ≥ min{δ(i)
2
,
δ(i)2
8R2C2
} (3.6)
The first case occurs when δ(i) ≥ 4R2C2, and by solving the recurrence
δ(i)− δ(i+ 1) ≥ δ(i)
2
δ(i+ 1) ≤ δ(i)
2
with δ(0) ≤ C∆¯, we conclude that it takes at most
i1 = dlog2
∆¯
4R2C
e
iterations to reduce the optimality gap to below 4R2C2.
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After that the second case of the reccurence in Equation (3.6) holds, and we
have:
δ(i)− δ(i+ 1) ≥ δ(i)
2
8R2C2
for i > i1. For this we can follow the approach in [128] and upper bound δ(i)
with the differential equation
∂δ(i)
∂i
=
1
8R2C2
δ(i)2
with boundary condition δ(i1) = 4R2C2. The solution gives δ(i) ≤ 8R2C2/(i+2).
Hence it takes no more than
i2 =
8R2C

iterations to reduce the optimality gap to below C. After that it is no longer
guaranteed that there are -violated constraints. However at this point each -
constraint we add will increase the dual objective by at least 2/8R2. Hence we
can at most add
i3 = d8R
2C

e
such -constraints. Adding i1, i2 and i3 gives the desired iteration bound.
3.3 Loss-Augmented Inference
The basic cutting plane algorithm as illustrated above is quite simple: alternate
between generating cutting planes and re-solving the quadratic program. How-
ever in discriminative structured output learning it is not uncommon to repeat
the above process for several hundred iterations. Solving the dual QP above
with several hundred variables is very fast (usually just a few seconds with in-
terior point method solvers), but the generation of cutting plane in Line 10 of
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Algorithm 3.2, i.e.,
y¯ ← argmaxy¯∈Y [∆(y, y¯) +w ·Φ(x, y¯)],
is usually the most expensive part. This is especially true when we have a large
training set (n is large) or the underlying structure of the argmax problem is
complex. This argmax computation is usually referred to as the loss-augmented
inference problem in the literature, since the score is modified by a loss function
when we try to find out an output structure that maximizes the score.
Let us go back to the POS-tagging example in Chapter 2. Suppose we use the
Hamming loss in the learning, which is linearly decomposable in the individual
tags yi in the output sequence y (we use yi to denote the ith state of the sequence
y instead of the ith example in this part),
∆Hamming(y, y¯) =
L∑
i=1
δ(yi, y¯i),
where δ(yi, y¯i) = 1 if yi 6= y¯i, and 0 otherwise.
The argmax computation in the POS-tagging case can be written as
argmax
y¯∈Y
[
L∑
i=1
δ(yi, y¯i) +w ·
(
φe(x1, y¯1) +
L∑
i=2
φe(xi, y¯i) + φt(y¯i−1, y¯i)
)]
= argmax
y¯∈Y
[
w·φe(x1, y¯1)+δ(y1, y¯1)+
L∑
i=2
(w·φe(xi, y¯i)+δ(yi, y¯i)+w·φt(y¯i−1, y¯i))
]
.
This is of the same form as Equation (2.2)
argmaxy∈Y P (x, y) = argmaxy∈Y P (y1)P (x1 | y1)
L∏
i=2
P (yi | yi−1)P (xi | yi),
and we can solve it using the same Viterbi algorithm.
So while the cutting plane generation can be computed via the familiar
Viterbi algorithm, it is still expensive when we have to do it repeatedly over
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a large training set. The cost of Viterbi algorithm is O(k2L) for a first-order
HMM with state space size k and sequence length L. Other structured out-
put learning problems with dynamic programming based inference might have
even higher computational complexity for solving the argmax problem, for ex-
ample sequence alignments (O(L2) for sequence pairs of length L) and pars-
ing in natural language processing (O(L3) for sentences of length L). There are
even more difficult inference problems such as correlation clustering, decoding
in machine translation [78] or labeling general Markov Random Fields with cy-
cles, which are all NP-hard. For these problems approximation algorithms have
to be employed in their argmax computations, and the use of approximation
in conjunction with discriminative structured output learning has been inves-
tigated by several different groups [80, 48, 89]. Investigating the use of these
inference algorithms in structural SVMs is not the focus of this thesis, but we
would like to emphasize the importance of designing a joint feature map Φ and
loss function ∆ that allows for efficient cutting plane generation when applying
structural SVMs to different problems.
3.4 Bibliographical Notes
The cutting plane algorithm [75] and related bundle methods [77, 60] have been
employed in covnex non-smooth optimization for a long time. However its use
in training linear SVMs within the machine learning community is relatively re-
cent. Chapelle [23] proposed training linear SVMs in the primal using a smooth
version of the hinge loss, while Joachims [66] was to first to propose training
linear SVMs with the cutting plane algorithm. The cutting plane algorithm for
training structural SVMs was first published at [67], with the convergence proof
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also first appearing in there. It built on work on applying the cutting plane
algorithm to train binary classification SVMs [66], and also the improved theo-
retical analysis that first appears in [128]. The algorithm is also applicable to the
slack-rescaling formulation of the structural SVM optimization problem.
Recently there are also works on improving the cutting plane algorithm for
SVM training [49], and even non-convex bundle methods [42] have been modi-
fied for non-convex regularized risk minimization.
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CHAPTER 4
STRUCTURAL SVMS FOR PROTEIN SEQUENCE ALIGNMENTS
In the last two chapters we introduced structural support vector machines
and the cutting plane algorithm for solving the associated optimization prob-
lem during training. We used the part-of-speech tagging problem as a running
example in Chapter 2 to illustrate how we can model the problem discrimina-
tively with structural SVMs instead of the more traditional approach of gener-
ative modeling with hidden Markov models. In this chapter we are going to
demonstrate the advantages of discriminative modeling with structural SVMs
using a protein alignment application. Aligning protein sequences is an im-
portant step in the homology modeling of protein structures, but is in general
difficult for protein sequence pairs with low sequence similarities. To improve
the alignment accuracies of such difficult sequence pairs we need to make use of
extra structural information such as secondary structures and solvent accessibil-
ity. Discriminative modeling with structural SVMs allows these extra features to
be incorporated easily into the learning of alignment models. Experimental re-
sults show that by combining features judiciously, we can learn highly accurate
alignment models with hundreds of thousands of parameters. These alignment
models learned with structural SVMs have significantly improved alignment
accuracies over state-of-art generative models.
4.1 The Protein Sequence Alignment Problem
Proteins are long sequences of amino acids. There are 20 common amino acids
(see Figure 4.1). Each amino acid has a carboxyl group (COOH group in Figure
4.1) and an amino group (NH2 group in Figure 4.1) that can link together to
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form a peptide bond. Apart from the common carboxyl and amino groups each
amino acid has a side chain, which determines its unique identity.
Using these peptide bonds, amino acids can form chains of length of un-
der one hundred up to several thousands amino acids long. These amino acid
chains fold (protein folding) into different 3-dimensional shapes to form differ-
ent stable protein structures. With all these different shapes proteins can per-
form a large variety of functions in our body, such as catalyzing and inhibiting
chemical reactions, trasmitting signals, or becoming structural building blocks
for our muscle and hair.
To understand how proteins work it is important to know their structures,
and yet current experimental methods for protein structure determination such
as Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) crystallography are very expensive and
time consuming. On the other hand high-throughput genome sequencing pro-
vides us with a lot of data on protein sequences, so it will be very desirable if
we could predict protein structures from the amino acid sequence alone. One
possible way is to perform simulation of the molecular dynamics during pro-
tein folding, but currently even with massively parallel supercomputers we can
only simulate a tiny fraction of the time required for a protein to fold (except for
small proteins).
Biologists observe that in practice the number of protein folds is much less
varied than their sequence compositions suggest, and protein sequences with
rather different amino acid sequences can fold into similar shapes. It is hypoth-
esized that there is only a limited number of folds in nature. This opens up
another avenue of attack in predicting protein folds, which is called homology
modeling. When we are given a new protein sequence with unknown struc-
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Alanine Arginine Asparagine Aspartic Acid
Cysteine Glutamic Acid Glutamine Glycine
Histidine Isoleucine Leucine Lysine
Methionine Phenylalanine Proline Serine
Threonine Tryptophan Tyrosine Valine
Figure 4.1: The 20 Common Amino Acids
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tures, we can search in a database of proteins with known structures (such as the
Protein Data Bank (PDB) [12]) to find out proteins that could potentially have
similar structures with the new one. Then we align the new protein sequence
to the candidate set of matching proteins in the database. With the alignments
and the known 3-dimensional structures of the candidate proteins as scaffolds
we can build a rough estimate of the structure of the new protein. After that
further optimizations using local search can be done to optimize the side chain
placements in the new structure. The alignments with known proteins in the
database are very important in this procedure as they vastly reduce the size of
the search space we need to work at (from a global fold search problem to a local
search to improve a rough fold estimate).
It is important to obtain highly accurate alignments with candidate proteins
before the model building steps since any errors introduced at this stage is dif-
ficult to correct. Yet the quality of alignments is highly dependent on the score
matrices which are difficult to tune in practice. Unlike DNA sequence align-
ments we have a lot of structural information such as secondary structures or
water accessibility in proteins, making this an ideal application scenario for dis-
criminative modeling with structural SVMs.
4.2 Sequence Alignments and the Inverse Alignment Problem
Before discussing how we could model the problem using structural SVMs let
us first have a brief review on the algorithms for calculating sequence align-
ments.
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4.2.1 Dynamic Programming for Sequence Alignments
Computing sequence alignment is very similar to computing string edit dis-
tance, which can be formalized as follows. Given two sequences s = s1s2 . . . sm
and t = t1t2 . . . tn coming from the alphabet A, the string edit distance between
s and t is the minimum number of insertion, deletion or substitution we need to
transform the string s to string t. Insertion is adding any a ∈ A between si and
si+1, while deletion is the removal of any si in s. Substitution is changing any
si to another element a in the alphabet A. For example, the string edit distance
between s =′ discreet′ and t =′ discrete′ is 2. This can be obtained either by
subsituting s7 =′ e′ with ′t′ and s8 =′ t′ with ′e′, or by inserting a ′t′ between
s6 =
′ e′ and s7 =′ e′, and then deleting the last ′t′ at s8. Both of these give a string
edit distance of 2. We can represent the first transformation as d i s c r e e t
d i s c r e t e

and the second transformation as d i s c r e − e t
d i s c r e t e −
 .
The ”-” symbols in the first and second sequence represents insertion and dele-
tions respectively, and we call these string edit transformations sequence align-
ments.
String edit distance can be weighted and each insertion, deletion and substi-
tution operation can have a cost associated with it. In protein sequence align-
ment, a commonly used matrix is the BLOSUM62 (Figure 4.2), which comes
from log-odds estimates of blocks of aligned protein sequences.
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A C D E F G H I K L M N P Q R S T V W Y
A 4 0 -2 -1 -2 0 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 -1 -1 -1 1 0 0 -3 -2
C 0 9 -3 -4 -2 -3 -3 -1 -3 -1 -1 -3 -3 -3 -3 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2
D -2 -3 6 2 -3 -1 -1 -3 -1 -4 -3 1 -1 0 -2 0 -1 -3 -4 -3
E -1 -4 2 5 -3 -2 0 -3 1 -3 -2 0 -1 2 0 0 -1 -2 -3 -2
F -2 -2 -3 -3 6 -3 -1 0 -3 0 0 -3 -4 -3 -3 -2 -2 -1 1 3
G 0 -3 -1 -2 -3 6 -2 -4 -2 -4 -3 0 -2 -2 -2 0 -2 -3 -2 -3
H -2 -3 -1 0 -1 -2 8 -3 -1 -3 -2 1 -2 0 0 -1 -2 -3 -2 2
I -1 -1 -3 -3 0 -4 -3 4 -3 2 1 -3 -3 -3 -3 -2 -1 3 -3 -1
K -1 -3 -1 1 -3 -2 -1 -3 5 -2 -1 0 -1 1 2 0 -1 -2 -3 -2
L -1 -1 -4 -3 0 -4 -3 2 -2 4 2 -3 -3 -2 -2 -2 -1 1 -2 -1
M -1 -1 -3 -2 0 -3 -2 1 -1 2 5 -2 -2 0 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1
N -2 -3 1 0 -3 0 1 -3 0 -3 -2 6 -2 0 0 1 0 -3 -4 -2
P -1 -3 -1 -1 -4 -2 -2 -3 -1 -3 -2 -2 7 -1 -2 -1 -1 -2 -4 -3
Q -1 -3 0 2 -3 -2 0 -3 1 -2 0 0 -1 5 1 0 -1 -2 -2 -1
R -1 -3 -2 0 -3 -2 0 -3 2 -2 -1 0 -2 1 5 -1 -1 -3 -3 -2
S 1 -1 0 0 -2 0 -1 -2 0 -2 -1 1 -1 0 -1 4 1 -2 -3 -2
T 0 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -2 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 1 5 0 -2 -2
V 0 -1 -3 -2 -1 -3 -3 3 -2 1 1 -3 -2 -2 -3 -2 0 4 -3 -1
W -3 -2 -4 -3 1 -2 -2 -3 -3 -2 -1 -4 -4 -2 -3 -3 -2 -3 11 2
Y -2 -2 -3 -2 3 -3 2 -1 -2 -1 -1 -2 -3 -1 -2 -2 -2 -1 2 7
Figure 4.2: BLOSUM62 substitution matrix
Insertions and deletions are treated symmetrically in protein sequence align-
ment and they are called gaps. Given a substitution matrix A such as BLO-
SUM62 matrix and a gap penalty d we can find out the highest scoring align-
ment using dynamic programming by taking advantage of the optimal sub-
structure in the problem. Let F (i, j) be the score of the optimal alignment be-
tween subsequence s[1 : i] and t[1 : j]. It can be obtained in 3 possible cases if
we look at the end of the alignment. The first case is when si is matched with
tj , and the optimal score is the cost of substitution A(si, tj) plus the score of the
optimal alignment between s[1 : i−1] and t[1 : j−1], i.e., F (i−1, j−1). The sec-
ond case is an insertion in which tj is inserted, and the optimal score is the score
of the optimal alignment between s[1 : i] and t[1 : j − 1] minus the gap penalty
d. The third and final case is a deletion in which si is deleted, and the optimal
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score is the score of the optimal alignment between s[1 : i− 1] and t[1 : j] minus
the gap penalty d. These three cases give us the following recurrence:
F (i, j) = max

F (i− 1, j − 1) +A(si, tj)
F (i− 1, j)− d
F (i, j − 1)− d
(4.1)
Thus we can fill up a two-dimensional table for F (i, j) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and
1 ≤ j ≤ n, starting with the base case F (0, 0) = 0. The score of the optimal
alignment is F (m,n). The optimal alignment can be recovered by storing a back
pointer on where the optimal score of the current cell F (i, j) is derived from
in Equation (4.1). The computational complexity of this algorithm is O(mn).
Figure 4.3 shows how the recurrence is used to fill in the dynamic programming
table around the (i, j)th entry.
This algorithm is called the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [95] for global
alignment since whole sequences are aligned. However when aligning biolog-
ical sequences such as proteins or DNA it is usually more appropriate to con-
sider the similarities between subsequences instead. Two long sequences that
are dissimilar on average (long string edit distance/low alignment score) can
have short subsequences that are highly similar and perform similar biologi-
cal functions. It is important to detect these highly similar subsequences due
to their biological significance. To detect these we have local alignments of se-
quences, which are the highest scoring alignment between subsequences of s
and t. Similar to global alignments we can use dynamic programming to com-
pute the highest scoring local alignment between two sequences. Let F (i, j) the
highest scoring alignment between subsequences s[i′ : i] and t[j′ : j] for all i′ ≤ i
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F(i-1,j-1) F(i-1,j) F(i-1,j+1)
F(i,j-1) F(i,j) F(i,j+1)
F(i+1,j+1)F(i+1,j-1) F(i+1,j)
−d
−d −d
−d
−d
−d
−d −d
−d
−d
−d
−d
A(si, tj)
A(si+1, tj) A(si+1, tj+1)
A(si, tj+1)
Figure 4.3: Dynamic Programming Table for Sequence Alignments
and all j′ ≤ j. We have the following recurrence equations:
F (i, j) = max

0
F (i− 1, j − 1) +A(si, tj)
F (i− 1, j)− d
F (i, j − 1)− d
(4.2)
This is called the Smith-Waterman algorithm for local alignments [118]. The
recurrence equation is largely similar to Equation (4.1), with the extra option
of 0 for starting the local alignment at (i, j). The score of the best local align-
ment can be found by searching for the position (i, j) that maximizes F (i, j) in
the dynamic programming table, and the local alignment can also be obtained
by following appropriate back pointers. The computational complexity of this
algorithm is the same as the global alignment version, and is O(mn).
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4.2.2 The Inverse Alignment Problem
Now we know how to align sequences using the Smith-Waterman algorithm,
how can we come up with the substitution matrix A and gap penalty d so that
the highest scoring alignments are the ”good” alignments that we want? This
parameter estimation problem is usually called the inverse alignment problem.
For traditional substitution cost matrices such as the BLOSUM and PAM
matrices [39, 58], they are estimated by maximizing the log-odds in blocks of
aligned protein sequences, manually aligned by biologists. But these are rather
ad-hoc and there is no good way to include the gap penalty in the estimation
process. Hidden Markov models for sequence alignments [43] (or pair-HMM)
is a much more well-founded probabilistic model for the estimation of these
substitution matrices and gap penalties. Like the example we had in Chapter
2 for part-of-speech tagging, it is a generative model and the joint distribution
P (x, y) is estimated. In this case x is the pair of amino acid sequences (s, t)
and y is their alignment. Parameters can be estimated via maximum likelihood
and this reduces to simple counting in the fully observed case. However in
the case of protein sequence alignments we also have a lot of extra features
such as secondary structures and solvent accessibilities in the input sequence
pairs x = (s, t). It is difficult for generative models such as HMM to handle
them without making simplifying conditional independence assumptions, such
as the the secondary structure at a position being independent of the amino acid
identity given the alignment operation, which is clearly not true in practice. To
utilize all these information in building accurate alignment models, we shall
now turn to structural SVMs to see how these extra features can be incorporated
in a discriminative model in a well-founded way.
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4.3 Learning to Align with Structural SVMs
Recall from Chapter 2 that structural SVMs help us to learn a parameter vector
w for scoring and computing the best structured output y for a given input x:
y = argmaxyˆ∈Y w ·Φ(x, yˆ).
Let us now look at how we can encode the problem of learning the substitution
matrix and the gap penalty in protein sequence alignment using the joint feature
map Φ, and also how the argmax computation is related to the Smith-Waterman
algorithm.
Here we make the important assumption that the alignment score is a linear
sum of the scores of individual alignment operations:
y = argmaxyˆ∈Y w ·
|yˆ|∑
k=1
φ(x, yˆk),
where
w · φ(x, yˆk) =

A(si, tj) if yˆk = (si, tj) [a match]
−d if yˆk = (si,−) [an insertion]
−d if yˆk = (−, tj) [a deletion]
, (4.3)
and yˆk is the kth alignment operation in yˆ. Notice that the linearity assump-
tion allows us to continue to use the Smith-Waterman algorithm to compute the
highest scoring alignment. In this case we would have a 401-dimensional fea-
ture vector Φ (substitution matrix with 20 × 20 paramters with 1 gap penalty
paramter). Of course this is a very simple feature vector that doesn’t take full
advantage of the flexibility of discriminative modeling, but we will discuss in
greater details the variety of alignment model features we can use for φ(x, yˆk)
in Section 4.4.
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Now we can go back to the optimization problem for structural SVM we
introduced in Chapter 2.
Optimization Problem.
min
w,ξ
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n∑
i=1
ξi
s.t. ∀i, ∀y¯ ∈ Y , y¯ 6= yi
w · Φ(xi, yi)−w · Φ(xi, y¯) ≥ ∆(yi, y¯)− ξi
∀i, ξi ≥ 0
The meaning of the constraints in this quadratic program is clear after our
discussion on feature vector encoding. It says the score of the correct alignment
w ·Φ(xi, yi) has to be greater than the score of any other alignment w ·Φ(xi, y¯),
by a margin measured by the loss function ∆(yi, y¯). If the constraints cannot
be satisfied then it incurs a loss through the slack variables ξi. The objective of
the optimization problem is simply the sum of the loss
∑
i ξi and the regularizer
1/2‖w‖2 for capacity control to prevent overfitting. The parameter C controls
the trade-off betweening having a lower loss on the training set and a larger
margin to prevent overfitting. What remains is to find a suitable loss function ∆
for our sequence alignment application.
4.3.1 Loss Functions
In this protein sequence alignment application we propose using the Q-loss
function. In protein sequence alignments we are much more concerned about
matched positions in the amino acid sequence (substitutions) rather than re-
gions of insertions or deletions, which are usually loop regions that are less
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Reference alignment: ( − A E C D
E A C C −
)
Alternative alignment: (
A − E C D
E A C C −
)
Figure 4.4: Illustration of Q-loss: out of three ”match” operations in the
reference alignment, the alternative alignment agrees on two
of them. The Q-loss is therefore 1/3.
Reference alignment: ( − A E C D
E A C C −
)
Alternative alignment: (
A − E C D
E A C C −
)
Figure 4.5: Illustration of Q4-loss: out of three ”match” operations in the
reference alignment, the alternative alignment has all three of
them aligned to another residue within shift 4. The Q4-loss is
therefore 0.
conserved structurally. To reflect this the Q-loss counts the number of incorrect
matches, divided by the total number of match operations in the correct align-
ment yi:
∆Q(yi, yˆ) = 1−
|yˆ|∑
k=1
δQ(yi, yˆ
k)
The function δQ(yi, yˆk) returns 1/M when yˆk is a match contained in the correct
alignment yi, and 0 otherwise (including the case when yˆk is a gap).
We also consider a relaxed version of the Q-loss, which we called the Q4-loss.
With Q4-loss we count a match operation as correct even if it is slightly shifted,
and in particular no more than 4 positions. Suppose we have an alignment
operation yˆk = (si, tj) in yˆ. The shift of yˆk is less than 4 if there is some match
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operation yl = (su, tj) in y with |i− u| ≤ 4. We are interested in this relaxed loss
function becaues the protein alignments in our training set is in general very
noisy. Similar to the Q-loss the Q4-loss can also be written as:
∆Q(yi, yˆ) = 1−
|yˆ|∑
k=1
δQ4(yi, yˆ
k),
where δQ4(yi, yˆk) is 1/M if yˆk is a match operation contained in the correct align-
ment y with a shift of 4 or less, and 0 otherwise.
Notice that both the Q-loss and the Q4-loss are linearly decomposable in the
individual alignment operations yˆk. This gives us important advantages when
solving the optimization problem in training.
Loss-Augmented Inference
The most important and time-consuming step in the cutting plane algorithm
introduced in Chapter 3 is the computation of the argmax
y¯i = argmaxy¯∈Y [∆(yi, y¯) +w ·Φ(xi, y¯)].
Recall that we can use the Smith-Waterman algorithm to compute the highest
scoring alignment if the feature vector Φ decomposes into individual alignment
operations:
y¯i = argmaxy¯∈Y w ·Φ(xi, y¯) = argmaxy¯∈Y
|y¯|∑
k=1
w · φ(xi, y¯k) (4.4)
By designing the loss functions Q-loss and Q4-loss so that they are also lin-
early decomposable in the alignment operations, we can rewrite the argmax
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computation as:
y¯i = argmaxy¯∈Y [∆Q(yi, y¯) +w ·Φ(xi, y¯)]
= argmaxy¯∈Y
|y¯|∑
k=1
[−δQ(yi, y¯k) +w · φ(xi, y¯k)].
It is easy to see that the argmax computation have the same form as in Equation
(4.4) (with the cost of alignment operation modified), and therefore we can use
the Smith-Waterman algorithm to solve it.
4.4 Aligning with Many Features
Let us now look at the main strength of discriminative modeling with structural
SVMs, which is the ease and flexibility to construct new features from the input
x to improve prediction accuracy. For the protein sequence alignment problem
we have a set of different features for the two sequences in x = (s, t). We useRis,
Sis,Ais to denote the residue, secondary structure and exposed surface area at the
ith position of the target sequence s, and Rjt , S
j
t , A
j
t to denote the correspond-
ing features in the template sequence t at the jth position. Note that because
the target sequence s is the new protein sequence with unknown structure, we
have no actual information about the secondary structures and exposed surface
area from experimental data. The values of secondary structures and exposed
surface areas for the target sequence are predicted from another computer pro-
gram called SABLE [1] from the residue sequence alone. The program has over
70% accuracy and so we include its output as features. The secondary structures
and exposed surface areas for the template sequence are actual as we have their
full structural information in the database. We also use R, S, A to denote the set
of possible values for residue, secondary structure, and exposed surface area.
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In the last alignment model considered we include PSI-BLAST [3] profile as an
extra feature, and we denote them as P is and P
j
t for the profiles at the ith and
the jth positions in the target and the template sequences respectively.
4.4.1 Substitution Cost Model
For the substitution costs, we consider the following six models for φ(x, yˆk).
Since the length of alignments of different examples varies greatly, we normalize
each φ by dividing with |s|+ |t|.
Simple
In this alignment model we only consider the substitution of single features. Let
yˆk = (si, tj) be a match operation. We define φ(x, yˆk) to be
φSimple(y
k, s, t)
=
∑
r1,r2∈R
I[Ris=r1, R
j
t=r2] +
∑
r1∈R,s2∈S
I[Ris=r1, S
j
t =s2] +
∑
r1∈R,a2∈A
I[Ris=r1, A
j
t=a2]
+
∑
s1∈S,r2∈R
I[Sis=s1, R
j
t=r2] +
∑
s1,s2∈S
I[Sis=s1, S
j
t =s2] +
∑
s1∈S,a2∈A
I[Sis=s1, A
j
t=a2]
+
∑
a1∈A,r2∈R
I[Ais=a1, R
j
t=r2] +
∑
a1∈A,s2∈S
I[Ais=a1, S
j
t =s2] +
∑
a1,a2∈A
I[Ais=a1, A
j
t=a2] ,
where I[ρ] is a function that returns a vector with ‘1’ in the position designated
to ρ if the boolean expression ρ is true, and returns ‘0’ otherwise and in all other
positions. For example, I[R3s = ‘A’, S7t = ‘α’] returns ‘1’ in the particular dimen-
sion corresponding to I[Ris = ‘A’, S
j
t = ‘α’], if yk = (s3, t7) aligns the residue
alanine ‘A’ in s with an alpha helix ‘α’ in t. Otherwise, it returns ‘0’ in this di-
mension. For all other dimensions it always returns ‘0’. Note that each such
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dimension corresponds to a particular position in cost vector w. Note also that
each feature vector φSimple(yk, s, t) has exactly 9 ‘1’s corresponding to the 9 terms
in the sum, and is zero elsewhere.
Anova2
In this more complex feature vector we take the interactions between pairs of
structural annotations at the same position in the sequence into account. We
define φ(yk, s, t) to be
φAnova2(y
k, s, t) =
∑
r1,r2∈R,s1,s2∈S
I[Ris=r1, Sis=s1, R
j
t=r2, S
j
t =s2]
+
∑
r1∈R,a2∈A,
s1,s2∈S
I[Ris=r1, Sis=s1, S
j
t =s2, A
j
t=a2] +
∑
r1,r2∈R,s1∈S,
a2∈A
I[Ris=r1, Sis=s1, A
j
t=a2, R
j
t=r2]
+
∑
r2∈R,a1∈A,
s1,s2∈S
I[Sis=s1, Ais=a1, R
j
t=r2, S
j
t =s2] +
∑
s1,s2∈S,
a1,a2∈A
I[Sis=s1, Ais=a1, S
j
t =s2, A
j
t=a2]
+
∑
r2∈R,s1∈S,
a1,a2∈A
I[Sis=s1, Ais=a1, A
j
t=a2, R
j
t=r2] +
∑
r1,r2∈R,s2∈S,
a2∈A
I[Ais=a1, Ris=r1, R
j
t=r2, S
j
t =s2]
+
∑
r1∈R,s2∈S,
a1,a2∈A
I[Ais=a1, Ris=r1, S
j
t =s2, A
j
t=a2] +
∑
r1,r2∈R,
a1,a2∈A
I[Ais=a1, Ris=r1, A
j
t=a2, R
j
t=r2] .
For example, the term I[Ris = r1, Sis = s1, R
j
t = r2, S
j
t = s2] returns ‘1’ in the ap-
propriate position, if yk = (si, tj) aligns residue of type r1 in secondary structure
s1 in the target with residue of type r2 in secondary structure s2 in the template.
These features capture pairwise interaction of structural annotations within the
same sequence.
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Tensor
In this even more complex alignment model we consider the interaction of all
three structural annotations. Note that there is only one non-zero feature in this
feature vector.
φTensor(y
k, s, t) =
∑
r1,r2∈R,s1,s2∈S,a1,a2∈A
I[Ris = r1, Sis = s1, Ais = a1, R
j
t = r2, S
j
t = s2, A
j
t = a2]
Simple+Anova2+Tensor
This alignment model is the union of all features in the first three alignment
models, i.e. φSimple(yk, s, t) + φAnova2(yk, s, t) + φTensor(yk, s, t).
Window
On top of the Simple+Anova2+Tensor feature vector, we add several terms in-
volving the substitution score of a sliding window of features centered around
positions i and j.
φWindow(y
k, s, t) = φSimple(y
k, s, t) + φAnova2(y
k, s, t) + φTensor(y
k, s, t)
+
∑
r1,r2,r3∈R,r4,r5,r6∈R
I[Ri−1s =r1, Ris=r2, Ri+1s =r3, R
j−1
t =r4, R
j
t=r5, R
j+1
t =r6]
+
∑
s1,...,s5∈S,s6,...,s10∈S
I[Si−2s =s1, ..., Si+2s =s5, S
j−2
t =s6, ..., S
j+2
t =s10]
+
∑
a1,...,a7∈A,a8,...,a14∈A
I[Ai−3s =a1, ..., Ai+3s =a7, A
j−3
t =a8, ..., A
j+3
t =a14]
The first sliding window term counts the occurence of substituting a triplet
of residues (r1, r2, r3) in the target with another triplet (r4, r5, r6) in the template.
The other two terms counts the occurence of substitution of two windows of
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secondary structures of length 5, and the occurence of substitution of two win-
dows of surface area type of length 7 respectively. To reduce dimensionality of
these features, we bin the residues into 7 groups ({A,G,P,S,T}, {C}, {D,E,N,Q},
{F,W,Y}, {H,K,R}, {I,L,M,V}, {X}, where X stands for missing value and ends
of sequences), and the surface area into 2 values, exposed or buried.
Profile
Finally we explore adding profile information to the alignment model, and we
use P is to denote the profile (a real-valued vector of dimension 20 for 20 amino
acids) at the ith position of the target sequence. P is(r1) denotes the weight as-
signed to amino acid r1 by the profile P is. The definitions for profiles in the
template P jt are similar. The Profile alignment model is very similar to the Win-
dow alignment model, with the single interaction component φSimple replaced by
a version that includes profile information φSimpleWithProfile:
φSimpleWithProfile(y
k, s, t)
= φSimple(y
k, s, t)
+
∑
r1∈R,r2∈R
I[Ris = r1]P
j
t (r2) +
∑
s1∈S,r2∈R
I[Sis = s1]P
j
t (r2) +
∑
a1∈A,r2∈R
I[Ais = a1]P
j
t (r2)
+
∑
r1∈R,r2∈R
P is(r1)I[R
j
t = r2] +
∑
r1∈R,s2∈S
P is(r1)I[S
j
t = s2] +
∑
r1∈R,a2∈A
P is(r1)I[A
j
t = a2]
+
∑
r1∈R,r2∈R
P is(r1)P
j
t (r2)
We only incorporate profile information into the single interaction component
φSimple instead of higher-order interaction components like φAnova2 since our goal
is to test the usefulness of including profile information in our alignment mod-
els, but not to find the best alignment model that captures all the interactions
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between all features. This alignment model can be expressed as:
φProfile(y
k, s, t) = φSimpleWithProfile(y
k, s, t) + φAnova2(y
k, s, t) + φTensor(y
k, s, t)
+
∑
r1,r2,r3∈R,r4,r5,r6∈R
I[Ri−1s =r1, Ris=r2, Ri+1s =r3, R
j−1
t =r4, R
j
t=r5, R
j+1
t =r6]
+
∑
s1,...,s5∈S,s6,...,s10∈S
I[Si−2s =s1, ..., Si+2s =s5, S
j−2
t =s6, ..., S
j+2
t =s10]
+
∑
a1,...,a7∈A,a8,...,a14∈A
I[Ai−3s =a1, ..., Ai+3s =a7, A
j−3
t =a8, ..., A
j+3
t =a14]
4.4.2 Gap Cost Model
All alignment models above share the following gap model. Consider the cost
of opening a gap between position i and i + 1 in the target sequence s against
position j in the template structure t, as depicted by the following diagram
Target si – – · · · – si+1
Template · · · tj tj+1 · · · tj+k · · ·
We allow the cost of opening a gap to depend on the structural type at position
j in the template structure. It also depends on the structural type of the target
sequence immediately before the gap at position i as well as the structural type
immediately after the gap at position i + 1. Suppose yk is a gap operation that
opens a gap between position i and i + 1 in the target against position j in the
template sequence. The feature vector for this gap operation is:
φGap(y
k, s, t) =
∑
r1∈R
G[Rjt=r1] +
∑
s1∈S,a1∈A
G[Sjt =s1, A
j
t=a1]
+
∑
s1,s2∈S,a1,a2∈A
G[Sis=s1, Ais=a1, Si+1s =s2, Ai+1s =a2]
G is analogous to I, but we use a different symbol to indicate that it maps to a
different set of dimensions. The first two terms create features for the residue
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types and joint features of secondary structure with exposed surface area at tj .
The term G[Sis = s1, Ais = a1, Si+1s = s2, Ai+1s = a2] considers the structure before
and after the gap. For example, G[Sis = ‘α’, Ais = ‘0’, Si+1s = ‘α’, Ai+1s = ‘1’]
maps to the dimension for the cost of opening a gap between a position in an
alpha-helix of surface type 0 with a consecutive position in the alpha-helix with
surface type 1.
The case of opening a gap in the template involves exactly the same costs,
with the role of target and template reversed.
4.5 Experiments
4.5.1 Data
Training and Validation Sets
The training set and the validation data for parameter tuning are the same as
those used in [104]. The data set contains 1379 target sequences, and each target
sequence s has one or more template structures t associated with it. Structural
alignments between target and template are generated using the Combinatorial
Extension (CE) program [117], which approximately minimize the root-mean-
squared-distance (rmsd) between the target and template structures by joining
and extending similar fragment pairs. All the alignments between the target
and template have CE Z-score of at least 4.5, an indication that the target and
template have high structural similarities. The dataset is randomly split into
two sets, with a training set consisting of 690 targets and a validation set contain-
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ing 689 targets. The resulting training set contains 4542 examples (i.e., pairwise
alignments) while the validation set contains 4587 examples. These structural
alignments are used as our ground truth labels y.
To realistically evaluate our alignment models when employed in homology
modeling we removed all structural information in the target sequence s in the
input x = (s, t). The template sequence have the residue sequence information,
and actual structural annotations on secondary structures and relative exposed
surface areas, computed by the program DSSP [71]. For the templates, the sec-
ondary structures are binned into 5 types while the exposed surface areas are
binned into 6 types. The target sequences only have the residue sequence infor-
mation, but we generate extra features by using the SABLE program [1] to pre-
dict the secondary structure and relative exposed surface area from the residue
information. Although these structural annotations are not actual they still have
about 70% accuracy [1]. For the targets, the secondary structures are binned into
3 types and the relative exposed surface areas are binned into 4 types. In the last
alignment model we also include evolutionary information in the form of PSI-
BLAST profile to investigate its usefulness in alignment. PSI-BLAST profile is a
position-specific score matrix constructed from the substitution counts of simi-
lar sequences collected using a PSI-BLAST search in a large database.
Test Sets
The test set is based on a database of protein structures that is used by the mod-
eling program LOOPP (http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/loopp.aspx).
We selected 4185 structures from the new PDB structures released between June
2005 and June 2006 via clustering. These structures serve as target sequences in
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our test set and none of them appear in the training or validation sets since the
training and validation sets were developed before June 2005. Each of these 4185
structures is aligned against all other structures using the structural alignment
program TM-align [157]. Pairs that score 0.5 or better are considered homolo-
gous and are added to the test set. The selected pairs are then aligned by the
structural alignment program CE. Only alignments that have CE Z-score higher
than 4.5 are included in the final test set, providing a total of 29345 alignments
to consider. The features generated for the test set are exactly the same as those
in the training set.
4.5.2 Results
Table 4.1 shows the Q-scores of the different alignment models trained with the
structural SVM algorithm using Q-loss. As decribed above, we report the five-
fold cross validation results for the value ofC that optimizes performance on the
validation set. The table also shows the number of features in each model. Note
that the training and the validation set are composed of more difficult cases than
the test set, which explains the generally higher Q-scores on the test set.
Table 4.1 shows a general trend that as we add features carefully the perfor-
mance of the alignment models increases. The Simple alignment model is too
simple to fit the training data, indicated by the low Q-score on the training set.
The weight vector obtained in this low dimension feature space is also not sta-
ble, as the standard error from the five-fold cross validation estimates are much
higher than the other alignment models. The more expressive Anova2 model
leads to substantial improvement in Q-score over Simple. This shows that con-
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Table 4.1: Q-score of the SVM algorithm for different alignment models
(average of 5CV, standard error in brackets).
# Features Training Validation Test
Simple 1020 31.93 28.53 (2.34) 42.08 (2.02)
Anova2 49634 41.25 33.73 (0.87) 44.57 (0.78)
Tensor 203280 55.27 33.20 (0.78) 42.41 (0.18)
Simple+Anova2+Tensor 253934 47.77 34.39 (0.55) 44.59 (0.28)
Window 447016 44.40 35.23 (1.05) 46.34 (0.70)
Profile 448642 54.58 38.50 (0.51) 49.94 (0.11)
sidering pairwise interaction between structural annotations is meaningful. The
Tensor alignment model does worse than Anova2 on the test set but has similar
Q-score on the validation set. There are signs of overfitting in the relatively
high Q-score on the training set. Adding the substitution costs together, as in
Simple+Anova2+Tensor, does not give us much improvement in accuracy. The
performance of the model is very close to Anova2. Only when we incorporate
structural information in the local neighbourhood, as in the alignment model
Window, do we see another jump in the Q-score on the test set. Adding evolu-
tionary information in the form of PSI-BLAST profile further enhances the per-
formance as in the alignment model Profile, which has Q-scores close to 50 on
the test set. The Q-score of 49.94 in the alignment model Profile is substantially
better than the Q-score of 42.08 of the Simple alignment model that we started
with. To provide a baseline, the Q-score of BLAST is 25.88 on the test set.
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Table 4.2: Comparing training for Q-score with training for Q4-score by
test set performance.
Anova2 test Q test Q4
train Q 44.57 (0.77) 66.30 (0.33)
train Q4 46.32 (0.06) 68.87 (0.44)
Window test Q test Q4
train Q 46.34 (0.70) 67.58 (1.30)
train Q4 47.31 (0.21) 70.52 (0.33)
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Figure 4.6: Q-score of the Anova2 alignment model against C.
Q-Loss VS Q4-loss Functions
The structural SVM method allows the use of different loss functions during
training. The Q-loss used in the previous subsection is rather stringent and
does not necessarily summarize the quality of an alignment well. For exam-
ple, if all the aligned positions are shifted by just 1, the Q-loss will jump from
0 to 1, which is roughly the same Q-loss as that of a completely random align-
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ment. Furthermore, the Q-loss does not account for the approximate nature
of the training alignments, since there is typically no single exact alignment in
sequence to structure alignment that is clearly correct.
Instead of Q-loss, we now consider the Q4-loss function. Q4-loss counts a
residue as correctly aligned if the shift from its position in the reference align-
ment is no more than 4. The Q4-loss function captures our intuition that small
shifts in alignment could be tolerated, and such alignments should be differenti-
ated from alignments that are completely wrong. We repeat our experiments on
two alignment models from the last section, Anova2 and Window, but this time
we train them with Q4 as the loss function. The results on the test set are shown
in Table 4.2. For each table entry, we selectC on the validation set with respect to
the performance measure that is reported. As before, the Q-scores and standard
errors are estimated using models trained from five-fold cross validation.
Table 4.2 shows that the models trained on Q4-loss show better Q4-loss per-
formance on the test set. More surprisingly, the models trained on Q4 also show
better Q-score on the test set. Figure 4.6 shows the Q-score of the Anova2 align-
ment model for different values of C. We can see that models trained on the
Q4-loss function dominate those trained on the Q-loss across the whole range
of values of C. Similar trends are observed in other alignment models. This
gives evidence that Q4 can indeed effectively account for the inaccuracy of the
training alignments, instead of trying to model the noise. However, in situations
where the alignments have higher sequence similarity or we are more confident
of the alignments, the use of Q-loss or reducing the allowable shift of 4 in Q4 to
lower values could be beneficial. The flexibility of structural SVM regarding the
selection of loss function would cater either of these situations.
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Table 4.3: Comparing training for Q-score with training for Q4-score by
test set performance.
Q on test Q4 on test
SVM (Window, Q4) 47.31 (0.21) 70.53 (0.33)
SVM (Profile, Q4) 50.15 (0.19) 72.19 (0.26)
SSALN 47.49 67.51
BLAST 25.88 30.66
TM-align 70.21 85.45
Comparison against other methods
As selected by validation performance, the best alignment model is Profile
trained on Q4, while the best alignment model without the use of evolutionary
information is Window trained on Q4. Table 4.3 shows the test set performance
of various other methods in comparison. SSALN [104] is one of the best cur-
rent alignment algorithm trained using generative methods, and it outperforms
alignment and threading algorithms like CLUSTALW [129], GenTHREADER
[69], and FUGUE [116] on a variety of benchmarks. It incorporates structural
information in its substitution matrices, and contains a hand-tuned gap model.
The training set we use is derived from the same training set used by SSALN
(we are using about 4500 alignments out of more than 5200 alignments in the
SSALN training set), and the same set of structural annotations (with the excep-
tion of the last alignment model Profile), so a direct comparison is particularly
meaningful. Using exactly the same set of features the structural SVM model
Window substantially outperforms SSALN with respect to Q4-score, and essen-
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tially ties with SSALN on Q-score. Incorporating profile information makes the
SVM model Profile performs even better. The performance of BLAST is included
to provide a baseline. The performance of the structural alignment program
TM-align [157] is reported here to show its agreement with the CE alignments,
and demonstrates the rather high inherent noise in the data.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we explore an application of structural SVMs for learning com-
plex alignment models for sequence to structure alignment. We show that the
structural SVM algorithm can learn high dimensional alignment models that in-
clude many features beyond residue identity while effectively controlling over-
fitting. Unlike generative methods, it does not require independence assump-
tions between features. The structural SVM method provides great modeling
flexibility to biologists, allowing the estimation of models that include all avail-
able information without having to worrying about statistical dependencies be-
tween features. Furthermore, we show that one can incorporate different loss
functions during training, which provides the flexibility to specify the costs of
different alignment errors. The empirical results show that the structural SVM
algorithm outperforms one of the best current generative models, and is practi-
cal to train on large datasets.
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4.7 Bibilographical Notes
This work on applying structural SVMs to learn parameters for protein align-
ment models was first published at [153, 152].
Closely related to our work, also from the field of machine learning, is the
application of conditional random fields to learn protein alignments [41] and
string edit distance [90]. Compared against CRF our structural SVM approach
does not require the computation of the partition function in training, and al-
lows extra flexibility through the use of loss functions to control the margin.
On the other hand there are also a lot of work on protein threading (sequence
to structure alignment) based on mathematical programming. Our work was in-
fluenced by [92, 139], which uses linear programming to design protein folding
potentials. There are also work on solving the inverse alignment problem using
linear programming [73] and linear programming relaxation of mixed integer
programming for protein threading [147].
The problem of inverse alignment was first formulated in [55]. They dis-
cussed inverse alignment in the context of parametric sequence alignment and
identified geometric properties of the space of cost model. The work in [100]
analyzed the space of models and showed that some aspects of its complex-
ity grow only polynomially. The first concrete algorithm for inverse sequence
alignment was proposed in [123]. While they proved that their algorithm finds a
consistent cost model in polynomial time, their algorithm was limited to partic-
ular cost models with 3 parameters. These works focus on the theoretical aspect
of the problem, while machine learning approaches like ours focus more on the
practical aspect and improving the accuracies of alignment models learned.
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CHAPTER 5
STRUCTURAL SVMS WITH LATENT VARIABLES
In the last chapter we demonstrated the strengths of disciminative modeling
with structural SVMs by applying it to learn highly accurate alignment models
with hundreds of thousands of features. We have also seen that by plugging in
different joint feature maps, loss functions, and inference algorithms, it is very
easy to adapt structural SVM to learn prediction models for seemingly different
tasks such as part-of-speech tagging and protein sequence alignments. Despite
this ease of adapting to different applications and its high prediction accuracies
through incorporating many features, there is still a large class of structured
output prediction problems that cannot be handled by standard structural SVM.
This class of problems involves latent or missing information and is very com-
mon in natural language processing and computer vision. In this chapter we
propose an extension to structural SVM that allows the incorporation of latent
variables and an efficient algorithm to solve the associated training problem.
Like standard structural SVMs it is very easy to adapt it to different applica-
tions, and we illustrate its power through three different applications in com-
putational biology, natural language processing, and information retrieval.
5.1 Latent Information in Structured Output Learning
For the protein sequence alignment problem we looked at in Chapter 4, all the
necessary modeling information such as the input features on amino acid, sec-
ondary structures, and output alignments are all included in the training set.
We are very lucky to have all these annotation and alignment information avail-
able through the use of both automatic tools and manual curating by biologists.
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And the program has been implemented
Le programme a ete mis en application
Figure 5.1: French-English word alignment example from Brown et al. [17]
However, in many structured output prediction problems important modeling
information is either impossible to observe or not available during the natural
data collection process.
One prime example of this is the role of word alignments in statistical ma-
chine translation. In their seminal work Brown et al. [17] proposed to learn
translation of French words into English words through the use of translated
French-English sentence pairs in a parallel corpus, such as the translated pro-
ceedings of the Canadian parliament. Consider the translation example of ”Le
programme a ete mis en application” into ”And the program has been imple-
mented” in [17]. We know the French word ”programme” translates into the
English word ”program” and the French words ”mis en application” translate
into the English word ”implemented” (see Figure 5.1). Brown et al. called these
many-to-one mappings from French to English word alignments, and these are
essential in the estimation of word translation probabilities in their generative
model for machine translation. Yet none of these word alignments are observed
in the training data. All we get from the parliamentary proceedings training
data are sentence-to-sentence translations from French to English. The com-
mon source of training data for machine translation such as parliamentary pro-
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ceedings, instruction manuals or news reports have no explicit word alignment
information available. Although there have been some efforts to train better
word alignment models via human annotation of the parallel corpora with word
alignment information [127, 13], the availability of such data is limited due to
high cost of annotation. To model the machine translation problem properly we
need to model this latent word alignment information well.
Computer vision is another area that is rich with structured output predic-
tion problems involving latent information. Take the example of recognition of
cars and pedestrians in different road scenes. The training data usually consists
of images of different road scenes, and the label comes in the form of bound-
ing boxes on cars and pedestrians. In object recognition for a complex object
such as human or cars it is usually helpful to know the parts of the object, such
as limbs in human or the wheels in a car. However, such information is usu-
ally not present in the training data and to acquire it will require costly extra
annotation effort. The best option is to model these parts of objects as latent
information in our learning problem.
5.2 Structural SVMs with Latent Variables
How can we extend our structural SVM framework to handle such latent infor-
mation? In particular we would like to have an extension that is general enough
to include a diverse set of structured output prediction problems with latent in-
formation, and also efficient to train.
In the case of generative probabilistic models with latent variable, maxi-
mum likelihood estimation of a parameter vector θ involves maximizing the
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log-likelihood function
logPθ(x, y, h),
which is usually non-concave. Here x is the observed input features, y is the ob-
served output label, and h is the latent variable. The optimization can be done
via the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [40]. In the Expectation Step
(E-Step) we compute the expected log likelihood under the marginal distribu-
tion Pθ(t)(h | x, y) of the latent variable h, where θ(t) is the current parameter
vector:
Q(θ | θ(t)) = EP
θ(t)
(h|x,y)[logPθ(x, y, h)]. (5.1)
This fixes the marginal distribution of the latent variables and make the maxi-
mization problem simpler. The Maximization Step (M-Step) involves maximiz-
ing the function Q for a new parameter θ(t+1):
θ(t+1) = argmaxθQ(θ | θ(t)) (5.2)
The EM algorithm alternates between the E-step and the M-step until conver-
gence. Other methods for differentiable optimization such as gradient descent
or conjugate gradient can also be applied with suitable initialization. Due to
non-concavity of the objective function these algorithms can only converge to
a local maximum, and therefore having a good initialization strategy is very
important.
How can we construct a general large-margin learning framework that can
handle issues such as non-convex objective that comes with the use of latent
variables? To tackle this question let us start from the basic joint feature map
and prediction. Recall that in structural SVM we are trying to learn a prediction
function
fw(x) = argmaxyˆ∈Y w ·Φ(x, yˆ)
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parameterized by the weight vector w (for simplicity let us restrict our discus-
sion to linear structural SVMs for the moment). Just like the presence of latent
variable h in the likelihood function in generative probabilistic models, we can
extend our joint feature map to include the influence of latent variables in our
prediction function:
fw(x) = argmax(yˆ,hˆ)∈Y×Hw ·Φ(x, yˆ, hˆ). (5.3)
By extending the joint feature map from Φ(x, y) to Φ(x, y, h), we make sure that
latent variables such as word alignments in machine translation or object part
positions in object recognition are taken into account when making predictions,
even when they are not available in the training set. Notice that we are predict-
ing a pair (y, h) that jointly maximizes the linear scoring function w ·Φ(x, y, h).
In a probabilistic model we have the option of integrating out the latent variable
h when predicting y as
fθ(x) = argmaxyˆ∈Y
∑
hˆ∈H
Pθ(x, yˆ, hˆ).
In our large-margin framework we replace the sum over latent variables with a
point estimate hˆ that maximizes the score of the input x and the output y,
fw(x) = argmaxyˆ∈Y max
hˆ∈H
w ·Φ(x, yˆ, hˆ), (5.4)
leading to the above joint prediction rule in Equation (5.3). This point-estimate
approach fits much better with the large-margin framework and also avoids the
computational issue of integrating out the latent variables.
So far everything looks straightforward as we have done nothing apart from
extending the joint feature map and modifying the output type to be a pair
(y, h). The interesting part comes when we consider how to formulate this as an
optimization problem during training. Unlike the fully observed case where we
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know the label yi for each example xi, in the latent variable case we only know
the label yi part of the output (y, h) for each example xi, but have no information
about the latent variable h on the training data.
For a start, let us go back to look at the constraints in the standard structural
SVM formulation in Optimization Problem 2.7:
∀yˆ ∈ Y , yˆ 6= yi,
w ·Φ(xi, yi)−w ·Φ(xi, yˆ) ≥ ∆(yi, yˆ)− ξi
ξi ≥ 0.
The set of constraints essentially says that the score of the correct output w ·
Φ(xi, yi) has to be greater than the score of all other incorrect outputw ·Φ(xi, yˆ),
with a margin measured by the loss function ∆(yi, yˆ). We can also rewrite the
above set of constraints in a more succinct way as:
ξi = max
yˆ∈Y
[w ·Φ(xi, yˆ) + ∆(yi, yˆ)]−w ·Φ(xi, yi)
It is easy to see that ξi is a convex function of w in this form, since the first term
is a maximum over linear functions.
We can preserve the semantics of the above constraints in standard structural
SVM in the case with latent variables if we replace the linear scoring function
w ·Φ(x, y) in the constraints with the function maxh∈Hw ·Φ(x, y, h):
∀yˆ ∈ Y , yˆ 6= yi,
max
h∈H
w ·Φ(xi, yi, h)−max
hˆ∈H
w ·Φ(xi, yˆ, hˆ) ≥ ∆(yi, yˆ)− ξi
ξi ≥ 0.
There are two major points to note here. First the new constraints with
maxh∈Hw · Φ(x, y, h) fit well with the prediction rule in Equation (5.4), since
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we are using the latent variable h that maximizes the score between the input
x and the output y in prediction. Secondly the optimization problem is now
non-convex after we put in the standard structural SVM objective due to the
term maxh∈Hw ·Φ(xi, yi, h), which is a common issue when working with latent
variables. This is easy to see if we rewrite the constraints as follows:
ξi = max
(yˆ,hˆ)∈Y×H
[w ·Φ(xi, yˆ, hˆ) + ∆(yi, yˆ)]−max
h∈H
w ·Φ(xi, yi, h)
The slack variable ξi is the difference of two convex functions, which is in gen-
eral not convex. We will discuss how to solve these issues in the next section on
training algorithms.
We can now write out our full optimization problem for structural SVM with
latent variables, which we call Latent Structural SVM:
Optimization Problem 5.1. (LATENT STRUCTURAL SVM)
min
w,ξ
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n∑
i=1
ξi
∀i, ξi ≥ max
(yˆ,hˆ)∈Y×H
[w ·Φ(xi, yˆ, hˆ) + ∆(yi, yˆ, hˆ)]−max
h∈H
w ·Φ(xi, yi, h)
Notice we have made the formulation more general by including the latent
variable hˆ of the alternative output yˆ in the loss ∆. This does not change the for-
mulation or the training algorithm in any major manner, but will prove useful in
two of the example applications below. It is also easy to see that this formulation
reduces to the standard structural SVM if we remove the latent variables.
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5.3 Training Algorithm
To solve Optimization Problem 5.1, we are going to exploit a key property that
the slack variables ξi can be written as the difference of two convex functions.
We can rewrite the objective in Optimization Problem 5.1 as:
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n∑
i=1
(
max
(yˆ,hˆ)∈Y×H
[w ·Φ(xi, yˆ, hˆ) + ∆(yi, yˆ, hˆ)]−max
h∈H
w ·Φ(xi, yi, h)
)
=
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n∑
i=1
max
(yˆ,hˆ)∈Y×H
[w ·Φ(xi, yˆ, hˆ) + ∆(yi, yˆ, hˆ)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
convex
−C
n∑
i=1
max
h∈H
w ·Φ(xi, yi, h)︸ ︷︷ ︸
concave
.
By decomposing the objective as the sum of a convex and a concave part (or
difference of two convex functions), we can borrow different tools from the op-
timization literature [61] to solve the above optimization problem. In particular
we are going to employ the Convex-Concave Procedure (CCCP) [156] to solve
the above optimization problem. It is a very nice and simple iterative procedure
that guarantees to converge to a local minimum or stationary point of the objec-
tive f(w)− g(w), where f, g are convex functions. The procedure is depicted in
Algorithm 5.1.
1: Set t = 0 and initialize w0
2: repeat
3: Find hyperplane vt such that −g(w) ≤ −g(wt) + (w −wt) · vt for all w
4: Solve wt+1 = argminw f(w) +w · vt
5: Set t = t+ 1
6: until [f(wt−1)− g(wt−1)]− [f(wt)− g(wt)] < 
Algorithm 5.1: Concave-Convex Procedure (CCCP)
The CCCP algorithm can be viewed as an upper bound minimization pro-
cedure. In Line 3 of Algorithm 5.1, we find a linear hyperplane upper bound
vt of the function −g at the current iterate wt. This is always possible because
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g is convex, and any subgradient of g at wt will do. Then we can replace the
objective f − g with the convex upper bound:
f(w)− g(w) ≤ f(w)− g(wt) + (w −wt) · vt. (5.5)
This is a global upper bound on the objective and is tight at the current iterate
wt. Line 4 of Algorithm 5.1 minimizes this upper bound to obtain the next
iterate wt+1. The objective f − g is monotonically decreasing for each iteration
in the loop and is guaranteed to converge to a local minimum or saddle point.
In terms of the optimization problem for structural SVM with latent vari-
ables, the step of computing the upper bound for the concave part in Line 3
involves computing
h∗i = argmaxh∈Hwt ·Φ(xi, yi, h) (5.6)
for each i. We call this the latent variable completion problem. The hyperplane
constructed is vt =
∑n
i=1 Φ(xi, yi, h
∗
i ).
Computing the new iterate wt+1 in Line 4 involves solving the standard
structural SVM optimization problem by completing yi with the latent variables
h∗i as if they were completely observed:
min
w
1
2
‖w‖2+C
n∑
i=1
max
(yˆ,hˆ)∈Y×H
[w ·Φ(xi, yˆ, hˆ)+∆(yi, yˆ, hˆ)]
− C
∑n
i=1
w ·Φ(xi, yi, h∗i ). (5.7)
This convex optimization problem can be solved using the cutting plane algo-
rithm dicussed in Chapter 3. Thus the CCCP algorithm applied to structural
SVM with latent variables gives rise to a very intuitive algorithm that alter-
nates between imputing the latent variables h∗i that best explain the training pair
(xi, yi) and solving the structural SVM optimization problem while treating the
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latent variables as completely observed. This is similar to the iterative process
of Expectation Maximization (EM) [40]. But unlike EM which maximizes the
expected log likelihood under the marginal distribution of the latent variables
(E-step in Equation (5.1)), we are minimizing the regularized loss against a sin-
gle latent variable h∗i that best explains (xi, yi). The minimization step of the
CCCP algorithm in Equation (5.7) is analogous to the M-step of EM in Equation
(5.2).
Summing up, to apply the latent structural SVM learning algorithm for a
structured output prediction problem with latent variables, we need to come
up with a suitable joint feature map Φ(x, y, h) and loss function ∆(y, yˆ, hˆ) that
allows efficient inference in the following problems:
1. Prediction:
argmax(yˆ,hˆ)∈Y×Hw ·Φ(xi, yˆ, hˆ)
2. Loss-Augmented Inference:
argmax(yˆ,hˆ)∈Y×H[w ·Φ(xi, yˆ, hˆ) + ∆(yi, yˆ, hˆ)]
3. Latent Variable Completion:
argmaxh∈Hw ·Φ(xi, yi, h)
In the following section we will demonstrate how to make these design
choices in different applications to enable accurate predictions and efficient
training.
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5.4 Three Example Applications
5.4.1 Discriminative Motif Finding
Our development of the Latent Structural SVM was motivated by a motif find-
ing problem in yeast DNA through collaboration with computational biologists.
Motifs are repeated patterns in DNA sequences that are believed to have bi-
ological significance. Our dataset consists of ARSs (autonomously replicating
sequences) [22] screened in two yeast species S. kluyveri and S. cerevisiae. Our
task is to predict whether a particular sequence is functional (i.e., whether they
start the replication process) in S. cerevisiae and to find out the motif responsi-
ble. All the native ARSs in S. cerevisiae are labeled as positive, since by defini-
tion they are functional. The ones that showed ARS activity in S. kluyveri were
then further tested to see whether they contain functional ARS in S. cerevisiae,
since they might have lost their function due to sequence divergence of the two
species during evolution. They are labeled as positive if functional and nega-
tive otherwise. In this problem the latent variable h is the position of the motif
in the positive sequences, since current experimental procedures do not have
enough resolution to pinpoint their locations. Altogether we have 124 positive
examples and 75 negative examples. In addition we have 6460 sequences from
the yeast intergenic regions for background model estimation.
Popular methods for motif finding include methods based on EM [11] and
Gibbs-sampling [82]. For this particular yeast dataset we believe a discrimina-
tive approach, especially one incorporating large-margin separation, is benefi-
cial because of the close relationship and DNA sequence similarity among the
different yeast species in the dataset.
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Let xi denote the ith base (A, C, G, or T) in our input sequence x of length
n. We use the common position-specific weight matrix plus background model
approach in our definition of feature vector:
Φ(x, y, h)=

l∑
j=1
φ
(j)
PSM(xh+j)+
h∑
i=1
φBG(xi)+
n∑
i=h+l+1
φBG(xi) [if y = +1]
n∑
i=1
φBG(xi) [if y = −1],
where φ(j)PSM is the feature count for the jth position of the motif in the position-
specific weight matrix, and φBG is the feature count for the background model
(we use a Markov background model of order 3).
For the positive sequences, we randomly initialized the motif position h uni-
formly over the whole length of the sequence. We optimized over the zero-one
loss ∆ for classification and performed a 10-fold cross validation. We make use
of the set of 6460 intergenic sequences in training by treating them as negative
examples (but they are excluded in the test sets). Instead of penalizing their
slack variables by C in the objective we only penalize these examples by C/50
to avoid overwhelming the training set with negative examples (with the factor
1/50 picked by cross-validation). We trained models using regularization con-
stant C from {0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000} times the size of the training set (5992 for each
fold), and each model is re-trained 10 times using 10 different random seeds.
As control we ran a Gibbs sampler [97] on the same dataset, with the same
set of intergenic sequences for background model estimation. It reports good
signals on motif lengths l = 11 and l = 17, which we compare our algorithm
against. To provide a stronger baseline we optimize the classification threshold
of the Gibbs sampler on the test set and report the best accuracy over all possi-
ble thresholds. Table 5.1 compares the accuracies of the Gibbs sampler and our
method averaged across 10 folds. Our algorithm shows a significant improve-
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Table 5.1: Classification Error on Yeast DNA (10-fold CV)
Error rate
Gibbs sampler (l = 11) 32.49%
Gibbs sampler (l = 17) 31.47%
Latent Structural SVM (l = 11) 11.09%
Latent Structural SVM (l = 17) 12.00%
ment over the Gibbs sampler (with p-value < 10−4 in a paired t-test). As for the
issue of local minima, the standard deviations on the classification error over
the 10 random seeds, averaged over 10 folds, are 0.0648 for l = 11 and 0.0546
for l = 17. There are variations in solution quality due to local minima in the
objective, but they are relatively mild in this task and can be overcome with a
few random restarts.
In this application the latent structural SVM allows us to exploit discrimina-
tive information to better detect motif signals compared to traditional unsuper-
vised probabilistic model for motif finding.
5.4.2 Noun Phrase Coreference Resolution
In noun phrase coreference resolution we would like to determine which noun
phrases in a text refer to the same real-world entity. In [47] the task is formu-
lated as a correlation clustering problem trained with structural SVMs. In cor-
relation clustering the objective function maximizes the sum of pairwise simi-
larities. However this might not be the most appropriate objective, because in a
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Figure 5.2: The circles are the clusters defined by the label y. The set of
solid edges is one spanning forest h that is consistent with y.
The dotted edges are examples of incorrect links that will be
penalized by the loss function.
cluster of coreferent noun phrases of size k, many of theO(k2) links contain only
very weak signals. For example, it is difficult to determine whether a mention
of the name ”Tom” at the beginning of a text and a pronoun ”he” at the end of
the text are coreferent directly without scanning through the whole text.
Following the intuition that humans might determine if two noun phrases
are coreferent by reasoning transitively over strong coreference links [98], we
model the problem of noun phrase coreference as a single-link agglomerative
clustering problem. Each input x contains all n noun phrases in a document,
and all the pairwise features xij between the ith and jth noun phrases. The
label y is a partition of the n noun phrases into coreferent clusters. The latent
variable h is a spanning forest of ”strong” coreference links that is consistent
with the clustering y. A spanning forest h is consistent with a clustering y if
every cluster in y is a connected component in h (i.e., a tree), and there are no
edges in h that connects two distinct clusters in y (Figure 5.2).
To score a clustering y with a latent spanning forest h, we use a linear scoring
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model that adds up all the edge scores for edges in h, parameterized by w:
w ·Φ(x, y, h) =
∑
(i,j)∈h
w · xij.
To predict a clustering y from an input x (argmax in Equation (5.3)), we can
run any Maximum Spanning Tree algorithm such as Kruskal’s algorithm on the
complete graph of n noun phrases in x, with edge weights defined by w · xij .
The output h is a spanning forest instead of a spanning tree because two trees
will remain disconnected if all edges connecting the two trees have negative
weights. We then output the clustering defined by the forest h as our prediction
y.
For the loss function ∆, we would like to pick one that supports efficient
computation in the loss-augmented inference, while at the same time penalizing
incorrect spanning trees appropriately for our application. We propose the loss
function
∆(y, yˆ, hˆ) = n(y)− k(y)−
∑
(i,j)∈hˆ
l(y, (i, j)), (5.8)
where n(y) and k(y) are the number of vertices and the number of clusters in
the correct clustering y. The function l(y, (i, j)) returns 1 if i and j are within the
same cluster in y, and -1 otherwise. It is easy to see that this loss function is non-
negative and zero if and only if the spanning forest hˆ defines the same clustering
as y. Since this loss function is linearly decomposable into the edges in hˆ, the
loss-augmented inference can also be computed efficiently using Kruskal’s al-
gorithm. Similarly the step of completing the latent variable h given a clustering
y, which involves computing a highest scoring spanning forest that is consistent
with y, can also be done with the same algorithm.
To evaluate our algorithm, we performed experiments on the MUC6 [53]
noun phrase coreference dataset. There are 60 documents in the dataset and we
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Table 5.2: Clustering Accuracy on MUC6 Data
MITRE Loss Pair Loss
SVM-cluster 41.3 2.89
Latent Structural SVM 44.1 2.66
Latent Structural SVM
(modified loss, r = 0.01) 35.6 4.11
use the first 30 for training and the remaining 30 for testing. The pairwise fea-
tures xij are the same as those in [98]. The regularization parameter C is picked
from 10−2 to 106 using a 10-fold cross validation procedure. The spanning forest
h for each correct clustering y is initialized by connecting all coreferent noun
phrases in chronological order (the order in which they appear in the docu-
ment), so that initially each tree in the spanning forest is a linear chain.
Table 5.2 shows the result of our algorithm compared to the SVM correlation
clustering approach in [47]. We present the results using the same loss functions
as in [47]. Pair loss is the proportion of all O(n2) edges incorrectly classified.
MITRE loss is a loss proposed for evaluating noun phrase coreference that is
related to the F1-score [134].
We can see from the first two lines in the table that our method performs
well on the Pair loss but worse on the MITRE loss when compared with the
SVM correlation clustering approach. Error analysis reveals that our method
trained with the loss defined by Equation (5.8) is very conservative when pre-
dicting links between noun phrases, having high precision but rather low recall.
Therefore we adapt our loss function to make it more suitable for minimizing
the MITRE loss. We modified the loss function in Equation (5.8) to penalize
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less for adding edges that incorrectly link two distinct clusters, using a penalty
r < 1 instead of 1 for each incorrect edge added. With the modified loss (with
r = 0.01 picked via cross-validation) our method performs much better than
the SVM correlation clustering approach on the MITRE loss (p-value < 0.03 in a
Z-test).
Unlike the SVM correlation clustering approach, where approximate infer-
ence is required, our inference procedure involves only simple and efficient
maximum spanning tree calculations. For this noun phrase coreference task,
the new formulation with latent structural SVM improves both the prediction
performance and training efficiency over conventional structural SVMs.
5.4.3 Optimizing Precision@k in Ranking
Our last example application is related to optimizing for precision@k in docu-
ment retrieval. Precision@k is defined to be the number of relevant documents
in the top k positions given by a ranking, divided by k. For each example in the
training set, the pattern x is a collection of n documents {x1, . . . ,xn} associated
with a query q, and the label y ∈ {−1, 1}n classifies whether each document in
the collection is relevant to the query or not. However for the purpose of eval-
uating and optimizing for information retrieval performance measures such as
precision@k and NDCG@k (normalized discounted cumulative gain), the par-
tial order of the documents given by the label y is insufficient. The label y does
not tell us which the top k documents are. To deal with this problem, we can
postulate the existence of a latent total order h on all documents related to the
query, with h consistent with the partial order given by label y. To be precise, let
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hj be the index of the jth most relevant document, such that xhj ≥tot xhj+1 for j
from 1 to n−1, where≥tot is a total order of relevance on the documents xi, and
let >tot be its strict version. The label y is consistent with the latent variable h if
yi > yj implies xi >tot xj , so that all relevant documents in y comes before the
non-relevant documents in the total order h. For optimizing for precision@k in
this section, we can restrict h to be first k documents h1, . . . , hk.
We use the following construction for the feature vector (in a linear feature
space):
Φ(x, y, h) =
1
k
∑k
j=1
xhj .
The feature vector only consists of contributions from the top k documents se-
lected by h, when all other documents in the label y are ignored (with the re-
striction that h has to be consistent with y).
For the loss we use the following precision@k loss:
∆(y, yˆ, hˆ) = min{1, n(y)
k
} − 1
k
k∑
j=1
[yhj == 1].
This loss function is essentially one minus precision@k, with slight modifica-
tions when there are less than k relevant documents in a collection. We replace
1 by n(y)/k so that the loss can be minimized to zero, where n(y) is the total
number of relevant documents in y.
Intuitively, with this particular design of the feature vector and the loss func-
tion, the algorithm is trying to optimize for the classification accuracy in the re-
gion near the top k documents, while ignoring most of the documents in the rest
of the feature space (Figure 5.3).
All the inference problems required for this application are efficient to solve.
Prediction requires sorting based on the score w · xj in decreasing order and
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Figure 5.3: Latent Structural SVM tries to optimize for accuracy near the
region for the top k documents (circled), when a good general
ranking direction w is given
picking the top k. The loss-augmented inference requires sorting based on the
score w ·xj− [yj == 1] and picking the top k for hˆ. Latent variable completion
for y requires a similar sorting procedure on w · xj and picking the top k, but
during sorting the partial order given by the label y has to be respected (so that
xi comes before xj when either yi > yj , or yi==yj and w · xi>w · xj).
To evaluate our algorithm, we ran experiments on the OHSUMED tasks of
the LETOR 3.0 dataset [86]. We use the per-query-normalized version of the fea-
tures in all our training and testing below, and employ exactly the same training,
test, and validation sets split as given.
For this application it is vital to have a good initialization of the latent vari-
bles h. Simple initialization strategies such as randomly picking k relevant doc-
uments indicated by the label y does not work for these datasets with noisy
relevance judgements, which usually give the trivial zero vector as solution. In-
stead we adopt the following initialization strategy. Using the same training
and validation sets in each fold, we trained a model optimizing for weighted
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Table 5.3: Precision@k on OHSUMED dataset (5-fold CV)
OHSUMED P@1 P@3 P@5 P@10
Ranking SVM 0.597 0.543 0.532 0.486
ListNet 0.652 0.602 0.550 0.498
Latent Structural SVM 0.680 0.573 0.567 0.494
Initial Weight Vector 0.626 0.557 0.524 0.464
average classification accuracy (weighted by the reciprocal of the number of
documents associated by each query). Then for each fold the trained model is
used as the initial weight vector to optimize for precision@k.
We can see from Table 5.3 that our latent structural SVM approach performs
better than the Ranking SVM [59, 64] on precision@1,3,5,10, one of the stronger
baselines in the LETOR 3.0 benchmark. We also essentially tie with ListNet [21],
one of the best overall ranking method in the LETOR 3.0 benchmark. As a sanity
check, we also report the performance of the initial weight vectors used for ini-
tializing the CCCP. The latent structural SVM consistently improves upon these,
showing that the good performance is not simply a result of good initialization.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented the Latent Structural SVM algorithm, an
extension to strucutral SVM that allows us to incorporate latent variables in
learning discriminative models for structured output prediction. This exten-
sion greatly increases the application scope of the large margin framework to
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different structured output prediction problems. The resulting non-convex ob-
jective of this new formulation is optimized efficiently via the Concave-Convex
Procedure. Like standard structural SVMs, users can easily adapt latent struc-
tural SVMs for different applications by supplying a joint feature map, a loss
function, and the corresponding inference procedures. We demonstrated how
these design choices can be made with three different example applications and
also showed in these improved prediction accuracies when latent variables are
incorporated.
5.6 Bibliographical Notes
This work on extending structural SVMs to handle latent variables was first
published at [151].
For discriminative modeling with latent variables, there were indepen-
dent works on extending conditional random fields with hidden variables
[140, 54, 101]. These authors have different applications in mind, including us-
ing latent variables to model body parts in gesture recognition, to model speech
signals, and to model mixtures of part-of-speech tags. Training these models
involve optimizing a non-convex log likelihood objective, which can be done
either by Expectation Maximization as in [140] or direct gradient descent [54].
However compared with our latent structural SVM model the main computa-
tional disadvantage is the computation of the partition function. For example,
the work in [101] requires approximation to the feature expectations to make
their large scale discriminative training possible.
Close to the time of publication of our work in [151] there were works on
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training hidden CRF with the max-margin criterion [45, 141] in the computer
vision community. However these works focus on classification problems only
and are special cases of our latent structural SVM formulation, and their training
algorithms are also derived differently. These formulations of latent SVMs have
also been applied recently to tackle problems in natural language processing as
well [27].
The Concave-Convex Procedure [156] employed in our work is a general
framework for minimizing non-convex functions which falls into the class of
DC (Difference of Convex) programming [61]. The work in [121] gave a detailed
analysis of the convergence properties of the CCCP algorithm. In recent years
there have been numerous applications of the algorithm in machine learning,
including training non-convex and transductive SVMs [33], large-margin mul-
tiple instance learning [28, 18]. The approach in [120] employs CCCP to handle
missing data in SVMs and Gaussian Processes and is closely related to our work.
However our approach is non-probabilistic and avoids the computation of par-
tition functions, which is particularly attractive for structured prediction. Very
recently the CCCP algorithm has also been applied to obtain tighter non-convex
loss bounds on structured learning [24].
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CHAPTER 6
TRAINING STRUCTURAL SVMS WITH NONLINEAR KERNELS
In the last few chapters we have been focusing almost exclusively on linear
structural SVMs. In this chapter we will study the use of nonlinear kernels in
structural SVMs, which greatly improves the flexibility of decision boundaries
and feature functions. We are going to focus specifically on the problem of long
training time associated with the use of kernels in structural SVMs, and propose
two approximation algorithms based on the cutting plane method introduced
in Chapter 3. We provide termination iteration bound and also approximation
error bounds on the regularized risk. Experimental results show that our algo-
rithms offer one to two order of magnitude improvements in the training time
while one of them also offer improved solution sparsity when compared against
conventional training method such as the dual decomposition methods used in
SVMlight.
6.1 Nonlinear Support Vector Machines with Kernels
In Chapter 3 we briefly introduced nonlinear SVMs with kernels, and now
we are going to discuss in greater details how to employ kernels to pro-
duce nonlinear decision boundaries in SVM. Suppose we are given a train-
ing set {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)}, where xi ∈ Rd are the feature vectors and the
yi ∈ {+1,−1} are the labels. Recall the dual optimization problem of binary
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classification SVM [cf. Chapter 3],
max
α
n∑
i=1
αi − 1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
αiαjyiyjxi · xj
∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ αi ≤ C
n∑
i=1
yiαi = 0.
(6.1)
The weight vector can be recovered by the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions by:
w =
n∑
i=1
αiyixi.
We mentioned in Chapter 2 that Vapnik and coworkers had the insight that
all the distance information between points in the feature space Rd was ex-
pressed through the inner product xi · xj only, and they can replace this inner
product with a kernel function K : Rd×Rd → R that implicitly defines an inner
product in a higher dimensional inner product space. This gives us a new dual
optimization problem:
max
α
n∑
i=1
αi − 1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
αiαjyiyjK(xi,xj)
∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ αi ≤ C
n∑
i=1
yiαi = 0,
(6.2)
The ”weight vector” w is defined implicitly in this case as:
w · z =
n∑
i=1
αiyiK(xi, z),
where the inner product ”·” is the inner product in a specially constructed (po-
tentially infinite-dimensional) vector space called the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert
Space (RKHS). We will discuss this reproducing kernel Hilbert space in more de-
tails below. This replacement of the linear inner product with a kernel function
is usually referred to as the ”kernel trick”.
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Commonly used kernels include the polynomial kernel (of degree d)
K(xi,xj) = (1 + xi · xj)d (6.3)
and the Gaussian kernel (with width parameter σ)
K(xi,xj) = exp(−‖xi − xj‖
2
σ
). (6.4)
These kernels satisfy the positive semidefinite property that for any finite set of
inputs x1, . . . ,xn ∈ Rd, the n×nmatrixK formed byKij = K(xi,xj) is positive
semidefinite. This positive semidefinite property is essential for the kernel K to
behave like an inner product in a higher dimensional space, and also for the
optimization problem in Equation (6.2) to be convex. The objects in the input
space X are not restricted to be feature vectors in Euclidean spaces, they can
be any general objects such as sequences [142, 87, 83], trees [31, 57], patches
of images [52]. The similarity/distance measure K on these objects is a valid
kernel if it satisfies the positive semidefinite property.
So far we have motivated kernels via replacing the inner products in the dual
optimization problem with a more general ”inner product”-like kernel function
in higher dimensional space. However we could have developed the whole the-
ory for SVMs starting from kernels, with the linear version with weight vector
w a finite dimensional special case. Given a valid positive semidefinite kernel
K : X × X → R, we can construct a Hilbert Space H with all elements f ∈ H
being functionals of the form f : X → R. We can think of elements in H as
scoring functions for input objects in X . A Hilbert space is a complete inner
product space. An inner product space is a vector space with an inner product
function ‘·’ that acts like the dot-product in Euclidean spaces, so that familiar
notions such as angles and distances can be applied to abstract objects such as
functionals from input space X to real numbers R. Complete means that every
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Cauchy sequence has its limit point inside the Hilbert space, using the metric
induced by the inner product. Roughly speaking this means any sequence of
points in the Hilbert space that are getting closer and closer together (with dis-
tance measured by the inner product function) will converge to a point inside
the Hilbert space. The Hilbert space has the following reproducing property:
∀f ∈ H,∀x ∈ X , f(x) = f ·H K(., x),
where ·H is the inner product of the Hilbert space H, and K(., x) is the func-
tional X → R defined by K(., x)(z) = K(x, z). This Hilbert space is therefore
usually referred to as Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS). Given a positive
semidefinite kernel K, the reproducing kernel Hilbert space defined by this ker-
nel is unique (Moore-Aronszajn theorem [8]).
The learning problem for support vector machines can be written as finding
a functional f in this Hilbert space that minimizes the following regularized
risk:
min
f∈H,b∈R
1
2
‖f‖2H + C
n∑
i=1
ξi
s.t. yi[f(xi) + b] ≥ 1− ξi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
ξi ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
By the Representer Theorem [76, 110], the minimizer f ∈ H has the following
form:
f =
n∑
i=1
βiK(., xi)
for βi ∈ R. Notice that this corresponds exactly to the expansion of the weight
vector w =
∑n
i=1 αiyixi in linear SVMs, where βi = αiyi This important result
allows us to search for a functional in a potentially infinite-dimensional spaceH
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by solving an optimization problem over a finite set of variables β1, . . . , βn, thus
allowing flexible nonlinear decision boundaries.
On the other hand, the new kernel representation of f makes its evaluation
expensive. To compute w · z = (∑ni=1 αiyixi) · z in the linear case, we can first
computew =
∑n
i=1 αiyixi and then compute its inner product with z. However
we have no such explicit representation forw when nonlinear kernels are used.
To classify each input z, we need to compute
f(z) =
n∑
i=1
βiK(z,xi),
which takes O(n) evaluations of the kernel function. This is prohibitively ex-
pensive for large datasets. Indeed Steinwart [122] has shown that for support
vector machine solutions the number of non-zero coefficients βi is at least O(n).
In other words the number of support vectors (and hence the function evalua-
tion cost) grows at least linearly as the training set size.
6.2 Kernels in Structural SVMs
The idea of nonlinear kernels can be quite easily extended to structural SVMs.
Instead of directly introducing kernels to replace the joint feature vector Φ(x, y),
it is much more common to introduce nonlinear kernels to replace some of the
feature functions in some of the ”parts” in the joint input-output structure pair
(x, y). For example, let us consider the problem of learning to label Markov Ran-
dom Fields (MRFs), which is a very general class of structured output learning
problems and includes the discriminative training of hidden Markov models as
a special case. Let the input x be a graph with input features at its nodes. Let
V (x), E(x) be its vertex set and edge set respectively. Denote the set of input
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features at node u as xu, and the labeling at u by y as yu. If we only use node
and edge feature functions for scoring the MRF, then the joint feature vector
decomposes naturally as:
Φ(x, y) =
∑
(u,v)∈E(x)
φuv(xu, xv, yu, yv) +
∑
u∈V (x)
φu(xu, yu). (6.5)
We can very easily replace the node feature functionφu or the edge feature func-
tion φuv with nonlinear feature functions in an RKHS for some chosen kernel
function K. In this case the feature space for the joint feature map Φ(x, y) will
be a direct sum Rd ⊕H between a finite dimensional space Rd for the linear fea-
tures and a potentially infinite dimensional RKHS H for the nonlinear feature
functions.
For example, we can keep the edge features φuv linear and make the node
feature φu a Gaussian kernel. This is similar to the generative Gaussian HMM,
and such a model structure is very commonly used in speech recognition. Sim-
ilarly Taskar et.al [125] replaced the node feature functions φu with polynomial
kernels while keeping the edge features φuv linear in their handwriting recogni-
tion experiments. In our protein alignment problem in Chapter 4 we could also
have introduced Gaussian kernels for measuring the similarities between differ-
ent values of exposed surface area to water, instead of binning these continuous
values into discrete bins.
6.3 Cutting Plane Algorithm for Kernel SVMs
In the following sections of this chapter we will investigate how we can adapt
the cutting plane algorithm we proposed in Chapter 3 for training nonlinear
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structural SVMs with kernels. In this and the following two sections we will
focus exclusively on kernels applied to binary classification SVMs, since they
are the simplest special case of structural SVMs for illustrating the major ideas
without clutter. However the ideas can be applied to general structural SVMs
with nonlinear feature functions in a straightforward manner, and we shall have
a further discussion on this in Section 6.6.
For simplicity we still use the notation in the linear case w to denote the
functional f we want to learn in the RKHS, and we use φ : X → H to denote
the nonlinear map that maps the input features x to the RKHS φ(x) such that
φ(x) · φ(z) = K(x, z) for all x, z ∈ X .
This map φ always exists by Mercer’s theorem [93]. To simplify notations we
use ‘·’ to denote the special inner product ‘·H’ in the RKHS for the rest of this
chapter.
Nonlinear kernel SVMs are traditionally trained with decomposition algo-
rithms such as Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) [102] or working set
decomposition [99, 63]. However even with the use of clever heuristics exact
training is still slow for large datasets (e.g., training sets with 100K examples).
The cutting plane algorithm we introduced in Chapter 3 for training structural
SVMs can be quite easily adapted to train nonlinear binary SVMs and nonlinear
structural SVMs with kernels, as shown in Algorithm 6.1. This is a special case
of the structural SVM formulation, with the joint feature map Φ being:
Φ(xi, yi) =
1
2
yiφ(xi).
The loss function is the zero-one loss (∆(yi, y¯) = [yi 6= y¯]) in this case.
The primal training problem for nonlinear binary classification SVM can be
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written as:
Optimization Problem 6.1. (KERNEL SVM FOR BINARY CLASSIFICATION (PRI-
MAL))
min
w,ξ
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n
n∑
i=1
ξi
s.t. ∀i, yi(w · φ(xi)) ≥ 1− ξi
∀i, ξi ≥ 0
With nonlinear kernels the cutting planes also become functionals in the
RKHS, and just like the weight vector they can be written as
g =
k∑
j=1
βjφ(zj),
where k ∈ N, βj ∈ R, and zj ∈ Rd. Inner products between cutting planes are
computed implicitly via kernel functions:
g · g′ = (
k∑
j=1
βjφ(zj)) · (
l∑
i=1
γiφ(ui)) =
k∑
j=1
l∑
i=1
βjγiK(zj,ui).
The cutting plane algorithm works largely the same once we replace the in-
ner product computations in the constraints and argmax computation with the
appropriate kernel function evaluations. Note that the computation of y¯i at Line
10 is equivalent to the argmax computation argmaxy¯∈Y [∆(yi, y¯)+w ·Φ(xi, y¯)] for
cutting plane generation under the choice of joint feature map and loss function
for binary classification above. However the cutting plane generation is very
expensive in the case with nonlinear kernels, for the exact same reason of why
classification is slow for nonlinear kernel SVM in Section 6.1.
By expanding the weight vectorw as a linear combination of cutting planes,
we can see that the argmax computation in Line 10 of Algorithm 6.1 involves
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1: Input: S = ((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)), C, , K(x,x′) = φ(x) · φ(x′)
2: c← 0,H ← 0, t← 0
3: repeat
4: H ← (Hij)1≤i,j≤t, whereHij = g(i) · g(j)
5: α← argmaxα≥0αTc− 12αTHα s.t. αT1 ≤ C
6: ξ ← 1
C
(αTc−αTHα)
7: w ←∑i αig(i)
8: t← t+ 1
9: for i=1,...,n do
10: y¯i ← sign(w · φ(xi)− yi)
11: end for
12: g(t) ← 1
2n
n∑
i=1
(yi − y¯i)φ(xi)
13: c(t) ← 1
2n
n∑
i=1
|yi − y¯i|
14: until w · g(t) ≥ c(t) − ξ − 
15: return(w,ξ)
Algorithm 6.1: Cutting plane algorithm for binary classificiation SVM
(dual)
computing:
y¯ = sign(w · φ(x)− y)
= sign(
(
t∑
i=1
αig
(i)
)
· φ(x)− y)
= sign(
1
2n
t∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
αi(yj − y¯(i)j )K(xj,x)− y),
where y¯(i) is the constraint computed via Line 10 at the ith iteration.
The number of non-zero coefficients |yj − y¯(i)j | (when the labels yj and y¯(i)j
disagree) is usually proportional to the number of support vectors, which grows
linearly with the training set size n [122]. Thus we need O(n) kernel evaluations
when computing the above argmax. Since we need to compute the argmax on
n examples to generate one cutting plane, the total complexity for each iteration
is O(n2), which is far too much to handle on any medium to large size datasets.
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1: Input: S = ((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)), C, , K(x,x′) = φ(x) · φ(x′)
2: c← 0,H ← 0, t← 0
3: repeat
4: H ← (Hij)1≤i,j≤t, whereHij = gˆ(i) · gˆ(j)
5: α← argmaxα≥0αTc− 12αTHα s.t. αT1 ≤ C
6: ξ ← 1
C
(αTc−αTHα)
7: w ←∑ti=1 αigˆ(i)
8: t← t+ 1
9: for i=1,...,n do
10: y¯i ← sign(w · φ(xi)− yi)
11: end for
12: g(t) ← 1
2n
n∑
i=1
(yi − y¯i)φ(xi)
13: c(t) ← 1
2n
n∑
i=1
|yi − y¯i|
14: I ← {i | |yi − y¯i| > 0}
15: Sample k indices uniformly from I to form S
16: gˆ(t) ← |I|
2nk
k∑
j=1
(ySj − y¯Sj)φ(xSj)
17: until w · g(t) ≥ c(t) − ξ − 
18: return(w,ξ)
Algorithm 6.2: Approximate cutting plane algorithm for binary classifici-
ation SVM
How can we reduce the complexity of generating the cutting planes in each
iteration? Our main idea is to approximate the dense exact cuts g(t) with O(n)
non-zero coefficients for φ(xi) in its expansion with sparser cuts with at most
k non-zero coefficients for φ(xi), where k  n. To implement the idea we con-
sider below two approaches for carrying out the approximation, one via sam-
pling and one via nonlinear preimage optimization.
6.4 Cut Approximation via Sampling
Our first idea is to approximate the true cut g(t) by a sampled cut gˆ(t), where
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we sample uniformly k indices from the index set
I = {i | |yi − y¯i| > 0}.
I is the set of indices that contribute to the non-zero coefficients of φ(xi) in the
kernel expansion of the cut g(t), and is of size O(n). We replace it with a smaller
sample S of size k to construct the approximate cut
gˆ(t) =
|I|
2nk
k∑
j=1
(ySj − y¯Sj)φ(xSj),
and solve the optimization problem with these approximate cuts instead.
Since each cutting plane now contains at most k non-zero indices, comput-
ing g(i) · φ(z) requires at most k kernel evaluations. Thus the computation of
w · φ(z) = ∑ti=1 αig(i) · φ(z) requires no more than O(tk) kernel evaluations,
where t is the iteration number (or the number of active cuts). Since we need to
computew ·φ(xi) for the argmax of each example xi, the total number of kernel
evaluations is O(tkn) per iteration.
However we can reduce this cost further by storing the values of g(i) · φ(xj)
for all previous cuts 1 ≤ i ≤ t and all examples 1 ≤ j ≤ n. LetA be a n×tmatrix
with Aji = g(i) · φ(xj). Then the value of w · φ(xj) be easily computed via a
sum
∑t
i=1 αiAji, which is O(t) and overall O(tn) for all examples. Updating the
matrix A at each iteration requires O(kn) kernel evaluations. Thus the overall
complexity per iteration is O((t + k)n). In the iteration bound (very similar
to the one in Chapter 3) below we show that t is upper-bounded by a quantity
independent of n, and usually a small sample size k  n gives us solutions with
performance comparable to the exact solutions. This is a marked improvement
over the O(n2) complexity of a direct application of the cutting plane algorithm.
Before evaluating the quality of approximation through experiments, let us
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analzye theoretically the convergence properties and approximation quality of
the algorithm.
6.4.1 Convergence and Approximation Bounds
We first prove a bound on the number of cutting planes added before conver-
gence. Notice that the bound is independent of the number of examples n.
Termination
Theorem 6.1. Let R = max1≤i≤n ‖φ(xi)‖. For any  < 8R2C2, the expected number
of cutting planes added before Algorithm 6.2 terminates is no more than
32CR2
2(1− exp( −k2
16CR2
))
.
Proof. This iteration bound is weaker than the O(1/) iteration bound in Chap-
ter 3, since random sampling is used to approximate the cutting planes g(i). This
worst case behaviour on convergence could occur if the exact cutting plane g(i)
has large violation γ, but the random sampling procedure gives us a poor ap-
proximation gˆ(i) with violation γ′ slightly larger than  (abeit with extremely
small probability). A tighter iteration bound might be possible with more care-
ful probabilistic analysis, but below we present a simple argument that gives a
bound similar to the one in [132].
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Consider the following dummy optimization problem:
min
w,ξ
1
2
‖w‖2 + Cξ
s.t. ∀d ∈ Nn, ‖d‖1 = k, ∀r ∈ N, r ≤ n
w · r
nk
n∑
i=1
diyiφ(xi) ≥ r
n
− ξ.
(6.6)
This is a dummy optimization problem as this is just used as a proof device in
a dual lower bound argument, and it is not solved by Algorithm 6.2. Notice
each sample approximation in Equation (6.4) is a valid constraint for the above
optimization problem. By the termination criterion of Algorithm 6.2 we know
that the exact cut is -violated and satisfies c(t) −w(t) · g(t) > ξ + . However it
is not guaranteed that the sampled cut will be -violated. Let us call those itera-
tions when the sampled cut is violated by more than /2 “good” iterations (i.e.,
c(t)−w(t) · gˆ(t) > ξ+ /2) and all other iterations “bad” iterations. By Lemma 3.1
each /2-violated sampled cut increase the dual objective of the above dummy
optimization problem by at least
min{C
4
,
2
32R2
}.
As we assume /2 < 4R2C2, only the second case applies. Since w = 0, ξ = 1 is
a primal feasible solution to the dummy optimization problem with objective C,
the dual objective will exceed C after 32R2C/2 “good” iterations. The number
of ”bad” iterations between successive ”good” iterations can be bounded using
a geometric distribution argument. Given the precondition c(t)−w(t) ·g(t) > ξ+,
if the sampled cut is not /2-violated (i.e., c(t)−w(t) · gˆ(t) ≤ ξ + /2), this implies
w(t) · gˆ(t) −w(t) · g(t) ≥ 
2
.
By applying a Hoeffding bound argument similar to Lemma 6.2 below, the
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probability of this event can be bounded as follows:
P (w(t) · gˆ(t) −w(t) · g(t) ≥ 
2
) < exp
( −k2
16CR2
)
This implies the probability of having a ”bad” iteration is no more than
P (c(t) −w(t) · gˆ(t) ≤ ξ + /2 | c(t) −w(t) · g(t) > ξ + ) < exp
( −k2
16CR2
)
.
Thus in expectation there are 1/(1 − exp( −k2
16CR2
)) ”bad” iterations between
successive ”good” iterations. Therefore the expected total number of iterations
for termination is no more than
32CR2
2(1− exp( −k2
16CR2
))
.
Approximation Error Bounds
After proving termination and bounding the number of cutting planes required,
we turn our attention to the accuracy of the solutions. Specifically we will char-
acterize the difference between the regularized risk of the exact solution and
our approximate solutions. The main idea used in the proof is: if the error intro-
duced by each approximate cut is small with high probability, then the differ-
ence between the exact and approximate solutions will also be small with high
probability. Bounding the difference between the exact cut and the sampled cut
can be done with Hoeffding’s inequality.
Let us start the proofs by defining some notation. Let f(w) =
max
1≤t≤T
(
c(t) −w · g(t)) be an exact cutting plane model of the empirical risk, and
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let f˜(w) = max
1≤t≤T
(
c(t) −w · gˆ(t)) be an approximate cutting plane model, with
(c(t), gˆ(t)) being the approximate cutting planes. We have the following lemma:
Lemma 6.1. Let a fixed v in the RKHSH be given. Suppose for some γ > 0 each of the
cutting plane and its approximate counterpart satisfy
P
(
(c(t) − v · gˆ(t))− (c(t) − v · g(t)) ≥ γ) < pγ,
for t = 1 . . . T . Then f˜(v) < f(v) + γ with probability at least 1− Tpγ .
Proof. By union bound we know that (c(t) − v · gˆ(t)) − (c(t) − v · g(t)) < γ for
1 ≤ t ≤ T occurs with probability at least 1 − Tpγ . The following chain of
implications holds:
T∧
t=1
(
(c(t) − v · gˆ(t))− (c(t) − v · g(t)) < γ)
⇒ max
1≤t≤T
(
(c(t) − v · gˆ(t))− (c(t) − v · g(t))) < γ
⇒ max
1≤t≤T
(c(t) − v · gˆ(t))− max
1≤t≤T
(c(t) − v · g(t)) < γ
Hence f˜(v) < f(v) + γ with probability at least 1− Tpγ .
The lemma shows that the approximate cutting plane model does not over-
estimate the loss by more than a certain amount with high probability. Now
we are going to use this lemma to analyze the sampling approximation algo-
rithm Algorithm 6.2. We can bound the difference between the exact cutting
planes and the approximate cutting planes using Hoeffding’s inequality in the
following lemma:
Lemma 6.2. Let a fixed v ∈ H, ‖v‖ ≤ √2C be given, and let the exact cutting planes
(c(t), g(t)) and approximate cutting planes (c(t), gˆ(t)) be defined as in Algorithm 6.2. We
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have for each t = 1 . . . T ,
P
(
(c(t)−v · gˆ(t))−(c(t)−v · g(t))≥γ)<exp( −kγ2
4CR2η2
)
where η = |I|/n, I being the index set at the t-th iteration.
Proof. Define Zj = v · [12(ySj − y¯Sj)φ(xSj)]. We have
1
k
k∑
j=1
Zj = v · 1
k
k∑
j=1
[
1
2
(ySj − y¯Sj)φ(xSj)]
=
n
|I|
|I|
2kn
v ·
k∑
j=1
(ySj − y¯Sj)φ(xSj)
=
1
η
v · gˆ(t)
Since Sj are sampled uniformly from the index set I , Zj’s are independent with
with expectation:
E(Zj) = − 1|I|
∑
i∈I
v · [1
2
(yi − y¯i)φ(xi)]
=
n
|I|
1
n
n∑
i=1
v · [1
2
(yi − y¯i)φ(xi)]
=
1
η
v · g(t)
Each Zj is also bounded between [−
√
2CR,
√
2CR]. Apply Hoeffding’s inequal-
ity and we have
P (
1
η
v · g(t) − 1
η
v · gˆ(t) ≥ γ) ≤ exp
( −2kγ2
(2
√
2CR)2
)
P (
1
η
(c(t) − v · gˆ(t))− 1
η
(c(t) − v · g(t)) ≥ γ) ≤ exp
( −kγ2
(4CR2
)
Put γ = γ/η and we obtain the result.
Now we are ready to prove our main theorem relating the regularized risk of
the optimal solution to our approximate solution. Let v∗ be the optimal solution
to Optimization Problem 6.1. We have the following theorem:
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Theorem 6.2. Suppose Algorithm 6.2 terminates in T iterations and return w∗ as
solution. Then with probability at least 1− δ,
1
2
‖w∗‖2+CL(w∗)≤ 1
2
‖v∗‖2+CL(v∗)+C
(
+
√
4CR2
k
log
T
δ
)
,
where L(w) is the margin loss 1
n
∑n
i=1 ξi as in Optimization Problem 6.1.
Proof. With the exact cutting planes (c(t), g(t)) and approximate cutting planes
(c(t), gˆ(t)) as defined in Lemma 6.2, we apply Lemma 6.1. Put v = v∗, and pγ =
exp(−kγ2/4CR2) (we omit η since it is bounded above by 1), we obtain f˜(v∗) <
f(v∗)+γ with probability at least 1−T exp(−kγ2/4CR2). Inverting the statement
and we have with probability at least 1− δ:
f˜(v∗) < f(v∗) +
√
4CR2
k
log
T
δ
Sincew∗ is the optimal solution of minw 12‖w‖2 +Cf˜(w) at the T th iteration, we
have the following:
1
2
‖w∗‖2+Cf˜(w∗) ≤ 1
2
‖v∗‖2+Cf˜(v∗)
<
1
2
‖v∗‖2+Cf(v∗)+C
√
4CR2
k
log
T
δ
(with probability 1− δ)
≤ 1
2
‖v∗‖2+CL(v∗)+C
√
4CR2
k
log
T
δ
(subgradient property)
(6.7)
The last line makes use of the subgradient property that f(w) ≤ L(w) for any
exact cutting plane model f of a convex loss function L. Since we are using the
exact cutting plane as the condition for exiting the while loop, so we must have
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at termination:
c(T ) −w∗ · g(T ) ≤ ξ + 
1
n
n∑
i=1
∆(yi, yˆi)− 1
n
w∗ ·
n∑
i=1
[Φ(xi, yi)−Φ(xi, yˆi)] ≤ f˜(w∗) + 
max
(yˆ1,...,yˆn)∈Yn
1
n
n∑
i=1
[∆(yi, yˆi)−w∗ · [Φ(xi, yi)−Φ(xi, yˆi)]] ≤ f˜(w∗) + 
L(w∗) ≤ f˜(w∗) + 
Therefore we have:
1
2
‖w∗‖2 + CL(w∗)
≤ 1
2
‖w∗‖2 + C(f˜(w∗) + )
≤ 1
2
‖v∗‖2 + CL(v∗) + C
(
+
√
4CR2
k
log
T
δ
)
with probability at least 1− δ.
Compared to the exact cutting plane algorithm there is an extra error term√
4CR2
k
log T
δ
, and Figure 6.1 shows how this error term arise from the use of
inexact cutting planes. The theorem shows that as far as obtaining a finite pre-
cision solution to the regularized risk minimization problem is concerned, it is
sufficient to use sampled cuts with sufficiently large sample size k to match the
desired accuracy  of the solution. We will see in the experiment section that
fairly small values of k work well in practice.
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!v∗
!w∗
< !
< γ
Figure 6.1: Proof Idea for Theorem 6.2: the objective difference between
w∗ and v∗ is bounded by  + γ.  is the usual stopping crite-
rion while γ is the error introduced by the use of approximate
cutting planes, and is bounded by
√
4CR2
k
log T
δ
.
6.4.2 Experiments
Experiment Setup
We implemented Algorithm 6.2 and evaluated it on the task of binary classifi-
cation with kernels. We choose this task for evaluation because binary classifi-
cation with kernels is a well-studied problem, and there are stable SVM solvers
that are suitable for comparisons. Moreover, scaling up SVM with kernels to
large datasets is an interesting research problem on its own [32].
In binary classification the loss function ∆ is just the zero-one loss. The fea-
ture map Φ is defined by Φ(x, y) = (1/2)yφ(x), where y ∈ {1,−1} and φ is the
nonlinear feature map induced from a Mercer kernel (such as the commonly
used polynomial kernels and Gaussian kernels).
We implemented the algorithms in C, using Mosek as the quadratic pro-
gram solver and the SFMT implementation [108] of Mersenne Twister as the ran-
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dom number generator. The experiments were run on machines with Opteron
2.0GHz CPUs with 2Gb of memory (with the exception of the control experi-
ments with incomplete Cholesky factorization, which we ran on machines with
4Gb of memory).
For all the experiments below we fix the precision parameter  at 0.001. We
remove cuts that are inactive for 20 iterations. For each combination of parame-
ters we ran the experiment for 3 runs using different random seeds, and report
the average result in the plots and tables below. In Section 6.4.2 we also inves-
tigate the stability of the algorithms by reporting the standard deviation of the
results.
In the experiments below we test our algorithms on three different datasets:
Checkers, Adult, and Covertype. Checkers is a synthetic dataset with 1 million
training points, with classes alternating on a 4x4 checkerboard. We generated
the data using the SimpleSVM toolbox [136], with noise level parameter sigma
set to 0.02. The kernel width for the Gaussian kernel used for the Checkers
dataset was determined by cross validation on a small subsample of 10000 ex-
amples. Adult is a medium-sized dataset with 32562 examples, with a sample of
22697 examples taken as training set. The Gaussian kernel width is taken from
[102]. Covertype is a dataset with 522910 training points, the kernel width of
the Gaussian kernel we use below is obtained from the study [32].
Scaling with Training Set Size
Our first set of experiments is about how the two algorithms scale with training
set size. We perform the experiments on the two large datasets Checkers and
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Figure 6.2: CPU Time Against Training Set Size
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Figure 6.3: Training Set Error Against Training Set Size
Covertype. We pick C to be 1 multiplied by the training set size, since that is
the largest value of C we could get SVMlight to train within 5 days. We fix the
sample size k at 400. We train SVM models on subsets of the full training sets of
various sizes to evaluate scaling.
Figure 6.2 shows the CPU time required to train SVMs on training sets of
different sizes on the Checkers and Covertype dataset. We can observe that
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Figure 6.4: Test Set Error Against Training Set Size
the sampling algorithm scales roughly linearly in the log-log plot. This con-
firms the scaling behaviour we expect from the complexity of each iteration.
SVMlight shows superlinear scaling on both of these datasets.
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the training and test set errors of the algorithms.
We can see that the training set accuracies decrease as we increase the training
set size while the test set accuracies increase as we increase the training set size.
In general SVMlight has lower training and test set errors, but the results of the
sampling algorithm is also very close. Both the training and test set errors lie
within a very narrow band, and they are never more than 0.5 percentage point
apart even in the worst case.
Effect of Different Sample Sizes
The next set of experiments is about the effect of the sample size k on training
time and solution quality. We investigate the effect of sample size using the
Adult dataset, since on this dataset it is easier to collect more data points for
different sample sizes. We use sample sizes k from {100, 400, 1000, 4000, 10000}
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Figure 6.5: CPU Time(Left) and Number of Iteration (Right) Against Sam-
ple Size
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Figure 6.6: Training Set Error(Left) and Test Set Error(Right) Against Sam-
ple Size
and C from {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}multiplied by the training set size 22697.
The right of Figure 6.5 shows that the number of iterations required gener-
ally decreases with increasing sample size. However the decrease in the number
of iterations to convergence does not result in overall savings in time due to the
extra cost involved in each iteration with larger sample sizes. This can be ob-
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served from the CPU Time plots in the left of Figure 6.5. What is most interesting
is the stability of training and test set errors with respect to changes to sample
size, as shown in Figure 6.6. Except for very small sample sizes like 100 or small
values of C like 0.01 the sets of curves are essentially flat.
Quality of Solutions
Table 6.1 shows a comparison of the two algorithms against two conventional
training methods, namely SVMlight and a sampling-based method that uses
Cholesky decomposition as described below. For each dataset we train differ-
ent models using values of C ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}, multipled by the size of the
training set. We used the results of SVMlight as a yardstick to compare against,
and report the value of C for which the test performance is optimal for SVMlight.
For the larger datasets Checkers and Covertype, SVMlight terminated early due
to slow progress for C ≥ 10, so for those two datasets we use C = 1.
First of all, we notice from Table 6.1 that all the solutions have training
and test set error rates very close to the solutions produced by SVMlight. The
sampling approximation algorithm has error rates usually within 0.2 above the
SVMlight solutions. The error rates also have very small standard deviation, on
the order of 0.1, which is the same as our tolerance parameter .
We also provide control experiments with Cholesky decomposition method,
where we subsample a set of points from the training set, and then compute the
projection of all the points in the training set onto the subspace spanned by these
examples. Then we train a linear SVM using SVMperf[67] (with options --t 2
-w 3 --b 0) on the whole training set. Our implementation involves storing
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Table 6.1: Runtime and training/test error of sampling algorithms com-
pared to SVMlight and Cholesky.
Checkers
(N=1000000, C=1, σ2=0.05)
Algorithm Err(Train) Err(Test) CPU sec
Sampling (r=400) 2.90(0.01) 2.99(0.01) 60101(1042)
Sampling (r=1000) 2.89(0.00) 2.95(0.05) 151759(3334)
Cholesky(250) 3.11 3.32 2447
Cholesky(500) N/A N/A N/A
Cholesky(5000) N/A N/A N/A
Cholesky(10000) N/A N/A N/A
SVMlight 2.87 2.94 36533
Adult
(N=22697, C=100, σ2=20)
Algorithm Err(Train) Err(Test) CPU sec
Sampling (r=400) 7.43(0.09) 10.19(0.15) 11136(640)
Sampling (r=1000) 7.44(0.01) 10.19(0.15) 15191(612)
Cholesky(250) 15.10 15.09 604
Cholesky(500) 14.60 14.50 537
Cholesky(5000) 10.89 12.43 3386
Cholesky(10000) 9.12 11.41 8836
SVMlight 7.52 10.37 11630
Covertype
(N=522910, C=1, σ2=1.7)
Algorithm Err(Train) Err(Test) CPU sec
Sampling (r=400) 18.16(0.03) 18.28(0.02) 62184(485)
Sampling (r=1000) 17.96(0.03) 18.22(0.02) 155196(6649)
Cholesky(250) 21.73 21.85 1937
Cholesky(500) 20.29 20.35 3093
Cholesky(5000) N/A N/A N/A
Cholesky(10000) N/A N/A N/A
SVMlight 17.87 18.09 273021
all the projected training vectors, and this consumes a lot of memory, especially
for large datasets like Checkers and Covertype. We can only do 250 and 500 ba-
sis functions on those datasets respectively without running out of memory on
a 4Gb machine, and on the Adult dataset we can only do up to 10000 basis func-
tions. An alternative implementation with smaller storage requirement would
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involve recomputing the projected training vector when needed, but this would
become prohibitively expensive.
We observe that the Cholesky decomposition is generally faster than all the
other methods, but its accuracy is usually substantially below that of SVMlight
and our sampling algorithms. Moreover, unlike our algorithms, the accuracy
of the Cholesky method depends crucially on the number of basis functions,
which is difficult to pick in advance. The accuracies of our sampling algorithms
are more stable with respect to the choice of sample size, where decreasing the
sample size ususally results in more iterations to converge without much loss
in accuracy of the solutions.
6.5 Cut Approximation via Preimage Optimization
In the last section we show that we can reduce the time complexity of kernel
SVMs by approximating the dense exact cutting planes with sampling approxi-
mation. The approximation algorithm shows good empirical performance, get-
ting very close to the test accuracy of the exact solution while using only rel-
atively small sample size such as 400 or 1000. However, there are still rooms
for improvement for the above algorithm. First of all, although the uniform
sampling strategy allows us to obtain approximation bounds on the regular-
ized risk, it does not focus on creating a sparse expansion for the weight vector
w =
∑
t αtg
(t). Therefore while training is relatively fast since we store all the
inner products between the cuts and the examples in a matrix A, classification
during test time over unseen examples can still be slow because the weight vec-
tor can contain O(Tk) basis functions φ(xi). For example, the number of basis
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functions in the solution for the Adult dataset is very close to the exact solution.
To directly optimize for the sparsity of our solution, we need to be a lot more
careful when adding basis functions φ(xi) to the cut by making its coefficients
non-zero. Methods such as Incomplete Cholesky Decomposition [46] and the
Nystro¨m Method [145] choose a subspace in the RKHS H spanned by a finite
basis, and then solve the SVM optimization problem in this subspace. These
low rank matrix approximation methods have direct control over the size of set
of basis functions, and therefore speed up both training and testing. However,
their basis choice are usually done through random sampling and do not take
the label information y into account (with the exception of [9]).
In the last section on sampling approximation we have demonstrated
through theoretical bounds and empirical results that we can obtain a good so-
lution to the kernel SVM problem by approximating each cutting plane well.
In this section we take the idea one step further by combining it with low-rank
subspace methods, by searching for a low-rank subspace (or a set of basis func-
tions) that approximates the set of cutting planes well. We can also prove theo-
retical bounds on the regularized risk objective, and experimental results show
that this method produces even sparser and more accurate solutions compared
to the sampling approximation. Since our approach is closely related to basis
pursuit algorithms [26, 135], we call it the Cutting Plane Basis Pursuit (CPSP)
algorithm.
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1: Input: S = ((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)), C, , kmax, K(x,x′) = φ(x) · φ(x′)
2: c← 0,H ← 0,B ← ∅, t← 0
3: repeat
4: H ← (Hij)1≤i,j≤t, whereHij = gˆ(i) · gˆ(j)
5: α← argmaxα≥0αTc− 12αTHα s.t. αT1 ≤ C
6: ξ ← 1
C
(αTc−αTHα)
7: w ←∑ti=1 αigˆ(i)
8: t← t+ 1
9: for i=1,...,n do
10: y¯i ← sign(w · φ(xi)− yi)
11: end for
12: g(t) ← 1
2n
n∑
i=1
(yi − y¯i)φ(xi)
13: c(t) ← 1
2n
n∑
i=1
|yi − y¯i|
14: if |B| < kmax thenB ← extend basis(B, g(t))
15: for i=1,...,t do
16: gˆ(i) ← project(g(i),B)
17: end for
18: until w · g(t) ≥ c(t) − ξ − 
19: return(w,ξ)
Algorithm 6.3: Cutting Plane Subspace Pursuit
6.5.1 The Basis
In most works on speeding up the training of kernel SVM in the literature, the
basis set B is chosen from the set φ(xi) at each example point xi, i.e., B ⊆
{φ(xi)}ni=1 [135, 74]. For commonly used kernel functions such as the Gaussian
kernel and the polynomial kernels (Equations (6.3) and (6.4)), the input space
is a d-dimensional real vector space. In these cases we can very easily extend
the candidates for the basis set B from training examples φ(xi) to φ(b) for any
b ∈ Rd. The vector b does not have to be equal to any of the examples xi, and
we will see shortly that this relaxation allows us to reduce the approximation
error and improve the sparsity.
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The whole cutting plane basis pursuit algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm
6.3. The algorithm follows the same template as in most cutting plane algo-
rithms, but it contains several differences when compared to the sampling ap-
proximation in the last section. First of all instead of approximating each cut g(i)
individually via independent sampling, we maintain a basisB that is shared by
all cuts in their approximation. As a consequence instead of having a fixed ap-
proximation gˆ(i) to each cut g(i), in each iteration of the loop we have a new and
better approximation gˆ(i) by projecting it onto the new basis (which necessarily
reduces the residual error). The most crucial choice in this algorithm is how to
extend the basis B, and we will discuss below a greedy nonlinear optimization
procedure that works very well in practice.
6.5.2 Projection
The projection in Line 16 can be solved by solving the least squares problem
βˆ = argminβ ‖g(t) −
k∑
j=1
βjφ(bj)‖2
= argminβ[
k∑
i=1
k∑
j=1
βiβjK(bi, bj)− 2
k∑
j=1
n∑
i=1
βj
1
2n
(yi − y¯i)K(xi, bj)]
and
gˆ(i) =
k∑
j=1
βˆjφ(bj).
For convenience we denote the projection of any g ∈ H onto the basisB as PBg,
where PB is the projection operator. Again as in in the sampling approximation
we can store the kernel products K(xi, bj) in an n× k matrixA. If we letG be a
k×k matrix withGij = K(bi, bj), and let Y be an n×1 vector with Yi = |yi− y¯i|,
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then the coefficients β can be recovered by solving the linear system:
Gβ =
1
n
ATY .
Computing the product ATY takes O(nk) time while solving the linear system
takes O(k2) time if we maintain a Cholesky decomposition G = LTGLG for back
substitution. The matrixA and the Cholesky factorizationLG are updated every
iteration and the update costs are not counted here.
6.5.3 Basis Extension
Now it remains to specify how to extend the basis functions in Algorithm 6.3.
One of the criterion of a good basis is that difference between the exact cut g(t)
and its approximation gˆ(t) is ”small” for all t. In this case we can conveniently
measure the approximation difference using the l2-norm. We can state our goal
as finding a basisB = {φ(b1), . . . ,φ(bk)} such that for all t
‖g(t) − gˆ(t)‖2 ≤ δ
⇔‖g(t) − PBg(t)‖2 ≤ δ
⇔min
β
‖g(t) −
∑
i
βiφ(bi)‖2 ≤ δ
(6.8)
for some small δ > 0. We want δ to be as small as possible to keep the approxi-
mation error low.
Since we are adding one cut per iteration, it would be most natural to also
grow our basis incrementally. We adopt a greedy approach as in [135]. We find
the basis bk that minimizes the residual error of the current projection gˆ(t) onto
B = {φ(b1), . . . ,φ(bk)}:
argminβ,bk+1 ‖g(t) − gˆ(t) − βφ(bk+1)‖2. (6.9)
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This optimization problem is usually referred to as the preimage problem in the
kernel methods literature. It is greedy in the sense that we only base our choice
of bk+1on the single latest cut g(t). But this results in a much simpler optimiza-
tion problem in Equation (6.9). For differentiable kernels such as the Gaussian
kernel and the polynomial kernels Equation (6.9) is a differentiable optimiza-
tion problem with d + 1 variables (for b ∈ Rd). The optimization problem is
non-convex but local minima can be found by gradient based methods. In this
work we use the fixed-point iteration approach in [19], which allows us to effi-
ciently find an approximate solution to add as new basis.
To fully evaluate the benefits of choosing arbitrary vector b ∈ Rd in our
basis as opposed to the more traditional approach of picking example patterns
xi directly from the training set, we also consider solving Equation (6.9) using
candidates from b ∈ {xi}ni=1 only. We adopt the random sampling procedure
by Smola and Scho¨lkopf [119] by randomly picking 59 examples xi and pick
the one that minimizes Equation (6.9). This random sampling approach gives
us 95% confidence that the basis xj we added is within top 5% over all xi, 1 ≤
i ≤ n, when evaluated over the objective in Equation (6.9) (since probability of
not picking anything from the top 5% in 59 trials is (1 − 0.05)59 < 0.05). This
random sampling procedure is also used by many other algorithms that we
compare against.
6.5.4 Theoretical Analysis
Before evaluating the CPSP algorithm empirically, we first give a theoretical
characterization of the quality of its solutions and the number of iterations it
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takes until convergence.
The following theorem gives an upper bound on the number of iterations
of Algorithm 6.3. It extends the general results [66, 67, 128] for cutting plane
training of SVMs to the CPSP algorithm.
Theorem 6.3. For parameter C, precision , training set size n, and basis set size kmax,
Algorithm 6.3 terminates after at most O(kmax + C ) iterations.
Proof. After the first kmax iterations, the basis B becomes fixed, and from
then on we are essentially solving the optimization problem:
min
w,ξ
1
2
‖w‖2 + Cξ (6.10)
s.t. ∀y¯∈{−1,1}n :w ·
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
(yi−y¯i)φ(xi)
)
≥ 1
n
n∑
i=1
∆(yi, y¯i)−ξ and w∈
∑
bi∈B
βiφ(bi)
Let PB be the orthogonal projection operator onto the subspace spanned by B.
Such an orthogonal projection operator always exists in a Hilbert Space. After
folding the subspace constraint into the objective by replacingw with PBw, the
above optimization problem can be re-written as (using the self-adjointness and
linearity of PB):
min
w,ξ
1
2
‖PBw‖2 + Cξ
s.t. ∀y¯ ∈ {−1, 1}n : w ·
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
(yi − y¯i)PBφ(xi)
)
≥ 1
n
n∑
i=1
∆(yi, y¯i)− ξ
Finally the operator PB in the objective can be dropped since if w contains any
component in B⊥, it will only increase the objective without changing value of
the LHS of the constraints. This is in the form of the general structural SVM
optimization problem solved by Algorithm 3.1, with the feature space changed
from being spanned by φ(xi) to being spanned by PBφ(xi). The O(C ) iteration
bound from Theorem 3.1 therefore applies. 
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The time complexity of each iteration was already discussed in Section 6.5.2,
but can be summarized as follows. In iterations where no new basis vector is
added to B, the time complexity is O(T 3 + Tk2 + kn) (T being the size of the
active cut set), since only the new g(t) needs to be projected and the respective
column be added to H . In iterations where B is extended, the time complexity
is O(T 3 + k2T + kT 2 + kTn) plus the time it takes to solve the preimage problem
Equation (6.9). Note that typical values are T ≈ 30, k ∈ [10..1000], and n >
10000.
The following theorem describes the quality of the solution at termination,
accounting for the error incurred by projecting on an imperfectB. Most impor-
tantly, the theorem justifies our use of Equation (6.9) for deciding which basis
vectors to add.
Theorem 6.4. When Algorithm 6.3 terminates in m iterations with ||g(i) − gˆ(i)|| ≤ δ
for all g(i) and gˆ(i), the primal objective value o of the solution found does not exceed the
exact solution o∗ by more than o− o∗ ≤ C(δ√2C + ).
Proof. Letw∗ be the optimal solution with value o∗. We know that the optimal
w∗ satisfies ‖w∗‖ ≤ √2C. Hence for all i,
|w · g(i) −w · gˆ(i)| ≤ ‖w‖‖g(i) − gˆ(i)‖ ≤ δ
√
2C
Let PB be the orthogonal projection on the subspace spanned by φ(bi) in the
final basis B. Let v∗ be the optimal solution to the optimization problem (6.10)
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restricted to the subspaceB, we have:
o ≤ 1
2
‖v∗‖2 + C(ξ + )
=
1
2
‖v∗‖2 + C max
1≤i≤m
[c(i) − v∗ · gˆ(i)] + C
≤ 1
2
‖PBw∗‖2 + C max
1≤i≤m
[c(i) − PBw∗ · gˆ(i)] + C
[since v∗ is the optimal solution wrt the basisB]
=
1
2
‖PBw∗‖2 + C max
1≤i≤m
[c(i) −w∗ · PBgˆ(i)] + C
=
1
2
‖PBw∗‖2 + C max
1≤i≤m
[c(i) −w∗ · gˆ(i)] + C
[gˆ(i) lies in the span ofB, so PBgˆ(i) = gˆ(i)]
≤ 1
2
‖w∗‖2 + C max
1≤i≤m
[c(i) −w∗ · gˆ(i)] + C
[‖PB‖ ≤ 1 for projections]
≤ 1
2
‖w∗‖2 + C max
1≤i≤m
[c(i) −w∗ · g(i) + δ
√
2C] + C
≤ o∗ + C(δ
√
2C + ) 
6.5.5 Experiments
Experiment Setup
We compare the CPSP algorithm with the exact solution computed by SVMlight,
as well as approximate solutions of the Nystro¨m method (NYSTROM) [145], the
Incomplete Cholesky Factorization (INCCHOL) [46], the Core Vector Machine
(CVM) [131], the Ball Vector Machine (BVM) [130], and LASVM with margin-
based active selection and finishing [14]. Both the Nystro¨m method and the
Incomplete Cholesky Factorization are implemented in SVMperf as described in
[67]. We use the RBF-Kernel K(x,x′) = exp(−γ||x − x′||2) in all experiments.
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The cache sizes of SVMlight, CVM, BVM, and LASVM were set to 1Gb. To
evaluate the benefits of selecting general basis function b ∈ Rd, we also compare
against the greedy sampling approach which selects basis functions from the
training patterns xi only. We denote the method as CPSP(tr).
We compare on the following five binary classification tasks, each split into
training/validation/test set. If not mentioned otherwise, parameters (i.e. C
and γ) are selected to maximize performance on the validation set for each
method and kmax individually. Both C and γ are explored on a log-scale. The
first dataset is ADULT as compiled by John Platt with 123 features and us-
ing a train/validation/test split of 20000/6281/6280. Second is the Reuters
RCV1 CCAT text-classification dataset with 47236 features. We use 78127 ex-
amples from the original test set for training and split the original training set
into validation and test sets of sizes 11575 and 11574 respectively. Third and
fourth, we classify the digit “0” against the rest (OCR0), as well as classify the
digits “01234” against the digits “56789” (OCR*) on the MNIST dataset. The
MNIST datasets have 780 features and we use a training/validation/test split of
50000/5000/5000. Finally, we use the IJCNN (task 1) dataset as pre-processed
by Chih-Jen Lin. It has 22 features and we use a training/validation/test split
of 113533/14169/14169.
Accuracy with Fixed Number of Basis Functions
Table 6.2 shows the performance of different algorithms with the number of
basis functions fixed at 1000. The results from SVMlight are for reference. We
can see that except for the ADULT dataset, the Gaussian (RBF) kernel SVM has
higher test set accuracy than the linear SVM. The table also shows the number
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Table 6.2: Prediction accuracy with kmax = 1000 basis vectors (except
SVMlight, where the number of SVs is shown in the third line)
using the RBF kernel (except linear).
ADULT CCAT OCR0 OCR* IJCNN
SVMlight (linear) 84.4 94.2 99.4 87.6 92.2
SVMlight (RBF) 84.4 95.1 99.8 98.6 99.4
#SV 7125 28748 2786 19309 9243
CPSP 84.5 95.0 99.8 98.5 99.3
CPSP(tr) 84.1 93.5 99.8 97.9 99.2
NYSTROM 84.3 92.5 99.7 97.0 99.1
INCCHOL 84.0 92.1 99.7 97.0 98.9
CVM 78.4 88.1 99.8 96.9 98.2
BVM 77.1 56.1 99.8 89.1 97.7
LASVM 83.8 91.7 99.8 97.2 97.5
of support vectors (#SV) for the Gaussian kernel. We can see that for datasets
like ADULT, CCAT, OCR*, well over one third of the training examples become
support vectors. IJCNN also have about 10% of the training examples become
support vectors while OCR0 is an easier task with the examples more separable,
and hence there are fewer support vectors in that case. We can see that the size
of the support vector set is large and restricting the basis function set size to
1000 can significantly improve the classification time.
Let us examine the accuracies of each of the algorithm when restricted to
1000 basis functions. We can see that CPSP has the highest accuracy across
all 5 datasets, and is always no more than 0.1% worse than the exact solution
by SVMlight. We also observe that by comparing CPSP against CPSP(tr), us-
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Figure 6.7: Decrease in accuracy w.r.t. exact SVM for different basis-set
sizes kmax.
ing general basis vectors b ∈ Rd improves the test accuracy when given the
same budget for basis functions, especially on the CCAT and OCR* datasets.
CPSP has better test accuracies than competitors such as NYSTROM, INCCHOL,
LASVM by 1 to 2% depending on the dataset, while CVM and BVM have sta-
bility issues with some datasets and give substantially lower accuracy numbers
on ADULT and CCAT.
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Accuracy-Sparsity Tradeoff
Our next set of experiments look at how the test set accuracy changes when
we vary the size of the basis set. In Figure 6.7 we plot the decrease in test set
accuracy against the basis set size, from 10 to 1000. The decrease in test set
accuracy is measured against the exact solution by SVMlight. These plots allow
us to observe the tradeoff between test accuracy and sparsity levels. We can see
that for all the datasets except ADULT when the number of basis functions is
large (in which case all algorithms are close), the curves for CPSP and CPSP(tr)
lies completely below their competitors (lower is better). This shows across
a range of basis set size, CPSP and CPSP(tr) has higher accuracies than their
competitors. The difference is particularly large when we look at the range from
10 to 100 basis functions. Also when we compare CPSP against CPSP(tr), we
observe that the curve CPSP dominates the curve for CPSP(tr) for the accuracy-
sparsity tradeoff. This validates our hypothesis that using basis vectors b ∈
Rd outside the training set improves sparsity. This is particularly evident in
the CCAT text categorization dataset, where we can observe the decrease in
accuracy being more than halfed by using general basis vectors.
Training and Test Efficiency
Table 6.3 shows the number of basis functions required to reach within
0.5% accuracy of the exact solution for different algorithms and Table 6.4
shows their corresponding training time. Basis set sizes are fixed at
{10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000, 20000} for each method, and the
smallest basis set size that reached the required accuracy is shown. Like the
previous results CPSP requires the fewest basis functions. When compared
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Table 6.3: Number of SVs to reach an accuracy that is not more than 0.5%
below the accuracy of the exact solution of SVMlight(see Ta-
ble 6.2). The RBF kernel is used for all methods. ’>’ indicates
that the largest tractable solution did not achieve the target ac-
curacy.
Number of SV
ADULT CCAT OCR0 OCR* IJCNN
SVMlight 7125 28748 2786 19309 9243
CPSP 10 200 20 500 500
CPSP(tr) 50 5000 50 2000 500
NYSTROM 50 >5000 100 5000 1000
INCCHOL 50 >2000 100 >2000 2000
CVM 5000 20000 200 5000 2000
BVM 5000 20000 200 5000 5000
LASVM 2000 10000 100 2000 5000
against the exact solution we have about 18 to 712 times fewer support vec-
tors, translating directly into a 18 to 712 times speedup in classification during
test time. Even when compared against other fast kernel SVM algorithms we
usually have a 5 to 10 times improvement in sparsity/test time speedup. Ta-
ble 6.4 shows the training time of the different algorithms. Unlike the number
of basis functions there is no clear winner in terms of training time across all 5
datasets. With the exception of IJCNN, CPSP is amongst the fastest, being the
fastest for ADULT and CCAT and not far behind the fastest method for OCR*
and OCR0. The possible overhead during training for CPSP is the solution of
the preimage problem in Equation (6.9) and re-projecting the cuts onto the new
basis, but overall CPSP has very fast training time that puts it right among the
fastest training algorithms for nonlinear kernel SVMs.
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Table 6.4: Training time to reach an accuracy that is not more than 0.5% be-
low the accuracy of the exact solution of SVMlight(see Table 6.2).
The RBF kernel is used for all methods. ’>’ indicates that the
largest tractable solution did not achieve the target accuracy.
CPU-Seconds
ADULT CCAT OCR0 OCR* IJCNN
SVMlight 56 9272 400 4629 1175
CPSP 6 225 11 465 2728
CPSP(tr) 30 88873 57 8967 2178
NYSTROM 10 >2281 37 2270 1572
INCCHOL 14 >21673 66 >12330 59454
CVM 43 23730 2 497 29
BVM 67 11004 2 538 229
LASVM 51 3433 5 295 705
6.6 Applications in General Structural SVMs
The above approximation methods using sampling and preimage optimization
can be easily extended to general structural SVMs. For example, consider again
the MRF labeling example in Equation (6.5). The cutting planes in this case will
be linear combinations of the joint feature vectors in the training sample, and is
of the following form:
g =
1
n
n∑
i=1
[Φ(xi, yi)−Φ(xi, y¯i)]
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
 ∑
(u,v)∈E(xi)
φuv(xi,u, xi,v, yi,u, yi,v) +
∑
u∈V (xi)
φu(xi,u, yi,u)

−
 ∑
(u,v)∈E(xi)
φuv(xi,u, xi,v, y¯i,u, y¯i,v) +
∑
u∈V (xi)
φu(xi,u, y¯i,u)
 ,
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where xi,u, yi,u are the corresponding local features and label at the node u in
the MRF defined by xi. Suppose the edge features φuv are linear while the node
features φu are kernelized (with polynomial kernels, RBF kernels, etc). We can
very easily collect the nonlinear terms in the cutting plane
1
n
n∑
i=1
∑
u∈V (xi)
[φu(xi,u, yi,u)− φu(xi,u, y¯i,u)], (6.11)
and then apply either the sampling procedure or preimage optimization tech-
nique in this chapter before adding the cut to the working set. For the linear part
of the feature vector φuv we can represent it exactly and there is no need for ap-
proximation. Note that in the sampling approximation algorithm we made no
assumption about the training examples xi coming from an i.i.d. distribution,
and the randomness in the Hoeffding bound comes from the uniform sampling
procedure itself. Therefore the approximation guarantees still hold when we are
sampling at the node level for φu(xi,u, yi,u), and there is no need to worry about
the dependence relations between nodes in the graph of the MRF instance xi.
Similarly in the projection and nonlinear preimage optimization in the CPSP
algorithm we can just treat the nonlinear part of the cutting plane (Equation
(6.11)) as we did in the case for binary classification.
6.7 Conclusions
We have proposed two approximation methods based on the cutting plane al-
gorithm for training nonlinear kernel SVMs. The methods are equally suitable
to handle the use of nonlinear kernels in structural SVMs. Experimental evalu-
ations show that the methods have improved training speed, and the preimage
method also produced sparser solutions when compared to other approxima-
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tion algorithms for training kernel SVMs.
6.8 Bibliographical Notes
These works on approximating cutting planes for training nonlinear kernel
SVMs were published at [150] (sampling) and at [68] (preimage optimization).
There have been a lot of different works on speeding up the training of non-
linear kernel SVMs and other kernel methods. The Nystro¨m method [145], In-
complete Cholesky Factorization [46] and Sparse Greedy Matrix Approxima-
tion all try to approximate the kernel matrix with a low-rank subspace and then
solve the corresponding kernel SVM in this subspace. However these approxi-
mation methods focus on the reconstruction error of the matrix but do not take
into account the label information, with the exception of the work by Bach and
Jordan [9]. Unlike CPSP the approximation step is not integrated into the opti-
mization step of the learning process , and these methods are limited to choosing
basis vectors from the training set.
Core Vector Machine [131] and Ball Vector Machine [130] are approximation
algorithms based on ideas from computational geometry [10], and the problem
of solving an l2-penalized kernel SVM is reduced to approximating the center
and radius of a ball enclosing the data points in the RKHS. LASVM [14] is an
online algorithm that adds and remove basis functions greedily to train a kernel
SVM in very few passes over the data. Basis pursuit style algorithms such as
[74] and [135] try to incrementally add or remove basis function from a basis set
and then re-solve the whole optimization problem to produce a sparse basis set
with good objective values. However unlike CPSP all these methods focus on
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selecting basis vectors from the training set alone.
Methods that allows the use of general basis vector includes the Reduced Set
Method [19] and the nonlinear optimization approach by Wu et al. [146]. The
Reduced Set Method is a postprocessing method that sparsifies the kernel rep-
resentation of the weight vector w after the kernel SVM is solved, and does not
address the problem of long training time for kernel SVMs. The approach by
Wu et al. casts the kernel SVM learning problem as a large joint non-convex op-
timization problem over the weight vector and the basis vector representation.
Their method is not as scalable as CPSP and most of their evaluations were on
small training sets.
As for sampling based stochastic approximations, most current works fo-
cus on linear feature space. For example, [137] consider the use of stochastic
gradient descent in the training of CRF and the PEGASOS algorithm [114] uses
stochastic subgradient to train linear SVMs.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this chapter we are going to summarize what we have presented in this
thesis, and also sketch a few future directions for further research in the area of
structured output learning, especially related to large-margin methods such as
structural SVMs.
7.1 Conclusions
In this thesis we have presented structural support vector machines, a discrim-
inative large-margin method for structured output learnng. In particular, we
have introduced extensions to structural SVMs that allow them to handle latent
variables and for nonlinear kernels to be incorporated efficiently. Below is a
chapter-by-chapter summary of what we have presented in this thesis.
Chapter 2 is a general introduction to structured output learning and struc-
tural SVMs. Starting from binary classification SVMs, we described how we
can generalize from binary SVMs to multi-class SVMs and then to structural
SVMs through refining the constraints in a quadratic program. Using part-of-
speech tagging as a running example, we illustrated how we can estimate the
parameters in a traditional hidden Markov model generatively, and also how
the paramters can be estimated differently in a discriminative manner using
structural SVMs. In particular we emphasized the ease with which we can in-
troduce new features based on the input x to improve prediction performance,
which is one of the major benefits of discriminative modeling.
Chapter 3 is concerned with the training of structural SVMs, which involves
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solving a nonsmooth convex optimization problem. In particular we presented
the cutting plane algorithm proposed in [67] for training structural SVMs. We
also presented the O(1/) iteration bound argument for the cutting plane algo-
rithm in [67]. One of the main computation in the algorithm is the generation of
cutting planes, and we illustrated how it can be done with the loss-augmented
inference in structural SVMs. We also discussed what design decisions one has
to make when adapting structural SVMs to different applications.
Chapter 4 illustrates the application of structural SVM to a protein alignment
problem. Structural SVM is a very suitable method for the problem because the
discriminative training approach allows us to fully exploit the sequence and
structural features in the protein database to learn alignments. We illustrated
concretely how to design the joint feature maps and loss functions in structural
SVM, and the associated inference algorithms for cutting plane algorithm train-
ing. Experimental results showed that we can build highly complex alignment
models incorporating many features that have improved alignment accuracies
over generative models.
In Chapter 5 we discussed the problem of latent variables in structured out-
put learning. We proposed a simple yet general extension to structural SVM that
allows us to handle latent variables in large margin structured output learning,
which we called Latent Structural SVM. We made use of the Convex-Concave
Procedure [156] to solve the corresponding non-convex optimization problem.
The latent structural SVM formulation is as easy to use as standard structural
SVM, and we demonstrated how to design the joint feature maps, loss func-
tions, and associated inference procedures in three different applications in-
cluding motif finding, noun phrase coreference resolution, and optimizing for
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precision@k in information retrieval. Experimental results showed improved
prediction accuracies in the structured output learning tasks when they are
re-formulated with latent variables, and in some cases the re-formulation also
brings about simpler inference procedures with improved training speed.
In the last chapter, Chapter 6, we looked at the use of nonlinear kernels in
structural SVMs. Nonlinear kernels increase the expressiveness of structural
SVMs, but also greatly increase its training costs to O(n2), where n is the num-
ber of examples. We presented two approximation algorithms based on the cut-
ting plane algorithm in Chapter 3, one using sampling and one using nonlinear
preimage optimzation. We provided iteration bounds and approximation error
bounds on the objectives. When evaluated over binary classification problems,
both algorithms have improved training speed over conventional dual decom-
position based algorithms such as SVMlight. The nonlinear preimage optimiza-
tion also have improved sparsity-accuracy tradeoff when compared against ap-
proximation algorithms designed for speeding up the training of binary kernel
SVMs in the literature. We also illustrated how these cutting plane approxima-
tion ideas can be easily applied to general structured output learning settings
where the individual feature functions can be ‘kernelized’ to become nonlinear.
In the above we summarized some of the contributions we made to discrim-
inative large-margin structured output learning in this thesis, but looking for-
ward there are still a lot of important challenges. Below we sketch some inter-
esting directions for future work.
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7.2 Future Directions
7.2.1 Approximate Inference for Training
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the most expensive step in training structural SVMs
is solving the argmax problem in Equation (2.10) for cutting plane generation.
For many structured output prediction problem such as labeling Markov Ran-
dom Field with cycles [48], decoding in machine translation [78], or maximizing
diversity/topic coverage in document retrieval [155], the related argmax prob-
lems are NP-complete. Researchers have looked into the use of various approx-
imation algorithms in training [80, 48, 89], such as loopy belief propagation, lin-
ear programming relaxation, or any problem-specific greedy approximation or
heuristic search. These ideas make structured output prediction learning poss-
sible for these tasks with intractable inference problems. However, less well-
explored is the use of these approximation ideas to speed up training in struc-
tured output learning problems with tractable/polynomial inference problems.
For example, although problems like POS-tagging, parsing, protein sequence
alignments have dynamic programming based algorithms to exactly solve the
argmax inference problems, training is still very slow on large datasets because
these inference algorithms scale with O(L2) or O(L3), where L is the size of
each example (e.g., sequence length). If approximate inference can be applied
to speed up the training of models with NP-hard inference problems, can we
apply similiar ideas to speed up the training of these problems with polynomial
but still expensive inference operations?
Consider again our very first motivating example of structured output pre-
diction with POS-tagging. We know that in POS-tagging it is important to con-
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sider the context of the word to determine its part-of-speech, however for many
words in the dictionary they have only one possible part-of-speech and the de-
cision can be made without looking at the context at all. As far as the learn-
ing algorithm is concerned there is no need for it to infer the tags in the whole
sentence to learn a particular word has only one possible part-of-speech. In-
deed in a lot of structured output prediction problems many decisions can be
made by considering only a local part of the structure. Can we apply a coarse-
grained, approximate inference procedure at the beginning of the training, and
then slowly switch to a fine-grained, exact inference procedure when we close
to the optimal solution of the structural SVM training problem? A lot of infer-
ence algorithms such as heuristic search, primal-dual algorithms for combinato-
rial optimization gives us partial, incomplete output structure during the infer-
ence process. Can we use these partial, incomplete outputs to provide feedback
for the optimization algorithms to tune the weights? For example, it would be
highly beneficial to use such partial outputs to construct cutting planes during
the initial iterations of the cutting plane algorithm to reduce runtime, since these
initial cutting planes are rarely active at the optimum.
7.2.2 Parallelization
Another direction to reduce the training time of these discriminative structured
output prediction models is through the use of parallelization. In recent years
the lack of improvements in the clock speed of processors and the increasing
availability of highly parallel multi-core processors and graphical processing
unit make parallelization an important topic in speeding up practical algo-
rithms. Let us consider the problem of training structured output prediction
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models such as structural SVMs and conditional random fields, where the risk
is sum of individual loss on each example (xi, yi). It is quite easy to parallelize
the problem by distributing the gradient or cutting plane computation on dif-
ferent processors or different machines, by making each processor compute the
gradient on a subset of the examples and then add up the results. However there
are still multiple issues on parallelization that are worth investigating. First, as
[88] pointed out gradient based algorithms can incur large communication costs
between machines during parallelization, both in terms of the number synchro-
nizations required and also the volume of data exchanged. The problem be-
comes even more severe if we consider nonlinear models with kernels. Second,
although it is relatively straightforward to parallelize gradient computation by
distributing the individual training instances (embarassingly parallel), breaking
down the gradient computation on a single instance (xi, yi) is much more diffi-
cult. For example, inference in large scale graphical models or heuristic-based
search are much more difficult to parallelize. There are already some works
looking at these directions [51]. Building a better theoretical and empirical un-
derstanding of how efficiently we can parallelize these computations will be
important for structured output learning.
7.2.3 Reducing Dependence on Labeled Data
Apart from training efficiency, another major issue in discriminative structured
output learning is the lack of labeled training data. Although discriminative
modeling gives us the power to incorporate a large number of features to im-
prove prediction accuracy, at the same time we need to obtain sufficient labeled
data to train these models. Unlike binary or multi-class classification the la-
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beling effort for structured output prediction is much more expensive. For
example, manually labeling the pixels for image segmentation or labeling all
the objects inside a picture is a very tedious task. Some tasks such as machine
translation even requires specially trained individuals who are fluent in both
languages to provide us with the labels. In semi-supervised learning for classi-
fication, we try to incorporate unlabeled examples xj without the corresponding
labels yj to improve the prediction accuracy of models trained with labeled data
alone (see [25] for a review of literature in the area). It is quite natural to ask if
we could reduce the labeling effort in training these discriminative structured
output learning models as well. However, success in this area has been much
more limited than the binary classification case. Direct generalizations of meth-
ods from semi-supervised binary classicification methods only help when there
are very few labeled data [4, 158]. More promising approaches include defin-
ing multiple related learning tasks to make use of the unlabeled data [7], and
exploiting generative models to define new features in discriminative modeling
[124]. However, most of these involve careful design specific to the computer vi-
sion or natural language processing application, and it will be interesting if we
could abstract away some general principles of making use of unlabeled data in
structured output prediction from these application experiences.
Another interesting direction of making use of unlabeled data in structured
output learning is the role of unlabeled data in the output space Y . Unlike in
the case of classification where the output space consists of class labels with little
structures, the output space Y in structured output learning has rich structure
that we can estimate using data inY only. Intuitively in discriminative modeling
where we try to model the conditional distribution P (y | x), knowledge about
P (y) should help us improve the estimation of P (y | x). A prime example of
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this is statistical machine translation, in which the output space Y is a set of
sentences in the target language that is high dimensional and have a lot of rich
structures in it. Knowing how to exploit these structures with unlabeled data
in the output space Y should improve the prediction accuracies of structured
output learning models, and this could apply to other tasks in computer vision
and natural language processing as well.
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